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SUMMARY

In the last decade, powered by connectivity to large social networks and advances in col-

lecting and analyzing digital traces of individuals from social media platforms, researchers

have gleaned rich insights into individuals’ and populations’ mental health states and expe-

riences, including their moods, emotions, social interactions, language, and communication

patterns. Using these inferences, researchers have been able to study support-seeking be-

haviors, distinguishing patterns, risk markers, and diagnosis states for mental illnesses from

social media data, promising a fundamental change in mental health care. What we need

next in this line of work is for data and algorithms based on social media to be contextual-

ized in people’s pathways to mental health care. However, there are several challenges and

unanswered questions that present hurdles.

First, gaps exist in the psychometric validity of social media based measurements of

behaviors and the utility of these inferences in predicting clinical outcomes in patient pop-

ulations. Second, if social media can act as an intervention platform, outside of discrete

events, a holistic understanding on its role in people’s lives along the course of a mental ill-

ness is crucial. Lastly, several questions remain around the ethical implications of research

practices in engaging with a vulnerable population subject to this research.

This thesis charts out empirical and critical understandings and develops novel compu-

tational techniques to ethically and holistically examine how social media can be employed

to support mental health care. Focusing on schizophrenia, one of the most debilitating and

stigmatizing of mental illnesses, this thesis contributes a deeper understanding on path-

ways to care via social media along three themes: 1) prediction of clinical mental health

states from social media data to support clinical interventions, 2) understanding online

self-disclosure and social support as pathways to social care, and 3) intersection of social

and clinical pathways to care along the course of mental illness. In doing so, this work

combines theories from social psychology, computer-mediated communication, and clin-

xvii



ical literature with machine learning, statistical modeling, and natural language analysis

methods applied on large-scale behavioral data from social media platforms. Together,

this work contributes novel methodologies and human-centered algorithmic design frame-

works to understand the efficacy of social media as a mental health intervention platform,

informing clinicians, researchers, and designers who engage in developing and deploying

interventions for mental health and well-being.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Social media has led to an unprecedented change in how individuals, clinicians, and on-

line platforms consider mental health. Supported by anonymity and connections to large

audiences, individuals are increasingly adopting online social platforms to share personal,

sensitive stories about mental health. In the last decade, research investigations on men-

tal health and social media use have ranged from understanding self-disclosure practices

and goals [1], deciphering social support provisions to promote positive mental health out-

comes [2, 3, 4], discovering community norms and behaviors [5], and exploring how these

platforms can support intervention delivery [6]. At the same time, digital traces on these

platforms have allowed clinical researchers to observe individuals’ mental health attributes

like mood, emotions, social interactions, language and communication patterns in a real-

time, non-invasive, longitudinal fashion that was previously unimaginable for mental health

care. Leveraging these digital traces, researchers have applied machine learning and natu-

ral language processing techniques to identify risk markers associated with several mental

illnesses like depression [7], schizophrenia [8], and stress [9], and support clinical decision

making. Beyond academic interest in this domain, products of this research are out in the

world. For instance, Facebook developed tools to predict sensitive at-risk behaviors like

suicidal ideation on their platforms1 and the consequences of these predictions are impact-

ing people’s lives everyday. These directions collectively place mental health as one of the

most notable topics associated with social media use.

This thesis examines the efficacy of social media in supporting mental health care.

In order to resolve the role of social media in mental health care, what we need next in

this line of work is for data and algorithms based on social media to be contextualized in

1https://www.facebook.com/safety/wellbeing/suicideprevention/
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people’s pathways to care. This could involve potentially using insights about mental health

from online social platforms to connect people in need with timely and proactive help, in

the form of interventions, or working with stakeholders like clinicians and public health

organizations to harness these algorithmic insights to influence policy and decision-making.

These directions could also mean designing and re-imagining online social platforms as

safe, supportive spaces for disclosure of mental health experiences, raising awareness and

seeking/providing social support.

In order to pursue these next steps and realize the potential of algorithmic insights

on mental health, there are several challenges and unanswered questions that need to be

addressed. A first set of questions revolve around the validity and domain utility of algo-

rithmic insights into mental health based on digital traces from social media. Despite being

promoted as a powerful means to shape interventions and impact mental health recovery

and social care, there is little that we understand about how these approaches through so-

cial media fit into peoples’ pathways to care. For clinical care, the psychometric validity

of social media based measurements of behaviors and the utility of inferences in predicting

actual clinical outcomes in patient populations is still unexplored. Gaps exist in theoreti-

cal understanding of how disclosure goals and support seeking behaviors change from an

offline, private, one-on-one settings to online, public, networked contexts.

Second, current academic scholarship is heavily focused either on clinical care in the

form of treatment, medication, etc., or on social support and self-management of the con-

dition. For overall well-being of people with mental illness, both clinical treatment and

social care are needed along the course of illness. Despite strong advocacy from paradigms

such as the Recovery model [10] or Person-centered care [11], the intersection of social

and clinical aspects of care for mental health has been unexplored. If social media can

act as a mental health intervention platform, a holistic understanding of the role it plays in

supporting clinical as well as social pathways to care along the course of a mental illness

is crucial. How can we study the different journeys of those with mental health conditions
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combining their experiences of clinical recovery and social reintegration?

Third, there are several questions around the ethical implications of this research topic.

How do we protect a vulnerable population who is subject to this research? What provisions

should we have to prevent adverse outcomes? What is the social and moral responsibility

of researchers in minimizing harms? These questions show that consideration to ethics and

privacy need to be part of the research process itself, centering the expectations and needs

of stakeholders.

Focusing on schizophrenia, one of the most debilitating and stigmatizing of mental

illnesses, this thesis contributes a deeper understanding on pathways to mental health care

via social media along three themes and ask these research questions:

1. Clinical pathways to care: Prediction of mental health states from social media

data to support interventions. What is the efficacy and validity of social media

based behaviors as diagnostic signals for the prediction of mental health states? Can

social media data contributed by patient populations indicate risk to adverse clinical

outcomes such as relapse events?

2. Social pathways to care: Online self-disclosure and social support on social me-

dia. Do the goals of offline self-disclosure such as therapeutic outcomes translate

to the context of online broadcasting disclosures of mental illnesses? What are the

mechanisms through which large invisible audience on social media provide support

to individuals making mental illness disclosures? Do audience in a social network

impact future disclosure behaviors of people?

3. Intersection of social and clinical pathways along the course of illness. Anchor-

ing on psychiatric hospitalizations, this theme asks how can we study the different

journeys of those with mental health conditions combining their experiences of clini-

cal recovery and social reintegration? How are health status transitions characterized

by social media use during the periods after hospitalization? What is the role of so-
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cial technologies as individuals transition and reintegrate back to their social lives

after psychiatric hospitalization?

Thesis Statement and Research Approach This thesis shows that social media, and

algorithmic approaches informed by clinical and patient stakeholder perspectives, can sup-

port clinical and social pathways to care for mental health in the form of patient-provider

interventions and social support provisions. Towards answering the above research ques-

tions, this thesis charts out empirical and critical understandings and develops novel com-

putational techniques to ethically and holistically examine how social media can be em-

ployed to understand and support mental health care. In doing so, this work combines

theories from social psychology, computer-mediated communication and clinical literature

with machine learning, statistical modeling, and natural language analysis methods applied

on large scale behavioral data from social media platforms.

Two senses of “social media” structure the questions central to this thesis. The first

involves thinking of social media platforms as instrumentation [12], i.e., how can digital

traces that people leave behind on social platforms be employed to characterize, measure

and understand their mental health attributes and experiences? In a second sense, this thesis

views social media as a new object of study [12], i.e, examining how self-presentation, self-

disclosure and social support seeking behaviors related to mental health are transformed

in the context of large scale, technology-mediated, broadcasting social networks. Over-

all, this thesis combines empirical insights from several social media platforms, including

Facebook, Twitter, Reddit, Instagram, and communication technologies such as Whatsapp

towards answering questions about mental health.

Understanding mental health and social media use in an ethical and holistic manner also

necessitates certain human-centered research considerations that are employed throughout

this thesis. First, involving people whose expertise lies outside of computing involved in

the design of algorithmic systems is important while considering multi-stakeholder, high
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risk domains such as mental health. In addition to the people who might end up using the

algorithmic decision support systems, this also includes individuals whose data is being an-

alyzed to build such systems. Second, grounding computational approaches in theory and

paying attention to the real world use of these algorithms is crucial in fostering interdis-

ciplinary collaborations especially with clinicians. This means designing algorithms in a

way that they are useful to the stakeholders in clinical settings and fit into existing practices.

Finally, paying attention to privacy and ethics with respect to the people who contributed

data for this research throughout the process is essential. The work described in this disser-

tation is done in close collaborations with clinical researchers, practitioners (psychiatrists,

clinical psychologists) and people with lived experiences. The role of these stakeholders in

the research process and how the above research considerations are employed in practice is

highlighted at several sections in the subsequent chapters.

1.1 Contributions

Though the study of social media’s efficacy as a mental health intervention platform, this

thesis contributes to theory and practice in social computing with implications to mental

health care and intervention design.

At a theoretical level, this dissertation clarifies “for whom” and “in what contexts” al-

gorithmic systems based on digital traces from social media platforms can support mental

health care. This work shows that if the broader research agenda is to inform clinical de-

cision making, such as early diagnosis, treatment or patient-provider interventions, work-

ing with data contributed by clinically diagnosed patient populations is imperative. For

people whose clinical diagnosis state is unknown, this work shows how self-disclosure

goals and support seeking practices translate from a one-to-one, private, offline context

to a networked, public online setting. For instance, work described in Chapter 4 demon-

strates evidence for therapeutic outcomes of online self-disclosures and explains mecha-

nisms through which a large invisible audience on Twitter provide reciprocity and sup-
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port to disclosures. Different people might adopt social media platforms for differential

needs during mental health transitions and experiences. Chapter 6 presents an empirically-

derived taxonomy of heterogeneous behavioral patterns that characterize people’s health

status transitions around psychiatric hospitalizations. Based on the derived taxonomy, this

work sheds light on the different recovery and reintegration journeys as exhibited on online

social platforms. For instance, this work revealed that first hospitalization experiences lead

most people to transition into the withdrawal focused status, whereas those re-hospitalized

are able to maintain connectivity to their social networks. The support seeking goals and

outcomes for the former group might be significantly distinct from the latter – insights

that could contextualize how different individuals use social media to find help and advice

around their mental distress.

To practice, this thesis contributes computational approaches for the study of men-

tal health and social media use. Chapter 3 presents how patient-volunteered and patient-

contributed social media data can be used to build machine learning models that can pre-

dict adverse outcomes such as relapse hospitalizations in schizophrenia. The feasibility of

these approaches shows promise for future technology-mediated interventions for clinical

outcomes such as relapse. This work also presents a model for social reintegration in men-

tal health based on a combination of medical data and social media trace data as well as

qualitative interviews with individuals with lived experience of psychiatric hospitalization.

The computational methods described in Chapter 6 present a pipeline to characterize and

measure heterogeneous behavioral patterns exhibited by people on social media platforms

like Facebook during health status transitions. Empirical insights from this work inform

the design of online social platforms to support people around major life events and health

status transitions.

Outside of social computing, this thesis also provides domain specific contributions to

the area of mental health. This work informs key stakeholders involved in developing and

deploying technology based interventions for mental health and well-being. For clinicians
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who aim to provide early interventions for mental health, this thesis provides methodolo-

gies based on machine learning and predictive modeling that can be applied to improve

evidence-based treatment and interventions. For instance, work described in Chapter 3 on

prediction of relapse episodes in schizophrenia is designed to fit into a prospective real-

world clinical setting. How one manages their illness outside of institutionalized clinical

treatment strongly impacts both future clinical outcomes and overall well-being. Chapter 6

presents empirical insights on how people transition from the hospital back to their homes

after psychiatric hospitalization and the role of social media and offline social networks in

supporting recovery and reintegration. These findings inform clinicians and social workers

about their own practices in supporting post-discharge care. Furthermore, the empirical in-

sights on heterogeneous recovery and reintegration trajectories in mental health can act as

new information in discursive therapy sessions and help in sensemaking of hospitalization

experiences. For designers of mental health interventions, this research provides theo-

retically grounded, data-derived insights on individualized heterogeneity of mental health

states that could factor into the intervention design for tailored support and care according

to the person’s context.

1.2 Overview of Thesis

The thesis is broadly organized into the three themes described above. Chapter 2 pro-

vides background on schizophrenia and prior work on social media use and mental health

motivating the research topic. Chapter 3 presents work on employing machine learning

techniques from social media data for prediction of clinical outcomes in patient popula-

tions. Chapter 4 focuses on pathways to social care and discusses two empirical studies

on social media related to online self-disclosure and social support. In Chapter 5, a trian-

gulation study is presented that overviews methodological approaches in this line of work

surfacing challenges in employing social media for mental health care. Lastly, Chapter 6

addresses the intersection of social and clinical care for mental health combining empirical
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insights from computational modeling of health transitions and qualitative interviews with

individuals with lived experiences. Chapter 7 presents concluding remarks, limitations and

contributions of this work.
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Table 1.1: Summary of Studies

Study Thematic Area Summary
Social
Media
Sites

Location

Collaborative
approach to identify
social media markers

of schizophrenia

Pathways to clinical
care via social media

Assessing the utility
of social media as a

viable diagnostic
tool in identifying
individuals with
schizophrenia.

Twitter Chp 3

Detecting relapse in
schizophrenia using
patient-contributed

Facebook data

Pathways to clinical
care via social media

Predicting imminent
relapse in

schizophrenia from
social media activity

of individuals
receiving psychiatric

care.

Facebook Chp 3

Methodological gaps
in predicting mental
health states from

social media

Pathways to clinical
care via social media

Examining the
quality of different

social media-derived
behavioral signals in

predicting clinical
diagnoses of mental

illness.

Twitter,
Facebook Chp 5

Therapeutic
outcomes of online
self-disclosures of
mental illnesses

Pathways to social
care via social media

Examining how
offline mental health
disclosure goals like
therapeutic benefits

translate to the
context of online

broadcasting
self-disclosures.

Twitter,
Reddit Chp 4

Audience
engagement and its
impact on online

disclosures of mental
illnesses

Pathways to social
care via social media

Understanding the
audience of online

self-disclosures, and
forecasting their
impact on future

disclosure behaviors.

Twitter Chp 4

A social media study
on mental health
status transitions

surrounding
psychiatric

hospitalizations

Intersection of social
and clinical

pathways to care via
social media

Modeling social
media use around

health status
transitions

surrounding
hospitalization

Facebook Chp 6

The reintegration
journey following a

psychiatric
hospitalization:

Examining the role
of social

technologies

Intersection of social
and clinical

pathways to care via
social media

Understanding the
role of social

technologies in
reintegration after

psychiatric
hospitalization

Facebook.
Twitter,

Whatsapp,
Instagram

Chp 6
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CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND

2.1 Schizophrenia

Schizophrenia is a devastating mental illness, affecting about 1% of the world’s popula-

tion [13]. It is characterized by distortions in thinking, perception, emotions, language,

sense of self and behaviour including experiences such as hallucinations (hearing voices

or seeing things that do not exist) and delusions (fixed, false beliefs) [14]. The condition

is often described in terms of positive and negative (or deficit) symptoms [15]. Positive

symptoms are those that most individuals do not normally experience, but are present in

people with schizophrenia. They can include delusions, disordered thoughts and speech,

and hallucinations. Negative symptoms are deficits of normal emotional responses or of

other thought processes. They commonly include flat expressions or little emotion, poverty

of speech, inability to experience pleasure, lack of desire to form relationships, and lack of

motivation. Three-quarters of people with schizophrenia develop the disease during early

age between 16 and 25 years of age1 leading to considerable disability and interference

with the establishment of healthy social, educational and occupational foundations.

Despite being a chronic illness and causing enduring disability, current psychiatric

treatment paradigms are limited in leveraging benefits of early identification of risk mark-

ers, and interventions [16]. This is largely due to lack of timely contact and difficulty in

gathering longitudinal data on patients’ illness trajectory. The nature of data also presents

challenges; current evaluation and treatment mechanisms heavily rely on self or family re-

ported information that is subject to recall bias. Furthermore, schizophrenia is associated

with high stigma in the society; historical accounts have considered lived experiences of

1https://sardaa.org/resources/about-schizophrenia/
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schizophrenia as playing the role of a “sacrificial victim” [17]. These stigma perceptions

lead to negative stereotypes and further inhibit people suffering with schizophrenia from

receiving care and social support.

Into this amalgam of challenges, technology based interventions, especially based on

social media or smartphone use, have started to show great potential by providing insights

from behavioral data that is collected in a naturalistic, unobtrusive manner. Recent re-

search has studied technology use by individuals suffering from schizophrenia and related

psychotic disorders [18, 19]. Matthews et al. [19] found that technology use in this vulner-

able population is often impacted by underlying mood, and that, these differential patterns

in technology use may indicate incipient mood episodes. However, research on the use of

social media platforms by this population is lacking. Focusing on social media use and

schizophrenia, Mitchell et al. [8] present potential linguistic markers of schizophrenia us-

ing the tweets of self-identified schizophrenia sufferers. McManus et al. [20] mine Twitter

data of individuals following a schizophrenia self-help account to improve detection of

schizophrenia from social media use. But the extent to which social media based early de-

tection techniques and interventions can support individuals with schizophrenia is largely

unknown [21]. This thesis studies schizophrenia as a complex case of mental illnesses to

examine how social media provides clinical and social pathways to care for individuals

with schizophrenia.

Why schizophrenia for this thesis? Among complex mental illnesses, why is schizophre-

nia an excellent case study for examining the role of social media as a mental health inter-

vention platform? I discuss three motivations framed around the clinical and social experi-

ences of schizophrenia.

Early Detection and Interventions: A key challenge with schizophrenia is the high

likelihood of relapse. Although the majority of patients initially achieve clinical remission

of positive psychotic symptoms with pharmacological treatment, up to 80% schizophrenia
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patients relapse in five years [22]. Once a second episode has occurred, further episodes

are likely and risks of continued functional decline increase. Although early interventions

are known to help prevent escalation of symptoms, existing methods to recognize imminent

relapse are significantly limited due to lack of timely contact and unavailability of data on

patients’ illness trajectories. Thus, the examination of social media for clinical pathways

to care via early detection of risk markers and adverse episodes like relapse, has immense

potential to transform interventions for schizophrenia.

Disclosure and Social Support: Schizophrenia is a highly stigmatized condition. Lit-

erature has recognized the value of candid disclosures resulting in improved well-being

and therapeutic benefits among individuals challenged with this illness [23]. For instance,

participation in offline self-help groups and advocacy organizations has been found to fa-

cilitate self-disclosure—such activities help challenge private shame about the illness, en-

hance self-esteem, enable people to be more resilient in response to stigma experiences,

and thereby support symptomatic coping [24]. With the affordances of anonymity and con-

nectedness to a large network, increasing number of people are appropriating social media

and online communities for disclosures, raising awareness, breaking stigma and seeking

social support for mental health. Therefore, the study of benefits and mechanisms for

social support on social media provides opportunities to inform design of platforms for

accommodating needs surrounding experiences of schizophrenia.

Computational Methods: The study of schizophrenia on social media also presents

unique methodological challenges. To examine both social and clinical pathways to care

on social media, it is imperative to identify the target population or behavioral signals in-

dicating the pathways to care. This requires not only computational methods like machine

learning employed at large scale, but also theoretically grounded measures from clinical

and social science literature to identify what needs to be measured. For instance, im-

pairment in verbal communication and language disturbances are characteristic diagnostic

features of schizophrenia [25]. These features informed by theory, can be measured on
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social media using natural language analysis approaches. While employing social media

as a data source, it is therefore crucial that the operationalization of online behaviors is

grounded in theory (i.e. known evidence about the illness and people’s experiences). This

calls for a need for novel theoretically grounded methodologies with machine learning and

computational linguistics approaches. Due to the interdisciplinary nature of the research

topic, it is also important to consider implications of computational approaches to domain

stakeholders. To the clinician community, whose primary source of diagnostic information

comprises clinically validated questionnaires, scales, interviews, and symptoms reported

by the patient [26], new forms of signals derived from social media, despite the right in-

tentions, add complexities to the conventional psychiatric assessment method. Therefore,

there is a need for accessible, interpretable, computational approaches and deep seated

interdisciplinary collaborations in using social media data for clinical interventions.

2.2 Prediction of mental health states based on social media data

In recent years, a growing body of work has employed large scale social media data to

model and infer mental well-being of individuals and populations [27]. These approaches

have been used to identify and understand social media derived risk and psychological

markers of other mental health conditions, ranging from postpartum depression [28], eating

disorders [5, 29], post-traumatic stress [30], and other conditions [2, 31].

Burgeoning interest in this topic stems from the fact that social media data is readily

available and archived, and can be unobtrusively gathered with low effort and cost [32].

These unique attributes help overcome many challenges in state-of-the-art clinical assess-

ment of mental health that involves subjective recollection of historical facts—a method

prone to retrospective recall bias [33]. However, appropriating social media data to inform

clinical efforts around early diagnosis, tailoring treatment, or delivering interventions, suf-

fers significant limitations. In a clinical setting, diagnostic information is available to the

clinician via self-reported psycho-social signs and symptoms, theoretically and psychome-
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trically validated clinical scales, interviews, questionnaires, and other diagnostic tools [26].

Social media data by itself, however, does not include such clinically validated signals to

accurately identify and validate individuals’ mental health states. Also, collecting clini-

cally valid diagnostic signals from social media would require engagement with an at-risk

patient population, a cohort that is stigmatized, sensitive, and vulnerable. This presents

logistical challenges to identification of diagnostic signals, as well as privacy and data pro-

tection issues. Such a data collection approach can be difficult to scale, and is effort- and

time-consuming, requiring carefully crafted clinical and risk management protocols, and

involvement of clinical experts.

To circumvent these challenges, researchers have employed several online behaviors as

gold standard information, or what we call proxy diagnostic signals to identify individuals’

mental illness diagnoses. Through a systematic literature review [34] based on a keyword

search of papers on predicting mental health states from social media, we identified three

types of proxy diagnostic signals from the literature, which we elaborate below.

Proxy Diagnostic Signals in the Literature Affiliation Behaviors: A first category of

research represents behaviors signaling engagement or association (via hashtags, account

following, community membership) with content related to mental health resources on

social media, as proxy diagnostic signals of an illness [35, 20, 36]. A prominent example

is McManus et al. [20] who used following a Twitter account (@schizotribe) dedicated

to conversations around lived experiences of schizophrenia as a signal for gold standard

information that an individual might be suffering from schizophrenia. A complementary set

of papers have operationalized membership in online mental health support communities

such as Reddit and Livejournal as proxies for diagnostic information [37, 38, 39, 40].

Self-reports: Next, the most popular form of proxy diagnostic signals, this category oper-

ationalizes first-hand, public self-disclosures of diagnosis of a mental illness as indicators

of a clinical mental illness [41, 42, 43, 30, 9, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 8, 51, 52, 53,
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39, 54, 55, 56, 57]. A notable example, Mitchell et. al. [8] used regular expression search

queries on Twitter (“I have been diagnosed with schizophrenia”) to extract self-reports of

schizophrenia diagnoses and then employed them for predicting their presence/absence.

External validation: Finally, this category represents human-in-the-loop, collaborative ap-

proaches that either seek self-reported information from the individual, or incorporate diag-

nostic scales and/or expert appraisal for identification of the proxy diagnostic signals [58,

59, 60, 45, 27, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66].

Using Proxy Diagnostic Signals: Critical Challenges Appropriating these proxy di-

agnostic signals has overcome many challenges and barriers to gathering clinically valid

diagnostic data on social media, particularly around scale and size [43], and these ap-

proaches continue to gain traction in the community. However they suffer from significant

limitations, which we frame below, drawing upon the critical data literature [67, 68, 69].

Consider the case when affiliation to mental health resources is considered a proxy

of a diagnosis. While including genuine patients, it likely also includes other stakehold-

ers like mental health practitioners and experts, non-profits raising awareness campaigns,

caregivers etc. As another example, although the act of self-disclosing a mental illness can

be an indicator of a person’s mental condition, there are gaps in understanding what an

individual chooses to self-report, why, and when they decide to do so, or if they are being

truthful.

In other words, there is lack of evidence that these proxy signals are accurately mea-

suring what they intend to measure, also known as construct validity [70] (whether the

signals accurately identify and represent individuals at-risk). A lack of contextualization in

psychiatric practice [71] or theory [17] additionally reduces confidence in their construct

validity—an issue recognized in prior critiques of big data approaches [67, 69]. Although

proxy signals with expert validation attempt to tackle some of these theoretical and clinical

gaps, because the approach is removed from direct interaction with the individual, their
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veracity can be questioned, and their “claims to objectivity and accuracy can be mislead-

ing” [67].

Further, individuals with unique attributes, attitudes, and characteristics, possibly dis-

tinct from patient populations, are likely to engage in the specific types of behaviors enu-

merated by the proxy signals. Apart from the inclusion of “noisy” data, the unique ways

in which the proxy diagnostic signals are defined and construed can lead to a variety of

biases in the predictions, despite the impressive sample sizes they promise. This resonates

with what boyd and Crawford noted, that “bigger data are not always better data [67]” and

what Olteanu et al. discuss at length surrounding methodological pitfalls of big data [70].

2.3 Self-disclosure, social support on social media

Self-disclosure & Stigma Management. Sociologist Erving Goffman emphasized the

importance of “sympathetic others” in helping people cope with difficult experiences, as

well in enabling self-disclosure [72]. Self-disclosure provides an opportunity to express

one’s thoughts and feelings, develop trust and build intimacy in personal relationships [73].

However, the act of self disclosure is a much more complex and critical process for peo-

ple with a concealable, stigmatized identity such as mental illness [74]. On the one hand,

the stigma around these conditions may risk unfavorable outcomes such as social rejection

and discrimination and might be detrimental to well-being. Experimental manipulation

studies found that participants do not experience the benefits of disclosure when confidant

reactions are neutral or negative [75]. But on the other hand, positive outcomes of dis-

closure due to opening up, include a wide range of therapeutic benefits leading to both

physical and mental well-being, such as lowered psychological distress [76]. For instance,

studying the post-traumatic stress (PTSD) experiences of rape and sexual assault victims,

Ullman and Filipas found that disclosures led to more positive and fewer negative social

reactions [77]. This complex nature of both possibilities is nested within an ongoing pro-

cess of “stigma management”—coping with the psychological and social consequences of
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one’s identity [72].

A rich body of work in the Computer Mediated Communication (CMC) literature has

studied self disclosures and the socio-cognitive processes centered around them. Through

several experimental and anecdotal evidence, CMC and other internet-based behaviors have

been characterized to exhibit high levels of self disclosure [78]. In fact, high self-disclosure

has been recognized to lead to dis-inhibition on the Internet [79]. At the same time, self

disclosure in CMC contexts is also argued to be beneficial, having been linked to trust and

group identity [80], as well as playing an important role in social interactions by reducing

uncertainty [81].

Turning to research on social media, an emergent line of research has investigated the

nature of self disclosures on social media and online communities. Several quantitative

studies have focused on identification, modeling and characterizing differences in multi-

modal (textual, visual) forms of self disclosure on social media [82, 83, 84, 31, 85]. Sim-

ilarly, from a qualitative perspective, prior work has studied how individuals undergoing

gender transition appropriate Facebook for engaging in sensitive disclosures of their expe-

riences [86]. Existing literature has also investigated unique design affordances of social

media like “throwaway” accounts, in providing context-specific anonymity for first-time

disclosures on abuse related posts on Reddit [1]. In another study, Andalibi et al. found

that individuals struggling with negative emotions, such as those related to depression or

self-harm, use Instagram to self-disclose and engage in social exchange and storytelling

about their stigmatized experiences [2].

We note that work thus far has largely been around platforms where the others in the

context of self-disclosures are sympathetic others, as Goffman (2009) posited it. However,

the nature and impact of engaging with the audience of self-disclosures on public social

media platforms is understudied. This work aims to fill this gap.
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Social Support & Social Capital. There has also been a relevant line of research con-

cerning online social capital and social support in the context of self-disclosures and well-

being. Social capital allows an individual to draw on resources from other members in their

social network through bonding and bridging [87]. Bonding social capital refers to strong

ties or relationships amongst members of a network who are similar in some form [88].

Whereas, bridging social capital refers to weak ties or relationships amongst people who

are dissimilar in a demonstrable fashion, such as age, socio-economic status, race/ethnicity

and education [89]. While online social networks have been established to support build-

ing and maintaining both kinds of social capital (Ellison et al. 2007), scholars also refer

to a related concept “social support”, especially in the context of self-disclosure theories

and studies of stigma. A large body of work reveals the support benefits people derive

from their interpersonal relationships and social networks in relation to improved health

and psychological well-being, self esteem, satisfaction with life, and reciprocity [91].

Specific to our focus on stigmatized experiences around mental health, both qualitative

and quantitative studies have identified social capital and social support as necessary com-

ponents in self-disclosure goals and outcomes [83, 92]. Nevertheless, gaps still exist in our

understanding of how the expectations of social support and the benefits with respect to

social capital translate when the audience of self-disclosures are invisible, public, or com-

prise largely of weak ties. Moreover, the role that the audience of stigmatized disclosures,

through support provisioning and social feedback mechanisms, plays in encouraging (or

constraining) future disclosure processes, is yet to be empirically investigated. This thesis

extends prior work by providing robust data-driven studies of the audience of schizophrenia

disclosures on Twitter.

2.4 Clinical studies of psychiatric hospitalization experiences

Since the deinstitutionalization movement [93], the role of the psychiatric hospital has

shifted from a place for long-term stay and treatment to a community-based system of
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care emphasizing reducing feelings of dependency, and supporting integration [94]. Today,

when patients are admitted to a psychiatric bed, the goals of clinical care revolve around

crisis stabilization, diagnosis, and initiation of appropriate treatment [94]. Once patients’

symptoms stabilize, this model encourages rapid discharge from the hospital so that indi-

viduals may continue receiving care in outpatient settings.

However, psychiatric hospitalizations are still life-altering, as the admission often im-

plies that individuals are unequipped to manage their psychiatric needs and require removal

from their existing environment to receive appropriate, urgent care [95]. When an individ-

ual is admitted to a hospital for mental illness, it is often due to an adverse event like

self-harm or suicidal ideation, lack of insight or denial of illness, social crises such as rela-

tionship problems, or non-compliance with medication [96]. Based on the symptoms, treat-

ment during hospitalization involves individual and group therapy, psychotherapy, pharma-

cotherapy, or other standing medication [97]. Such circumstances increase stress experi-

enced by the patient and their caregivers, leading to perceptions of hospitalization-related

anxiety, and fear of confinement [98]. Recovery journeys of people post-hospitalization are

similarly challenging due to the high likelihood of re-hospitalization [99], lack of support,

non-adherence and side effects to medication, and difficulty in managing the condition and

reintegrating back to social life and roles [96]. Kent and Yellowlees [96] found that social

factors contribute to 38.9% of re-hospitalizations, followed by factors related to psychiatric

and physical illness. Paksarian et al. [98] found 69% of participants reporting at least one

of their hospitalizations as traumatic, with the most common experiences related to rigidity

and involuntary hospitalization, being put on restraints, and being forced to take medica-

tions. [100], on the other hand, found participants reporting re-hospitalizations to be less

traumatizing than the first hospitalization, a necessary relief, as occurring by default and

without progress, and as part of the recovery process.

Whether positive or negative, while re-hospitalizations reflect the clinical aspects of

recovery journeys, social processes are found to be equally important. Based on a sys-
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tematic review and narrative synthesis of the literature, Leamy et al. [10] identified five

categories (CHIME): connectedness, hope and optimism about the future, identity, mean-

ing in life, and empowerment to engender recovery processes. Hope, agency, opportunity

for purposeful activity, and social inclusion are measured as outcomes of recovery in mental

health [101]. In fact, successful social reintegration involving resuming “age, gender, and

culture appropriated roles, statuses and activities” [102] and community participation [103]

can help reduce stigma and improve overall well-being [104].

Underpinning this interplay of clinical and social processes is the recovery approach [105],

which is today adopted as the guiding principle of mental health policy in many countries.

Emerging from the deinstitutionalization period, the recovery approach emphasizes a per-

son’s potential for recovery – as “a deeply personal, unique process of changing one’s atti-

tudes, values, feelings, goals, skills and/or roles. It is a way of living a satisfying, hopeful,

and contributing life even with limitations caused by the illness. Recovery involves the de-

velopment of new meaning and purpose in one’s life as one grows beyond the catastrophic

effects of mental illness.” [105, 106] Together with recent approaches like person-centered

model of care [107, 108, 109], these paradigms call for “the promotion of health as a state

of physical, mental, sociocultural, and spiritual well-being, as well as to the reduction of

disease, and founded on mutual respect for the dignity and responsibility of each individ-

ual person” [11]. Notable here is the work of Corey Keyes, who has advocated viewing

recovery as flourishing in life despite having a mental illness and relying on two comple-

mentary reintegration experiences: the restoration from mental illness and the optimization

of positive mental health [110]. These perspectives put the individual in the center and

highlight the importance of understanding interrelationships over time and episodes like

hospitalizations as part of “life course experiences with health” [109]. Combining medical

records information (e.g., hospitalizations) and social media data of people suffering from

mental distress, in this thesis, we adopt the recovery and person-centered care approach in

our characterization of mental health status transitions to capture social and clinical aspects
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of peoples’ hospitalization experiences.

2.5 Social media, health transitions and liminality

Transition is a concept widely used in the social science literature and is most commonly

defined as “a process of convoluted passage during which people redefine their sense of self

and redevelop self-agency in response to disruptive life events [111].” While some concep-

tualize transitions as linear processes with a clear beginning and end [112], others note that

transitions can be “complex, nonlinear, sometimes cyclical and potentially recurring” [113,

114].

Psychiatric hospitalization as a liminal period. Many major life transitions, including

health transitions, are marked by rituals. Van Gennep’s [112] liminality framework refers

to transitory processes as comprising preliminal, liminal, and postliminal stages, that relate

to separating from a previous identity, making the transition, and incorporating back into

the social world after transition, respectively. In the context of health transitions, Kaziu-

nas and colleagues examined the interconnections between information and emotion work

performed by bone marrow transplant caregivers by adopting a liminality lens [115]. The

findings from this work highlight the usefulness of the liminality framework to make vis-

ible the work involved in navigating multiple social lives (as a part of everyday life and

as a medical caregiver.) Following Van Gennep, hospitalizations for mental illnesses, the

duration of which can range between a day to 4 months [116], can also be considered as

institutionalized rituals and periods of liminality. While the individual transitions to their

role as a patient in the hospital, there are many rules and rituals set by the hospital that they

have to follow, including initially being in a locked ward that they cannot leave at will, and

following a schedule for their meals, treatments, and activities. Importantly, in many cases,

there is a lack of access to technology, social support, and offline connections [95, 98].

Finally, post-discharge from the hospital, individuals need to manage their new treatment
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plans and reintegrate back to professional, personal, or social lives [103].

Reintegration in mental health The recovery model, emerging from the deinstitutional-

ization movement in the late 20th century, is the guiding principle of mental health policy

in many countries [105]. According to this model of care, the hospital is no longer con-

sidered an institution for long-term stay but is seen as a community-based system of care

focused on overall well-being of individual and community integration [94]. Corey Keyes,

who has advocated adopting the model of mental health as a “complete state” [110] sug-

gests viewing recovery as flourishing in life despite having a mental illness and relying on

two complementary reintegration experiences: the restoration from mental illness and the

optimization of positive mental health [110]. These perspectives put the individual in the

center and highlight the importance of the relationship between clinical recovery and social

reintegration in mental health.

Clinical researchers and scholars in social work and nursing have focused attention on

social reintegration and rehabilitation in mental health, alongside the well-established area

of clinical recovery. Based on a systematic review and narrative synthesis of 366 papers

on personal recovery in mental health, Leamy et al. [10] provide five categories (CHIME):

connectedness, hope and optimism about the future, identity, meaning in life, and em-

powerment to engender recovery processes. Newman et al. point out that dimensions of

reintegration like hope, agency (a sense of control over their lives), opportunity for purpose-

ful activity, and social inclusion are in fact, outcomes of recovery in mental health [101].

Silva et al. found a 20% lower risk of re-hospitalisation for patients referred to community-

based psychosocial support units following inpatient care compared to patients referred to

the usual formats of outpatient care [117]. Ådnanes et al. emphasized the importance of

meaningful social activities and community participation as well as support from peers and

family members in reducing psychiatric re-hospitalizations [103]. Successful social reinte-

gration, often defined as resuming “age, gender, and culture appropriated roles, statuses and
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activities” [102], is also known to help reduce stigma and improve overall well-being [104].

The current emphasis on reintegration outcomes in existing work over-weighs the un-

derstanding of processes and transformations that people undergo after psychiatric hospital-

ization. Furthermore, today, a significant portion of social activities and community partic-

ipation happen over technology-mediated channels. However, our current understanding of

reintegration and the measurement of social functioning as a clinical outcome only focuses

on face-to-face interactions in the offline world. To realize opportunities and challenges in

reintegration in mental health, we argue that it is crucial to also consider people’s online

social lives. By examining people’s first hand experiences after psychiatric hospitalization,

in this thesis we contribute insights into people’s reintegration journeys in the offline and

online context, furthering the understanding of aspects that support or hinder reintegration

in mental health.

Social technology use following major life transitions Social technologies play an im-

portant role around major life transitions by helping individuals establish a “new nor-

mal” [118, 119], conduct identity work [120, 121] and reach out to similar others [122].

For instance, Semaan et al. [122] found that in the context of veterans returning to civilian

life, technologies like social media enable people to re-integrate into society by develop-

ing identity awareness and connecting to similar others to understand post-military life

and receive support. Prior research has examined several life transitions such as engage-

ment [121], marriage [123], parenthood [124], loss of a job [125], divorce [126], the loss of

a loved one [127, 128, 129, 130], and transition to college [131] in the context of different

social technology use [125, 121, 119]. This body of work shows that people actively shape

their digital footprints on these platforms by curating the self-presentation signals in the

context of shifting identities [119] and show changes in language use [130] and behaviors

surrounding transitions [28, 7].

Psychiatric hospitalization, that is characterized by institutionalized rituals and rules set
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by the hospital, and the shift from one’s role as a patient in the hospital to home can also be

considered as a major life transition. In contrast to other life transitions described above,

psychiatric hospitalization is also cyclical and potentially recurring due the the high like-

lihood of relapse. How does social technology use change during psychiatric hospitaliza-

tion? What are the ways in which these technologies are appropriated during reintegration

periods during which people re-establish social connections? This dissertation contributes

to this literature by examining psychiatric hospitalizations, an unexplored event under the

lens of life transitions. We extend prior literature by identifying shifts in individuals’ social

technology use during reintegration after psychiatric hospitalization, relative to a previous

‘normal’ in their lives.

Modeling and Understanding Health Transitions Prior work in HCI and CSCW has

explored different approaches to characterize and model health status transitions [132,

133, 134]. Relevantly, MacLeane et al. [135] developed a taxonomy of phases of ad-

diction on Forum 77, an online health forum, using the transtheoretical model of behavior

change [136]. Hayes et al. [137] defined the concept of a ‘personal cancer journey’ draw-

ing from an in-depth study of cancer communities, while Jacobs et al. [138] presented a

holistic framework describing the cancer journey from patient-centered perspectives (also

see [139]). Eschler and Pratt identified the tasks related to challenges and responses in

different phases of young adult cancer during diagnosis, treatment and survivorship [140].

Wen and Rose [141] developed machine learning methods to extract cancer event trajec-

tories from messages in online breast cancer support groups. Liu et al. [133] similarly

combined domain knowledge and machine learning methods to form a hierarchical clas-

sification of Twitter data that resolves different stages of drinking behavior. Feuston et

al. studied how people get back to their social lives following traumatic brain injury. and

they introduced the concept of social re-emergence as “a non-linear process of developing

a new social identity that involves withdrawing from social life, developing goals for social
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participation, disclosing health information for social support and acceptance, and attain-

ing social independence.” [142]. Drawing on the notion of illness trajectory introduced by

Strauss and colleagues [143, 144], Chen et al. discuss chronic care cycles, the repeated

cycles between routine medical visit and subsequent homecare period [145]. Burgess et

al. [146] studied how patient information work shifts over time and highlight two distinct

but often overlapping phases, ‘learning’ and ‘living with’ a chronic condition.

In the case of mental health status transitions around hospitalizations, complex, cyclical

and potentially recurring transitions are likely due to the high likelihood of relapse. As a

first step into the study of recovery and reintegration transitions in mental health, we focus

on individual hospitalization events in a person’s journey with mental illness and propose a

transition model to understand heterogeneous recovery and reintegration trajectories after

hospitalization.

2.6 Social technologies & health management

CSCW and Health Informatics researchers have paid extensive attention to social tech-

nologies, particularly online health communities, to investigate their role in caregiving,

informational exchange and peer support for health conditions. Researchers have inves-

tigated the role of online health communities and social technologies like Tumblr [147],

Facebook [148], Wechat [149], and Instagram [150] in various health conditions including

eating disorders [147, 151], fertility [152], and vulvodynia [153].

Significant work in this area focuses on studying people’s behaviors on social technolo-

gies, i.e. seeking and providing social support, learning about coping mechanisms, and

building peer networks, etc., to better understand health trajectories and outcomes. Re-

searchers have conducted qualitative and participatory research to understand how people

with health conditions use online health communities [154]. Focusing specifically on eat-

ing disorders, Pater et al. investigated how people suffering from eating disorders reveal

their conditions on different social technologies (Twitter, Tumblr, and Instagram) [151] and
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provided evidence that eating disorder-related content can negatively affect people suffer-

ing from eating disorders even if they do not actively consume such content [147]. Huh

and Ackerman studied how diabetes patient support groups help one another find individu-

alized strategies and coping mechanisms for managing diabetes [155]. From a quantitative

perspective, Wen and Rose [141] developed machine learning methods to extract cancer

event trajectories from messages in online breast cancer support groups. Yang et al. inves-

tigated how communication on online health communities affected commitment and tenure

of participants [156], and modeled different social roles like seekers, providers, storytellers,

etc., they take up in online health communities [157]. Closely relevant to our focus on so-

cial reintegration, Feuston et al. studied how people get back to their social lives following

traumatic brain injury. They introduced the concept of social re-emergence as “a non-linear

process of developing a new social identity that involves withdrawing from social life, de-

veloping goals for social participation, disclosing health information for social support and

acceptance, and attaining social independence” [142]. Burgess et al. examined how people

with depression connect with others for support, largely via interactions mediated through

locations and communication channels, and highlight the importance of sociality for self-

management of depression [158].

In another line of work, researchers focused on improving the design of online health

communities to better facilitate people’s interactions and goals. Hartzler et al. developed

prototypes that provide a health interest summary extracted from users’ profiles to facilitate

peer matching processes on these platforms [159]. O’Leary et al. designed a peer support

chat system to enable peers to chat online using effective principles of talk therapy [160].

We situate our contributions in this body of work and the varied ways social technolo-

gies have supported or hindered people’s health goals and management. While previous

research has provided rich insights related to social technologies and how people with

health conditions utilize such technologies, the topic has been under-explored in cases

where people suffering from the health conditions are socially isolated (both online and
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offline), which is a common experience in people who are suffering from mental illnesses

requiring intensive care. Work described in Chapter 6 expands these efforts by providing

empirical evidence concerning mental health patients’ use of social technologies focusing

on psychiatric hospitalization and the period after discharge from in-patient care settings.
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CHAPTER 3

PATHWAYS TO CLINICAL CARE THROUGH SOCIAL MEDIA

In this chapter, I introduce the first theme of this thesis: pathways to clinical care via

prediction of mental health states from social media data. This theme addresses challenges

to clinical interventions for mental health that arise due to lack of longitudinal data on

patients’ illness trajectories and difficulties in maintaining timely contact with patients.

In this area, social media plays a role as an unprecedented, low cost and unobtrusively

accessible data source that captures naturalistic behaviors of individuals from large, diverse

populations.

I discuss two studies in this chapter to demonstrate pathways to clinical care using

social media. First, as a pilot analysis, I discuss a “collaborative approach to identify

social media markers of schizophrenia” employing clinical appraisals and machine learn-

ing. This study aims to move from noisy self-reports of schizophrenia on social media

to a more accurate identification of diagnoses by exploring a human-machine partnered

approach, wherein computational linguistic analysis of content is combined with clinical

appraisals. Examining Twitter timeline posts of 671 individuals with self-disclosed diag-

noses of schizophrenia, we found significant linguistic differences including greater use of

interpersonal pronouns, decreased emphasis on friendship, and greater emphasis on biolog-

ical processes. The machine learning classifier distinguished individuals with disclosures

of schizophrenia from a control group with a mean accuracy of 88% using linguistic data

alone. Compared to clinicians on new, unseen data, the classifier’s precision, recall, and

accuracy measures were 0.27, 0.77, and 0.59, respectively. This work provides evidence of

distinguishing patterns in the language of social media (Twitter) posts between individuals

who disclose about schizophrenia diagnosis and those who do not make any disclosures

(control group).
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In the second study, “Detecting relapse in schizophrenia using patient-contributed Face-

book data,” we collected 52,815 Facebook posts across 51 participants with recent onset of

schizophrenia and applied anomaly detection methods to explore linguistic and behavioral

changes associated with psychotic relapse. We built a one-class classification model that

makes patient-specific personalized predictions on risk to relapse. The classifier achieved

a specificity of 0.71 in predicting relapse hospitalizations. Results from this study indicate

that social media activity captures objective linguistic and behavioral markers of psychotic

relapse in young individuals with recent onset of schizophrenia and that machine learning

models are capable of making personalized predictions of imminent relapse hospitaliza-

tions at the patient-specific level.

3.1 Identifying social media markers of schizophrenia employing a collaborative ap-

proach involving machine learning and clinical appraisals

Social media provides an unprecedented opportunity to transform early psychosis inter-

vention strategies, especially for youth who are significant users of social media and at

the greatest risk for the emergence of a psychotic disorder. Globally more than 2 billion

users engage with social media regularly1. Youth with newly diagnosed schizophrenia in

particular report frequently utilizing social networking sites throughout the course of ill-

ness development and treatment, engaging in social media activity several times daily, and

spending several hours per day online [161].

Social media data has thus become a unique source for capturing personalized and pop-

ulation data in the forms of language, behaviors and frequency of use. Prior work in speech

and text analysis has identified reliable linguistic markers associated with schizophre-

nia, including significant differences in word frequency, word categories, and use of self-

referential pronouns [162, 163, 164, 165, 166]. These approaches have also been ap-

plied to demonstrate significant linguistic differences in posts written by individuals with

1https://www.webcitation.org/6rKzygEBi
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schizophrenia compared to individuals with depression, physical illness, and healthy con-

trols [167]. Furthermore, machine learning approaches employing social media data have

achieved success in distinguishing participants with psychotic disorders from healthy con-

trols based on linguistic differences in writing samples [166] and speech [164, 168]. For

instance, computational models have achieved more than 80% and 90% accuracy [8, 20] in

correctly identifying users with self-reported schizophrenia from healthy controls.

However, it is challenging to confirm the authenticity of online self-disclosures and

as demonstrated by prior work, words that might have been automatically identified as

self-disclosure such as ’psychosis,’ ’schizophrenia,’ and ’delusion’ are often used inappro-

priately online [169] and may represent a major limitation to computational models. To

date, limited efforts have involved expert input to evaluate the authenticity of diagnos-

tic self-disclosures. To move from noisy diagnostic inferences to accurate identification,

we propose a human-machine partnered approach, wherein linguistic analysis of content

shared on social media is combined with clinical appraisals. This project aims to explore

the utility of social media as a viable diagnostic tool in identifying individuals with

schizophrenia.

3.1.1 Data and Methods

Data. Data acquisition involved extracting publicly available Twitter posts from users with

self-disclosed diagnoses of schizophrenia. We chose Twitter as a data source based on pre-

vious work identifying self-disclosure practices around mental illnesses on the social media

platform. Adopting filtering techniques from prior work [170, 43], we used case-insensitive

examples like “I am diagnosed with schizophrenia,” “told me I have schizophrenia,” and “I

was diagnosed with schizoaffective disorder” (Refer Table 4.1) as search queries for data

gathering. These search queries resulted in 21,254 posts by 15,504 users between 2012 and

2016. For each user, Twitter timeline data from 2012 to 2016 were collected using a Web-
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Table 3.1: Search queries for Twitter data collection.

Diagnosed me with (schizophrenia/ psychosis)
Diagnosed schizophrenic
I am diagnosed with (psychosis/ schizophrenia)
I am schizophrenic
I have been diagnosed with (psychosis/ schizophrenia)
I have (psychosis/ schizoaffective disorder/ schizophrenia)
I think I have schizophrenia
My schizophrenia
They told me I have schizophrenia
I was diagnosed with (psychosis/ schizoaffective disorder/ schizophrenia)
Told me I have (psychosis/ schizophrenia)

based Twitter crawler called GetOldTweetsAPI2, which scrapes public Twitter profiles to

obtain historical Twitter data in a structured format. The data included tweet text, user-

name, posting time, hashtags, mentions, favorites, geolocation, and tweet ID. A subsample

of 671 users from the primary dataset was randomly selected (each user had equal proba-

bility of being selected) and provided to two clinicians for appraisal. As a control group,

a random sample of Twitter users was collected from individuals without any mentions of

’schizophrenia’ or ’psychosis’ in their timeline.

Clinician Appraisal. To eliminate noisy data (disingenuous, inappropriate statements,

jokes, and quotes) and obtain a cleaner sample of schizophrenia disclosures likely to be

genuine, a psychiatrist and a graduate-level mental health clinician from Northwell Health’s

Early Treatment Program, with extensive expertise in early stage schizophrenia, annotated

the data. Each schizophrenia disclosure was annotated by categorizing them into one of

three classes. Class “yes” contained users who appeared to have genuine disclosures.

Class “no” contained users who had inauthentic posts, including jokes, quotes, or were

from accounts held by health-related blogs. Class “maybe” contained users for whom the

experts could not confidently appraise the authenticity of the disclosure. The annotation

task for 671 users resulted in 146 yes, 101 maybe, and 424 no users (Cohen Kappa = 0.81

between yes and no classes). These three classes of users shared 1,940,921, 1,501,838,

2https://www.webcitation.org/6q8zxN1qp
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and 8,829,775 tweets, respectively, with a mean (SD) of 13,293.98 (18,134.83), 14,869.68

(19,245.88), and 20,824.94 (45,098.07) tweets per user.

Classification Method. Data Preparation: To distinguish users with disclosures deemed

genuine from the regular Twitter stream, the problem was modeled as a machine learning

classification task. Users who had been annotated with class yes, formed the positive ex-

amples (class 1) for the classifier. A sample of same size collected from the control group

formed the negative examples (class 0). Given the ambiguity of the “maybe” class, it was

left out of this initial model. The training dataset, constructed by combining both posi-

tive and negative examples resulted in 292 users. The classifier was built and evaluated by

applying 10-fold cross-validation, an established technique in supervised machine learn-

ing [171].

Classification Framework: Using the training datasets described previously, a super-

vised learning framework was used to build the classifier. The classification framework in-

volved three steps: featurizing training data, feature selection to improve predictive power,

and classification algorithm.

Featurizing Training Data The textual data from Twitter timelines was used to gen-

erate features for the classifier. Each tweet in the user’s timeline was represented using

the following features: n-Gram language model: a language model of 500 top unigrams,

bigrams, and trigrams (ie, sequences of one, two, and three words) was generated from the

entire timeline data of all users. Each tweet was represented as a feature vector of normal-

ized term frequency-inverse document frequency (tf-idf) frequency counts of the top 500

n-grams. Linguistic inquiry and word count (LIWC): The widely validated LIWC lexi-

con [172] was employed, which identifies linguistic measures for the following psycholin-

guistic categories: (1) affective attributes, including positive and negative affect, anger,

anxiety, sadness, swearing; (2) cognitive attributes, including both cognition categories

comprising of cognitive mechanisms, discrepancies, inhibition, negation, causation, cer-

tainty, and tentativeness, and perception categories comprising of see, hear, feel, percept,
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insight, and relative; and (3) linguistic style attributes, including lexical density (verbs, aux-

iliary verbs, adverbs, prepositions, conjunctions, articles, inclusive, and exclusive), tempo-

ral references (past, present, and future tenses), social/personal concerns (family, friends,

social, work, health, humans, religion, bio, body, money, achievement, home, sexual, and

death), and interpersonal awareness and focus (first-person singular, first-person plural, and

second-person and third-person pronouns). Each tweet was represented as a vector of nor-

malized LIWC scores for each of the preceding 50 categories. Thus, the feature space for

the classifier was 550; 500 n-grams and 50 LIWC categories.

Feature Selection to Improve Predictive Power : As the linguistic attributes of text con-

tain several correlated features, the classification model tends to be unstable. To improve

the predictive power of the model, feature scaling and feature selection methods were em-

ployed. Adopting the ANOVA F test reduced the feature space from 550 features to k –best

features (where k=350) by removing noisy and redundant features.

Classification Algorithm: Finally, training data represented by the top k features was

fed into a model to learn the classification task. The model was trained over several algo-

rithms including the Gaussian naı̈ve Bayes, random forest, logistic regression, and support

vector machines [171]. Among these, the best performing algorithm on cross-validation

was used for analysis.

Figure 3.1: Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves for the classification task
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Table 3.2: Confusion matrix showing agreement and disagreement between the machine
learning classifier and the experts.

Machine label Expert label
Yes No

Yes 14 37
No 4 45

3.1.2 Results

To evaluate the performance of the classification model, a 10-fold cross-validation method

was used. During each fold (iteration), the data was split into a 70% training set and

30% validation set. A model was then constructed on the 70% data and tested on the

remaining 30%. Among the several classification algorithms that were applied, a random

forest performed best with an average receiver operating characteristic (ROC) area under

the curve (AUC) score of 0.88. The best performance for the classifier was 0.95 by the

same AUC metric. The ROC curve is presented in Figure 3.1.

Verification in Unseen Data. To test the models for predicting new, unseen data, a

sample of 100 users was passed through the classifier. The same sample was also provided

to clinicians for appraisals. The confusion matrix displaying agreement between the two

labels (machine and expert) is presented in Table 3.2. By taking the expert annotations

as true outcome and the machine labels as predicted outcome, true positive, true negative,

false positive, and false negative scores were computed. The resulting precision, recall, and

accuracy measures were 0.27, 0.77, and 0.59, respectively.

3.1.3 Discussion

Consistent with prior trials [162, 164, 166], first-person pronouns were found to be sig-

nificantly increased in the psychosis group, suggesting greater interpersonal focus. Ad-

ditionally, these data replicate findings that biological processes, including words such as

“body” and “health,” are more frequently used in psychosis [167], suggesting a greater

awareness or focus on health status. Furthermore, the psychosis group was significantly
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less likely to use words from the “friends” category, possibly associated with social with-

drawal. Although language dysfunction, and specifically thought disorder, is an established

core symptom of schizophrenia, these data suggest that subtle, more granular changes may

additionally be associated with schizophrenia.

To date, the majority of studies have used a computational approach to flag publicly

available social media profiles of users who self-disclose with limited input from men-

tal health clinicians to assess the authenticity of online disclosure. In this study, expert

appraisal eliminated more than 70% of Twitter profiles that might have otherwise been rec-

ognized by computational models as belonging to users with schizophrenia related disclo-

sures. These data reinforce the need for ongoing collaborations integrating expertise from

multiple fields to strengthen our ability to accurately identify and effectively engage with

online traces of mental illness. A major challenge in treating schizophrenia remains the

lengthy delay between symptom onset and receiving appropriate care [173]. At the same

time, there is compelling evidence to suggest that linguistic and behavioral changes mani-

fest on the pages of social media before they are clinically detected, providing the prospect

for earlier intervention [45, 7, 174]. Although the potential beneficial impact of social

media integration could be transformative, new critical questions regarding clinical expec-

tations and responsibilities will require resolution. The degree of agreement between the

classifier and the experts in this study suggests that the classifier performs well at eliminat-

ing inauthentic noisy samples, but was over-inclusive in labeling true cases of schizophre-

nia. For example, although the post “My parents are convinced I have schizophrenia,”

was labeled by the classifier as a genuine disclosure, clinicians deemed it to be a noisy

sample, reflecting a more careful and conservative approach. Therefore, the classifier can

theoretically assist in triaging digital data to capture signals of authentic disclosures of

schizophrenia, for the purpose of early identification and clinical interventions.
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3.2 Detecting relapse in youth with psychotic disorders utilizing patient-generated

and patient-contributed digital data from Facebook

Schizophrenia and other psychotic disorders can be associated with significant impair-

ment [175]. Although the majority of patients with first-episode psychosis initially achieve

clinical remission of hallucinations and delusions, up to 80% experience at least one relapse

within the first 5 years [176]. Each new episode can be associated with costly emergency

room visits, psychiatric hospitalizations, family burden, medical complications, legal is-

sues, and suicide [177, 178]. There is substantial evidence, suggesting that psychotic

symptom exacerbation is preceded by periods of anxiety, low mood, sleep pattern irreg-

ularity, trouble concentrating, social withdrawal, strained interactions with others, altered

psychomotor activity, and attenuated psychotic symptoms [179, 180]. Clinical interview,

patient self-report, and family observation remain the primary sources for gathering early

warning signs [181]. Unfortunately, the utility of these strategies is severely limited by the

need for direct, frequent, and timely contact with trained professionals, as well as accurate

and insightful patient and family recall. Continuous, objective monitoring of burgeoning

psychotic symptoms could facilitate the initiation of early and proactive relapse prevention

strategies [182, 183].

The dramatic rise in social media use could provide an opportunity to inform early

relapse identification. There is compelling evidence suggesting that subtle changes mani-

fest in social media activity before they become clinically apparent, providing the potential

for earlier identification and intervention. Changes in social media-based linguistic and

behavioral activity, for example, have been shown to reliably predict future episodes of

depression [7], postpartum mood disorders [184], binge drinking behavior [174], and self-

disclosures of schizophrenia [58, 185] with high degrees of accuracy.

Although promising, this line of research is limited by the fact that it has been conducted

primarily using publicly available social media data, has relied largely on anonymous self-
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disclosed or self reported diagnoses of mental illness, and has rarely been validated for

its theoretical and clinical grounding and validity [186]. Importantly, in order to make

clinical use of social media data, it is crucial that these initiatives include collaborations

with mental health clinicians, using data from known patients with confirmed diagnoses.

There are currently few studies that combine the expertise of both computer scientists and

mental health professionals to assess the generalizability and robustness of these data and

machine-learning models built on them, in clinical contexts.

We conduct an ecologically valid investigation into the relationship between social me-

dia activity and behavioral health. Specifically, we aimed to identify and predict early

relapse warning signs in social media activity collected from a cohort of individuals

receiving psychiatric care for schizophrenia and other primary psychotic disorders.

To achieve this goal, we tested a machine-learning model to predict relapse events by differ-

entiating temporal periods preceding hospitalizations for symptomatic exacerbations from

periods of relative health. The model leverages patient Facebook data and dates of hospital-

izations from their medical record, and was designed to make predictions at an individual

level, consistent with a personalized approach to medicine [187].

Human-centered algorithmic design: Our methodology is grounded in clinical the-

ory about schizophrenia relapse experiences and the practical use of an algorithm predicting

relapse for patient-provider interventions. The modeling approach is further guided by iter-

ations with clinical researchers, psychiatrists and clinical psychologists. Below we discuss

the considerations that went into our modeling approach.

First, a key challenge in predicting relapse hospitalizations is the relative rarity of these

events compared to periods of health, causing a class imbalance when binary classification

approaches are adopted. Further, while most periods of relative health are similar, each re-

lapse hospitalization can be unique, even within the same individual [188, 189]. Therefore,

recognizing each patient is different is an important consideration. Lastly, when clinicians

want to use this information from a prediction algorithm, their focus is less on what is
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indicate of relapse in general (information provided by discriminative machine learning

models), but on the likelihood of imminent relapse for a specific patient they are treating.

With these considerations, we adopted supervised anomaly detection techniques – specif-

ically one-class classification algorithms for prediction [190, 191], which distinguishes be-

tween “normal” and “anomalous” observations [192]. This methodological framework can

enable efficient intervention by predicting anomalies or exacerbations indicative of relapse

in a personalized manner based on learned patterns of behaviors during healthy periods.

We compiled hospitalization dates and Facebook archives from 110 consenting partic-

ipants with a psychotic disorder. Using the hospitalization dates as markers, each partici-

pant’s Facebook data was segmented into periods of relapse and periods of relative health.

The one-class classification algorithm was then trained on periods of relative health to

identify distinguishing patterns of inliers. The best performing model was then tested on

an unseen sample of both periods of relapse and relative health with the goal of predicting

healthy periods as inliers and relapse periods as outliers (Refer flowchart in Figure 3.2). We

assessed the validity of the model on patient-specific predictions based on the inferential

ability (specificity, sensitivity). Finally, we conducted an error analysis by accessing data

from medical records to understand the specific instances of mislabeled data or incorrect

predictions by the model.

3.2.1 Data and Methods

Participant Recruitment: Participants between the ages of 15 and 35 years old who had

been diagnosed with a primary psychotic disorder screened for eligibility from Northwell

Health’s inpatient and outpatient psychiatric departments. Most were recruited from the

Early Treatment Program (ETP), Northwell Health’s specialized early psychosis interven-

tion clinic. Individuals with secondary psychiatric comorbidities were included. Eligible

participants were approached by a local research staff member and offered the opportunity

to participate. Recruitment occurred between March 2016 and December 2018. The study
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Figure 3.2: Flowchart of the relapse prediction machine learning methodology.

was approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) of Northwell Health (the coordinat-

ing institution), as well as local IRBs at participating sites. Written informed consent was

obtained locally for adult participants and legal guardians of participants under 18 years of

age. Assent was obtained for participating minors. None of the participants were involved

in intervention research and all were receiving treatment as usual.

All participants were asked to extract their Facebook archive by logging on to their

Facebook account and requesting their history accessible in their settings. Participation in-

volved a single visit at the time of consent during which all historical social media data was

downloaded and collected. Archives include all uploaded content (comments, messages,

shares, likes, photos, etc.) since account creation. All user-generated social media content

and activity was available for analyses. Clinical data including dates of hospitalizations

and diagnoses were obtained through medical records.

Data description. A total of 52,815 Facebook posts (mean = 71.08, SD = 366.78) were

collected across 51 participants (mean = 71.08, SD = 366.78) who had been diagnosed with

a primary psychotic disorder (mean age = 23.96 years; 70.58% male) and had at least one

relapse hospitalization. There was an average of 2.4 relapse hospitalizations per participant

with a median hospitalization stay of 13 days.
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Each participant’s Facebook timeline data comprising self-generated posts from the

day of the first hospitalization to the day of most recent hospitalization for a relapse was

segmented into temporal periods (Refer Figure 3.2). Using the hospitalization dates per

participant as markers, temporal periods 1 month prior to a relapse hospitalization were

labeled as periods of relapse, as we expected to see symptom exacerbation most distinctive

closer to the hospitalization. Excluding the 1-month preceding a relapse hospitalization,

all other time periods were considered periods of relative health and representative of a

person’s baseline behavior. Healthy periods were segmented at varying granularity ranging

from 1 to 3 months to understand the tradeoffs between availability of data and performance

of the model (Refer to Figure 2 in [193]).

Classification framework. We built three models based on each of the data configura-

tions described above: 1-month model, 2-month model, and 3-month model.

Preparing training data: For the 1-month model, inliers correspond to 1-month tem-

poral periods of relative health (n = 719) and outliers correspond to 1-month periods of

relapses (n = 49). For the 2-month model, inliers comprises 2-month temporal periods of

relative health (n = 421) and outliers comprises 1- month periods of relapse (n = 49). Fi-

nally, for the 3-month model, inliers comprises 3-month temporal periods of relative health

(n = 312) and outliers comprises the same 1-month periods of relapse (n = 49). The training

data used for the three models (1-month, 2-month, and 3- month) overlapped.

Preparing unseen test data. Each of the three models was trained on 90% of the inliers

and the remaining 10% of inliers alongside 100% of the outliers were held out as unseen

data to test the classifier. Therefore, the held out data for the 1- month, 2-month, and 3-

month model comprises 72, 42, and 31 periods of relative health, and 49 periods of relapse.

Features. We used linguistic features such as word usage (through an n-gram language

model) and psycholinguistic attributes (via LIWC) [194] as a rich body of literature has

identified associations of these attributes to emotion and behavior, including mental health

states [195]. To capture structural aspects of language in social media, we used linguistic
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Table 3.3: Class distributions and model performance on unseen test data for the one-
class SVM models. PPV stands for positive predictive value and NPV indicates negative
predictive value.

#Periods of
relative health

#Periods of
relapse

Sensitivity Specificity PPV NPV

1-Month model 719 49 0.47 0.65 0.66 0.46
2-Month model 419 49 0.57 0.28 0.41 0.44
3-Month model 312 49 0.90 0.04 0.37 0.4
Ensemble model 719 49 0.38 0.71 0.66 0.44

readability, word repeatability, and word length as features to the model (details in Sup-

plement [193]). To capture behavioral measures on social media, providing insight into

social functioning, diurnal patterns, sleep, and interests, we extracted volume and timing of

posts, and Facebook activities such as check-ins, co-tagging, liking, sharing content, and

using third-party apps. We applied a feature selection method based on the coefficient of

variance [196] and filtered a final set of 79 features (details in Supplement [193]).

3.2.2 Results

Exploratory analysis. Comparing linguistic and behavioral features during periods of rel-

ative health to periods of relapse, randomly sampled per participant, identified significant

differences across several categories (Refer Table 2 in [193]). We observed increased

usage of words belonging to the anger (p < 0.001, Wilcoxon signed rank test), death

(p < 0.0001), swear (p < 0.0001), negative affect (p < 0.001), hear (p < 0.0001), and feel

(p < 0.01) categories during periods preceding a relapse hospitalization. We also observed

an increased usage of pronouns during the period preceding a relapse hospitalization, in-

cluding first-person plural (p < 0.0001) and second-person (p < 0.01) compared to periods

of relative health. Among the social media activity-based features, we observed an increase

in cotagging (p < 0.001) and friending (p < 0.0001) behaviors, as well as heightened post-

ing activity between 05:00 a.m. and 12:00 p.m. (p < 0.01) and between 22:00 p.m. and

05:00 a.m. (p < 0.01) prior to a relapse hospitalization. Additionally, we observed signifi-

cantly decreased use of words belonging to the work (p < 0.01), achievement (p < 0.05),
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friends (p < 0.0001), body (p < 0.01), and health (p < 0.0001) categories during periods

of relapse.

Machine-learning model to predict relapse events. We built three one-class support

vector machine (SVM) models [191] for three different data configurations: (1) periods of

relapse and periods of relative health as 1-month temporal periods (1-month model), (2)

periods of relapse as 1-month temporal periods and periods of relative health as 2-month

periods (2-month model), (3) period of relapse as 1-month temporal periods and periods

of relative health as 3-month periods (3-month model). A 1-month relapse period was se-

lected as it represents a period of time prior to hospitalization during which early relapse

warning signs typically become clinically apparent [197, 198]. Each one-class SVM model

is trained on temporal periods of relative health as inliers (positive class) and then tested

on an unseen sample of both periods of relapse (outliers/negative class) and relative health

(Table 3.3). We then compared the performance of all three models based on their sen-

sitivity and specificity. We found that the 1-month model had the highest specificity of

0.65 when compared to the 2-month or 3-month model (specificity of 0.28 and 0.04, re-

spectively). This affirmed our expectation that behaviors characteristic to relapse would be

most dominant during the 1-month period preceding a relapse (closer to the hospitaliza-

tion). On the other hand, we found that the 1- month model performed worst in correctly

predicting the healthy periods (sensitivity of 0.47) when compared to the 2-month or 3-

month model (sensitivity of 0.57 and 0.90, respectively). This trend shows the trade-off

between availability or volume of data and predictive performance revealing that incorpo-

rating longer periods of relative health (higher volume of data) helps in correctly predicting

healthy periods but the performance on relapse prediction worsens. Given that the goal

of this initiative was to predict relapse, and the clinical value in identifying symptomatic

exacerbations, we emphasized the significance of specificity over sensitivity.

In order to improve the performance of the 1-month model, we built an ensemble one-

class support vector machine algorithm (details in Supplement [193])). Ensemble methods
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are algorithms that combine multiple machine-learning models into one to reduce errors

and decrease variance in predictions. The ensemble model was trained on 90% of 1-month

periods of relative health as inliers and was tested on an unseen sample of 10% 1-month pe-

riods of relative health and all of the periods of relapse. The model predicts whether a given

time period will have an adverse outcome such as relapse hospitalization. This ensemble

model correctly predicted unseen relapse periods as outliers with a specificity of 0.71 and

sensitivity of 0.38 (Refer Table 3.3). We find that the ensemble model performs better than

the individual models in predicting periods of relapse with the highest specificity. However,

the performance lowered in terms identifying periods of relative health.

Error analysis: evaluation via clinical chart review Given that the goal of the classi-

fier is to predict periods of relapse, we conducted a deeper analysis of the misclassifica-

tions made by the model, specifically false negatives (periods of relative health wrongly

predicted as a relapse). Note that the models consider periods of health as positive (inliers)

and periods of relapse as negative examples (outliers). For each misclassified time period,

two co-authors reviewed the accompanying clinical records. For 20 out of the 45 false-

negative time periods (44%), data was available from the patient’s medical record. In 18 of

these 20 instances, the presence of psychotic symptoms during periods defined as relative

health was documented, and six of these participants had known non-adherence to medi-

cation during this time which can contribute to symptomatic exacerbations [176]. Thus, of

20 periods for which symptom status could be verified from the medical record, 18 repre-

sented periods during which there was significant psychotic symptom exacerbation, even

though the severity threshold necessitating hospitalization was not reached. There were

also five instances that were incorrectly predicted by the model to be periods of relapse

(false positives); however, a relapse hospitalization did indeed occur within the subsequent

2- month window or the participant was admitted into an intensive day treatment program.

These periods may therefore represent true periods of relapse.
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3.2.3 Discussion

This research aimed to identify early psychosis relapse warning signs from linguistic and

behavioral features extracted from Facebook. With our machine learning approach, we

have demonstrated that personalized methods to longitudinally forecast the likelihood of

imminent adverse mental health outcomes, like a relapse event, is feasible. We believe this

is a significant step toward the goal of leveraging social media activity to improve mental

health services [199, 7, 43, 20].

We identified significantly increased use of words belonging to the swear, anger, and

negative emotion categories in the period of time preceding a relapse hospitalization con-

sistent with escalating irritability and depression known to be associated with emerging

relapse [197, 200]. We also found increased use of words belonging to the hear and feel

categories in the month preceding a relapse hospitalization, consistent with emerging per-

ceptual disturbances, commonly experienced by individuals with psychosis [198, 200].

This is also consistent with prior work in those at risk for developing psychosis, suggesting

that words related to auditory perception, such as voices and sounds, predicted conversion

to psychosis [201]. Increased use of first-person pronouns may also be indicative of emerg-

ing self-referential thinking, a common psychotic experience contributing to delusions,

whereby neutral environmental stimuli are perceived to be personally meaningful [202].

In addition to linguistic changes, we additionally identified several features that proved

critical to our relapse classifier, including the total amount of friending, tagging, photo

uploads, reposts, and likes, as well as nighttime posting, and information sharing in the

late evening and very early morning. These features most likely represent digital repre-

sentations of behavioral changes associated with escalating psychotic symptoms, including

disruptions in sleep and circadian rhythm, disturbances in social functioning, and shifting

interests and activities [203, 198].

Most research to date has focused on the association between objectively recorded

smartphone sensor data, including geolocation, physical activity, phone usage, and speech
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and clinical state or symptom fluctuations [162, 204, 205]. Our results demonstrate that

user-generated social media activity represents an equally critical source of digital data

contributing to relapse identification.

Combining linguistic and behavioral features resulted in a classifier that predicted re-

lapse with an accuracy of 71%, however, low sensitivity (0.38) limits the clinical utility

of our model. Performance was likely impacted by our definition of relapse, which was

defined as a hospitalization due to psychotic symptoms. Relapse, however is a complicated

phenomenon, and has other definitions, including symptomatic exacerbations that do not

result in hospitalization [206]. Furthermore, the decision to hospitalize is often multifacto-

rial and may not always be a reliable indicator of psychotic symptoms. Our error analysis

suggested that several periods believed to be incorrectly identified as periods of relapse did

in fact have documented evidence for the presence of psychotic symptoms, although they

did not necessarily result in a hospitalization. As we continue to explore digital manifes-

tations of psychotic symptom exacerbation, researchers will need to identify models that

have both high specificity and high sensitivity in predicting relapse. To be clinically useful,

models will need to be capable of accurately predicting emerging relapse while avoiding

false positives that would unnecessarily increase clinician burden and could negatively im-

pact patient outcomes. False negatives could also be detrimental, particularly if clinicians

relied on model prediction and failed to intervene in spite of concerning clinical changes.
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CHAPTER 4

PATHWAYS TO SOCIAL CARE THROUGH SOCIAL MEDIA

In this chapter, I present the second theme of the thesis: pathways to social care for mental

health through self-disclosure and social support on social media. Social media, in this con-

text acts as an online space supporting stigmatizing experiences related to mental illnesses

through self-disclosures, connectedness to similar others and social support. To understand

how social media supports these pathways to care, it is imperative to address theoretical

gaps in the understanding of benefits and outcomes of online self-disclosure and mecha-

nisms through which large, invisible audience on social media provide social support.

I discuss two studies in this chapter to demonstrate pathways to social care for mental

health on social media. In the first study, “Therapeutic outcomes of online self-disclosures

of mental illnesses”, I discuss a theoretically grounded approach that provides evidence

that online self-disclosures of mental illnesses have indicators of therapeutic benefits sim-

ilar to offline disclosures made to therapists or family members. Specifically, this work

contributes linguistic markers from social media data that are indicative of therapeutic out-

comes after disclosures. We found that when people make such sensitive disclosures on-

line, they show indications of therapeutic outcomes such as improved readability and co-

herence in language, future orientation, lower self preoccupation, and reduced discussion

of symptoms and stigma perceptions that are traditionally seen in face-to-face disclosures.

However, self-disclosures on social media do not exist in isolation and occur within a net-

worked context. As a follow up study, in “Audience Engagement and its impact on online

disclosures of mental illnesses”, we examined how a large, public, unknown audience on

Twitter engages with self-disclosures of schizophrenia. This work demonstrates evidence

of topical and temporal reciprocity in the engagement between disclosers and their audi-

ence. Further, using a time series forecasting technique, in this study, we show evidence
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that audience on social media impact future disclosure behaviors on the platform. Together

this chapter uncovers the mechanisms through which individual behavioral changes around

disclosures, and social support from an audience constitute social care for individuals with

schizophrenia.

4.1 Therapeutic outcomes of online self-disclosure of mental illnesses

Self disclosure, a process of “making the self known to others” [81], is identified as an im-

portant therapeutic element in the achievement of physical and mental well-being [80]. In

individuals experiencing conditions associated with high stigma, like mental health chal-

lenges, self disclosure is a widely adopted mechanism for coping. Historically, “opening

up” and disclosing about mental health experiences has been an established phenomena in

psychotherapy, an activity that is situated between a therapist and client [207]. In stark con-

trast to such dyadic disclosures to a carefully selected receiver (the therapist), today, social

media platforms have emerged as new arenas for “broadcasting self-disclosures” [73, 31].

The concept of broadcasting self-disclosures refers to sharing personal, sensitive informa-

tion in public contexts, often to invisible audiences [208], and supported by the affordances

of anonymity or semi-anonymity in these platforms [83]. Being quite distinctive from

dyadic disclosures, whose prominent goal is relational development and deriving therapeu-

tic benefits, broadcasting self-disclosures have impression management as a salient goal

[209], including alleviating inhibitions [29], identifying confidants [210], building trust

and intimacy [73], and finding a mechanism for emotional release [147].

Despite the pervasive adoption of these new broadcasting self-disclosure practices, par-

ticularly around stigmatized mental health concerns [30], how these disclosures lead to

behavioral changes on social media platforms, and if they help an individual meet their

therapeutic goals, are less explored. Recent research has studied mental health disclosures

shared on social media platforms such as Reddit and Instagram, exploring the ways in

which linguistic attributes such as affect, cognition and linguistic style may reveal cues
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about one’s psychological state [5, 83]. The attributes of support seeking nature of anony-

mous disclosures on Reddit among sexual abuse victims and depression sufferers has also

been examined [1, 2]. Together, these works reveal how the unique needs around stigma-

tized mental health experiences can be met when one self discloses on a public platform

like social media. We contribute to this line of research by examining how one of the most

prominent goals of offline mental health disclosures, therapeutic benefits, that typically

happen in offline therapist-client settings, translate to the context of online broadcasting

self-disclosures. Specifically, we ask the question: Can we identify specific linguistic

markers that indicate behavioral changes following disclosures of schizophrenia on so-

cial media? Are these changes indicative of any therapeutic outcomes? We address these

questions in this study by drawing from the literature on psycholinguistics and the expres-

sive writing paradigm [76].

Table 4.1: Clinician-contributed key-phrases for Twitter data collection

Diagnosed me with (schizophrenia / psychosis)
Diagnosed schizophrenic
I am diagnosed with (psychosis / schizophrenia)
I am schizophrenic
I have been diagnosed with (psychosis / schizophrenia)
I have (psychosis / schizoaffective disorder / schizophrenia)
I think I have schizophrenia
My schizophrenia
They told me I have schizophrenia
I was diagnosed with (psychosis / schizoaffective disorder — schizophrenia)
Told me I have (psychosis / schizophrenia)

4.1.1 Data

To obtain data on self-disclosures of schizophrenia as expressed on Twitter, we compiled

a list of key-phrases indicative of self-reported diagnoses of schizophrenia, which serve as

search queries. In consultation with two clinical psychiatrists, we used phrases listed in

Table 4.1 as search queries on Twitter.
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This resulted in a total of 21,254 posts authored by 15,504 unique users between 2012

and 2016. Since our research goal involves temporal analysis of Twitter content shared

before and after the self-reported schizophrenia diagnoses, we selected disclosure posts

and their authored users from the year 2014 (middle of time period of our collected data).

For each filtered user, we extracted their Twitter timeline data from 2012 to 2016 using

a web based Twitter crawler1. This timeline data for each filtered user included tweet

text, username, posting time, hashtags, mentions, favorites, geo-location and tweet ID. We

report basic descriptive statistics of this acquired data in Table 1 from [185].

Although the key-phrases involved first-person reports of schizophrenia experiences

and diagnoses, several filtered tweets included noisy data in the form of disingenuous, in-

appropriate statements, jokes, and quotes. For example, note the tweet: “I wish I had

schizophrenia. So I can escape reality”. To obtain an accurate sample of genuine disclo-

sures we designed an annotation task for expert (psychiatrist) validation on the authenticity

of the disclosures. The final data that we used for our analysis is a sample of 146 users

annotated to have made genuine disclosures (Class “Yes”) by the annotators. For a detailed

description of the annotation task, refer to Chapter 3 (section 3.1).

Compiling Timeline Data on Genuine Disclosures For each of the 146 users, the post-

ing time of the disclosure tweet is taken as the disclosure date. To handle different disclo-

sure dates by different users, we adopted an empirical approach by generating cumulative

density functions (CDFs) of the number of Twitter posts shared by the users before and

after their respective disclosure dates. These CDFs are shown in Figure 4.1(b) and (c).

Based on these figures, we observe that most users (around 80%) have posts for at least

200 days before and 400 days after the disclosure dates, spread over 2014. Therefore, we

choose each of the 146 genuine disclosure users timeline data spanning 200 days before

and 400 days after their disclosure dates as a fixed length time period for analyses.

Matched Control Data To allow robust statistical comparisons between Twitter users

1https://github.com/Jefferson-Henrique/GetOldTweets-python
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Figure 4.1: (a) Distribution of number of users over number of tweets. (b) CDF of post
distribution over the 146 genuine disclosure users preceding the disclosure dates. (c) CDF
of post distribution over the 146 genuine disclosure users following the disclosure dates.
(d) Temporal phases identified around disclosure using a moving average model of posting
volume. The central vertical line indicates the disclosure event, while the vertical lines on
its two sides indicate the boundaries of the BD and AD phases.

who choose to self-disclose regarding schizophrenia, and those who do not we collect data

of matched control users. This also allows us to establish causation between the schizophre-

nia disclosures and the linguistic changes we seek to see preceding and succeeding them—

statistical matching is a established technique to demonstrate causation in observational

data, like in this study [211].

For each user who made a genuine disclosure on day d, as identified by the above

expert annotation task, we identify a “matched control user” who had posted on Twitter,

in the same year, on either of the days d − 1, d, or d + 1: this allows us to simulate a

“control disclosure”. Additionally, we ensure that the matched control user does not have

any mentions of schizophrenia disclosures in their posts shared on their timeline. In this

way, we compile the timeline data of 146 matched control users for the disclosure year

2014, and thereafter 200 days of pre- and 400 days post- control disclosure data for each of

them. This resulted in 832,052 posts from the 146 matched controls, with a mean of 5699

posts (σ = 6984.25) per control user.

4.1.2 Methods

Identifying Temporal Phases around Disclosures Analyzing the behavioral changes that

surround self disclosures of schizophrenia necessitates identifying data spanning pre- and
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post-disclosure phases where the symptoms of schizophrenia are most likely to be mani-

fested. We draw from findings in clinical literature, specifically around the prodromal and

active phases of schizophrenia(which denotes the beginning or complete manifestation of

symptoms). We devise an approach to identify two phases in each (genuine) disclosing

user’s pre- and post-disclosure timeline data (compiled above) during which the symptoms

of schizophrenia are most likely to be manifested: one preceding the disclosure (referred

to as “Before Disclosure” or BD), and the other following it (“After Disclosure” or AD).

Per clinical literature referred above [212], during these BD and AD phases, we expect

the users to show markers of social withdrawal on social media. Abrupt declines in posting

activity on social media are noted to be a sign of social withdrawal in prior work [7]. We

utilize measures of changes in posting volume of an individual (normalized number of posts

per day) as a way to identify these BD and AD phases around the genuine disclosures.

Using a median split method on the rate of posting behavior, we adopt the following

day demarcations to define the BD and AD phases: BD = d−137 to d−1; and AD = d1 to

d156, assuming Disclosure = d0 (Refer Figure 4.1 d)2. To allow meaningful comparison, we

mapped these BD and AD phases to the extracted data of the matched control cohort as

well, to obtain control BD and AD phases.

Linguistic Markers Around Schizophrenia Disclosures Using a theoretically grounded

approach, drawing from prior work in clinical psychology and psycholinguistics, we quan-

tify the linguistic markers of Twitter users around their disclosures.

Psycholinguistic Measures To quantify such psycholinguistic changes in the phases

around disclosure, we use three categories of measures: (1) Affective attributes positive

and negative affect, anger, anxiety, sadness and swear, (2) Cognitive attributes cognitive

mechanisms, discrepancies, inhibition, negation, causation, certainty, and tentativeness,

see, hear, feel, percept, insight, and relative and (3) Linguistic style attributes. We use the

following four measures: (a) Function words: verbs, auxiliary verbs, adverbs, prepositions,

2We assume day 0 as the day of schizophrenia disclosure.
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conjunctions, articles, inclusive, and exclusive (b) Temporal references: past, present and

future tense (c) Social and Personal concerns: family, friends, social, work, health, humans,

religion, bio, body, money, achievement, home, sexual, and death and (d) Interpersonal

awareness and focus: 1st person singular, 1st person plural, 2nd person, and 3rd person

pronouns. All of the above measures are calculated based on the well-validated psycholin-

guistic lexicon Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) [172]. Using the textual content

of posts of each user during theBD andAD phases respectively, we calculated the average

LIWC score (normalized) per category during BD and AD phases.

Linguistic Structures Sentence structures and boundaries form an important aspect of

written language [213]. We define measures of change characterizing linguistic structural

attributes of Twitter posts spanning the BD and AD phases.

Readability. The relation between thought or meaning and forms of grammatical or-

ganization have been extensively studied as symptoms of schizophrenia [23]; individuals

with schizophrenia use simpler grammatical forms in spoken and written communication,

as well as exhibit a lack of spontaneity and fluency [214].

To capture this, we use the Coleman-Liau Index (CLI), a readability assessment test

based on character and word structure within a sentence [215]. It approximates a U.S.

grade level required to understand the text and is calculated using the formula: CLI =

0.0588L − 0.296S − 15.8, where, L is the average number of letters per 100 words of

content and S is the average number of sentences per 100 words. In our case, the CLI is

calculated from the day-wise aggregated content of posts by each user during the BD and

AD phases respectively.

Stereotypy. Next, we consider two measures of stereotypic thinking in the posts shared

by users during the BD and AD phases: (1) Word repeatability, and (2) Word complexity.

Per the socio-cognitive model [213], sufferers exhibit signs of impoverished speech and

content, word repetitions, decrease in usage of complex words or sentence verbosity, in

favor of a greater number of simple ones [216].
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In our data, we measure word repeatability by calculating the normalized count of non-

unique words (or unigrams) in a Twitter post of a user during the BD or the AD phase,

while word complexity is computed by estimating the normalized length of a word (or a

unigram) in a disclosing user’s posts during the BD or the AD phases.

Domain-Specific Content Measures Twitter is largely used as a microblogging plat-

form where people share a wide range of everyday experiences and happenings. However,

beyond the everyday experiences, individuals challenged with schizophrenia are likely

to share content specific to their experiences of symptoms of the condition. E.g., over-

representation of abstract and metaphysical termini or verbal abuse of death, power and

hostility themes are known to have a strong bearing with the schizophrenic vision of the

world [216]. To understand linguistic usage specific to the diagnosis or experiences of

schizophrenia, we build a domain-specific lexicon from Reddit’s online mental health com-

munities. The lexicon consisting 1981 unigrams and bigrams relevant to schizophrenia was

used to quantify differences in domain-specific content around disclosure. For each token

in this lexicon, normalized occurrence is finally calculated per user during the BD and AD

phases.

Topical Measures Discourse coherence disturbances like tangential responses, derail-

ments and non sequitur responses are known to be related to language disturbances in

schizophrenia [216]. We employ topic modeling [217], which is a useful, established

approach to identify themes in data that are not captured by textual analysis at the level

of tokens and sentences. To build a topic model, we run Latent Dirichlet Allocation us-

ing MALLET: MAchine Learning for LanguagE Toolkit3, which has been an established

method in prior work on mental health and social media [5].

Theme Variation. To identify thematic variation manifested in the Twitter posts of

users around the disclosure event, we employ a qualtiative annotation task to combine LDA

topics into broader interpretable themes. Then, we calculate the z-scores of the average

3http://mallet.cs.umass.edu/
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probability of each theme per day across all users; this allows us to identify theme-specific

variation manifested in the BD and AD phases.

Topical Coherence. For calculating the topical coherence measure during the BD and

AD phases, we consider the topic distribution of a user’s posts on day t, and compare it

with the mean topic distribution over all posts shared by the same user in the previous

week, i.e., days t− 1 through t− 7. Since we are comparing distributions, we employ the

cosine similarity metric. Thus, a higher cosine similarity would indicate that the content

shared on day t is topically coherent with respect to the same in the week before.

4.1.3 Results

Changes in Psycholinguistic Measures Table 4.2 gives a summary of psycholinguistic

changes; we indicate the mean value of each measure in the BD and AD phases, their

mean difference across the Twitter posts of all self-disclosing users, as well as the results

of Wilcoxon signed-rank tests comparing the measures across the BD and AD phases.

Affective attributes. For the affective attributes, there is a significant increase in overall

negative affect (mean difference 5.6%) and decrease in overall positive affect (mean dif-

ference 2.4%) right after the disclosure. This relates to the expressive writing literature,

which associates an immediate increase in negative affect and decrease in positive affect

after opening up about emotionally distressing topics rather than immediate relief of emo-

tional tension [218]. The exposure to distress and confrontation of stigmatized conditions

like schizophrenia might also implicate the increase in anger, sadness (mean differences

4.7%, 2.9% and 7.1% respectively). E.g., consider the paraphrased tweet: “I’m sad sad

sad sad”.

Cognitive attributes. Among the cognitive attributes, we observe an increase in cer-

tainty words after disclosure, demonstrating heightened emotional stability indicative of the

therapeutic nature of self disclosure. On the other hand, there is also an increase in inhibi-

tion (7.1% increase) which relates to the restraint and self-consciousness around disclosing
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Table 4.2: Differences in psycholinguistic measures between the BD and AD phases,
based on Wilcoxon signed rank tests. Only significant measures, following Bonferroni
correction, are included.

LIWC BD AD t p Mean diff

Affective attributes

Positive Affect 0.0410 0.0400 3048.0 *** -0.0243
Negative Affect 0.0095 0.0100 1832.0 *** 0.0569
Anger 0.0124 0.0130 3086.0 *** 0.0475
Anxiety 0.0029 0.0029 2086.0 *** 0.0043
Sadness 0.0046 0.0048 1591.0 *** 0.0298
Swear 0.0083 0.0077 904.0 *** -0.0715

Cognitive attributes

Cognition

Cognitive mech 0.0986 0.0963 3007.0 *** -0.0232
Inhibition 0.0035 0.0037 335.0 *** 0.0710
Causation 0.0098 0.0093 508.0 *** -0.0497
Certainty 0.0094 0.0098 1003.0 *** 0.0412
Negation 0.0162 0.0150 2888.0 *** -0.0696
Tentativeness 0.0150 0.0139 1836.0 *** -0.0769

Perception

See 0.0076 0.0076 894.0 *** 0.0023
Hear 0.0054 0.0051 1711.0 *** -0.0604
Feel 0.0058 0.0055 1864.0 *** -0.0538
Percept 0.0203 0.0194 3249.0 ** -0.0434
Insight 0.0150 0.0144 282.0 *** -0.0413
Relative 0.0869 0.0924 136.0 *** 0.0637

Temporal References

Past Tense 0.0194 0.0187 3600.0 * -0.0338
Present Tense 0.0774 0.0739 436.0 *** -0.0453
Future Tense 0.0067 0.0068 1546.0 *** 0.0034

LIWC BD AD t p Mean diff

Lexical Density and Awareness

Auxiliary Verbs 0.0681 0.0670 2205.0 *** -0.0158
Preposition 0.0725 0.0780 138.0 *** 0.0750
Adverbs 0.0346 0.0357 905.0 *** 0.0322
Verbs 0.1095 0.1076 1930.0 *** -0.0171
Article 0.0335 0.0335 566.0 *** 0.0014
conjunction 0.0317 0.0313 2167.0 *** -0.0127
Inclusive 0.0212 0.0217 2801.0 *** 0.0241
Exclusive 0.0173 0.0160 1800.0 *** -0.0739

Social/Personal Concerns

Money 0.0037 0.0037 378.0 *** 0.0125
Humans 0.0078 0.0076 618.0 *** -0.0299
Home 0.0030 0.0028 1535.0 *** -0.0582
Religion 0.0021 0.0022 1459.0 *** 0.0344
Health 0.0081 0.0069 1792.0 *** -0.1478
Bio 0.0302 0.0286 592.0 *** -0.0551
Social 0.0670 0.0639 2826.0 *** -0.0469
Body 0.0109 0.0100 419.0 *** -0.0856
Death 0.0027 0.0029 3120.0 * 0.0887
Friends 0.0017 0.0015 1570.0 *** -0.1073
Achievement 0.0096 0.0098 458.0 *** 0.0159
Work 0.0267 0.0273 2863.0 *** 0.0246

Interpersonal focus

1st p. singular 0.0347 0.0318 2096.0 *** -0.0853
2nd p. 0.0173 0.0165 3267.0 ** -0.0492
3rd p. 0.0064 0.0062 1414.0 *** -0.0288
1st p. plural 0.0029 0.0030 1369.0 *** 0.0324
indefinite pronoun 0.0311 0.0306 3371.0 ** -0.0142
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about a stigmatized condition (schizophrenia diagnosis) on a public social platform. For

instance: “Awkwardly waiting”. Moving to the set of perception attributes, we observe that

a majority of the measures show a decrease (e.g., hear, feel, percept, insight), characteristic

of the emergence of a personal narrative writing style following a disclosure [76].

Linguistic style attributes. Finally, among the linguistic style attributes, we see varia-

tions in pronoun usage before and after disclosure (1st person singular, 1st person plural,

2nd person and 3rd person) reflecting a transformation in the way people think about them-

selves in relation to others and the world. Following disclosure, individuals tend to show

reduced self-attentional focus (mean difference for 1st pp. singular is -8.5%) as well as

lowered social interactivity and orientation, as indicated by reduced usage of 2nd and 3rd

pp (4.9% and 2.8% decreases respectively). Reduction in self preoccupation is a known

attribute of improved psychological functioning [219]. Through greater use of 1st p. plu-

ral (mean difference 3.2%), we observe the emergence of a collective identity succeeding

disclosures, which prior work has observed to be linked to therapeutic outcomes following

psychological crises [220].

Social and Personal concerns. Among the attributes of Social and Personal concerns,

an increase in usage of achievement words (mean difference 1.5%) indicates improved self

esteem following engaging in disclosure of a stigmatized illness like schizophrenia. E.g.,

consider the tweet: “I tried”, “Mission success!”. Additionally, according to the social

cognitive behavioral model [213], “mastery experience”, which involves providing an in-

dividual with ample opportunities to succeed, is an underlying positive health behavior

change mechanism. This change may also show a tendency of the users to work towards

goal-oriented activities following disclosure, which is often attributed to be a reduction in

the symptoms of schizophrenia [23]. Further, there is a decrease in the health, body and

bio categories (mean differences -14.7%, -8.5%, -5.5% respectively), signaling reduced

self-consciousness of their wellness status or perceptions of their physical health. Reduced

cognition of these topics is linked to improved therapeutics in individuals with mental ill-
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nesses [221]. Next, reduced use of death words indicates improved self-efficacy and the

evolution of more positive attitudes towards life [222]. Finally, a negative mean difference

in the usage of social, home and friends words (mean difference = -0.0469, -5.8%, -0.1073

respectively) reflects a detachment and isolation from the social realm after the disclosure,

as also revealed earlier in the lowered use of 2nd and 3rd person pronouns. This may in-

dicate a desire for the users to engage in solitude perhaps due to disclosing a stigmatized

condition.
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Figure 4.2: (a) Distribution of CLI scores (readability) over number of users in the BD
and AD phases. (b) Distribution of mean differences in CLI index (readability) in the AD
phase, compared to the BD period. (c) Temporal changes and linear trend in the word
complexity measure in the AD phase, compared to the BD phase. (d) Temporal changes
and linear trend in word repeatability in the BD and AD phases. 0 indicates disclosure
date.

Temporal Changes. Next, we provide finer grained temporal analyses of these psy-

cholinguistic measures around the disclosure events. In Figure 4.3, we show the mean time

series distribution of three psycholinguistic measures from each category; we pick a sam-

ple of the statistically significant measures. We overlay these time series data with their

respective linear trends (based on a fitting polynomial models of degree 1).

Despite an overall decrease and overall increase in positive affect and negative affect

respectively after disclosure, the temporal analysis shows an increasing trend in positive

affect and decreasing trend in negative affect over time. This improvement in affect over

time is identified as one of the long-term health benefits of self-disclosure. Additionally,

schizophrenia sufferers are characterized by the inability to experience pleasure [216], and
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Figure 4.3: Time series distribution and trend (based on fitting a linear model) of psy-
cholinguistic attributes spanning the BD and AD phases. Selected statistically significant
measures per Table 4 are shown. 0 indicates disclosure date.

therefore an increasing trend in positive affect may indicate a reduction in anhedonia, and

improvement in overall functioning. Similarly, the increasing trend in usage of work related

words also finds place as a long term behavioral outcome of expressive writing—following

a sensitive disclosure, reference to multifaceted topics spanning one’s everyday life is a

known feature [216]. Further, we observe an increasing trend in first person plural pro-

nouns, which relates to prior findings that among members of stigmatized groups, writing

about being a group member changes the sense of self worth one derives from group mem-

bership. Finally, the decreasing trend in auxiliary verbs and self referential pronouns is

indicative of lower self preoccupation.

Changes in Linguistic Structures To characterize structural differences in the language

of Twitter posts before and after the disclosure (i.e., the BD and AD phases), we present

an analysis of the three measures, readability, word complexity, and word repeatability.
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Figure 4.2(a) shows a distribution of the mean difference in readability scores (AD com-

pared to BD) over number of users, as measured by the Coleman-Liau index; individual

distributions of users over CLI scores in the BD and AD phases are also shown in Fig-

ure 4.2(b). An overall positive mean difference with an average of 0.18 (σ = 0.32) is

observed indicating an increase in readability after disclosing regarding one’s diagnosis of

schizophrenia. More elaborately, we find that overall 80% of the users show a mean CLI

difference value greater than 0, indicating that largely, disclosing users show an improve-

ment in the language framing limitations characteristic of people with schizophrenia, which

is considered to be a therapeutic change [216]. Literature suggests that reorganizing and

structuring traumatic memories or experiences helps in developing a complex and coherent

narrative [223], suggesting that with these observed changes in our readability measure,

disclosing users show evidence of reduced sentence framing limitations in the AD period.

Next, there is an increasing trend observed in word complexity as measured by the

normalized length of words in the users Twitter posts (mean difference 0.01). This signi-

fies an increase in usage of complex words and sentence verbosity moving away from the

stereotypy symptoms of schizophrenia. Prior work says that people with the schizophre-

nia illness are limited in their ability to think with any degree of complexity. They are

able to think in very simple terms, but generally are unable to solve complex problems,

plan ahead or organize their thoughts [216]. The evidence of emergence of complexity

in the language of Twitter users, therefore, reveals a reduction of an important negative

symptom of schizophrenia. Finally, repeatability in terms of the proportion of non-unique

words in Twitter posts has a decreasing trend after disclosure. Individuals suffering from

schizophrenia often have repetitive thoughts that interfere with their ability to think, per the

socio-cognitive model of schizophrenia [213]. Reduction of word repeatability is, there-

fore, likely indicative of lesser word repetitions and better articulation via language, as

well as more concrete thinking and functioning among the disclosing users, a finding also

observed in the case of the psycholinguistic measures [224].
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Table 4.3: Theme keywords derived from topic modeling and human annotation analysis.

Theme Topics keywords
Mental illnesses Topic 5, 12 mental, fighters, stigma, people, health, hospital, crazy, prob-

lems, doctor, illness, schizophrenia, donate, pndchat, pndhour,
support, amazing, work, pnd

Symptoms Topics 15,2,22,3,20 r/paranormal, r/ufos, r/creepy, ufo, house, ghost, ass, shit, fuck,
lol, dick, fuck, shit, people, hate, stop, life, stupid, talking, god,
hell, damn, holy, friends, anymore, love, jesus, hell, world, real,
angel, christ, heaven, lord, soul, trust, fight, bless, sleep, night,
bed, day, tomorrow, morning, work, time, tonight, hours, asleep,
tired, today, sleeping, wake

Functioning Topics 4, 7, 9, 10, time, day, years, today, happy, week, times, past, months, min-
utes, eyes, face, back, hand, head, dear, lips, touch, felt, smile,
deep, pain, care, anymore, people, time, whats, wrong, make,
feel, hurt, wanna, love, talk, life, live, world, die, heart, mind,
time, real, thing, true, words, end, rest, dream

Stigma Topic 5 today, mental, fighters, stigma, people, drugs, health, days, hos-
pital, left, bad, crazy, lot, real, problems, doctor, profit, illness,
schizophrenia, donate

Changes in Domain-Specific Content Measures We observe that the usage of tokens

related to symptoms and medication for schizophrenia such as ‘experience hallucinations’,

‘voices really’, ‘meds work’ primarily appear only during the BD phase. Hallucinations,

delusions, and paranoia are among the most distinctive negative symptoms of schizophre-

nia [23]. Usage of these tokens in the posts of the disclosing users, such as, “i never sleep

alone, hallucinations are troubling me” and “I miss hearing voices that tell me to stand in

the rain at five in the morning” reveal that prior to the disclosure, the users in our dataset

were appropriating social media to engage in discourse on these topics and personal expe-

riences.

Whereas, tokens related to treatment or help (‘going doctor’, ‘inpatient’, ‘seeking help’),

self-care (‘rehabilitation’, ‘self care’) appear only after the disclosure. This indicates that,

following disclosure, the users feel comfortable and less restrained in talking about their

treatment experiences around schizophrenia; e.g., “Everyone who was an inpatient with

me at the hospital has moved on..”.
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Changes in Topical Measures Table 4.3 shows four major themes that appeared from

the semi-open coding task involving two clinical psychiatrist annotators, the set of topics

that define the theme and the most contributing words in each theme. The themes primarily

appear to revolve around the clinical attributes of schizophrenia and are prevalent in both

the BD and AD phases.

First, the theme “Symptoms” includes words such as /r/paranormal, /r/ufos and /r/creepy

which are Reddit communities for discussions about paranormal thoughts and activities.

Together with terms like ghost, ufo and house, these words capture disorganized thinking

and delusional attitudes which are notable markers of schizophrenia; e.g., as demonstrated

in this tweet: “An orange ’UFO’ story from /r/Paranormal”. Additionally, terms related

to sleeplessness like tired, sleep, waking appearing in tweets like “I’m tired, in pain, and

cranky. Someone please make it stop, I swear to God.” are also established negative symp-

toms of schizophrenia. In fact, sleep disturbances and exhaustion, fatigue have significant

impact on quality of life in individuals with schizophrenia [15]. Next, words like jesus, god,

holy, angel, heaven reveal spirituality and religiousness, which are notable in schizophrenia

sufferers [224]. We observe that shortly prior to the disclosure event, there is a reduction

in the discussion of the theme, and it persists to be low for sometime in the AD phase as

well. It may indicate improved functioning of the disclosing users; absence of the negative

symptoms of schizophrenia are known to be linked to therapeutic outcomes [23].

Next, “Functioning” includes words like happy, touch, smile, pain, hurt, die, care,

wrong; an example tweet says: “im in a bad mood like im ready to either hurt myself or

someone else”. Typically, the socio-cognitive model of schizophrenia [213] indicates that

reduced functioning, as is indicated by the words in this theme, is an important attribute

of the schizophrenia experience, including behaviors such as neglect of social, emotional,

physical, and cognitive aspects of life, as well as a lack in overall sense of purpose in an

individual.

More generally, beyond schizophrenia related themes, we also observe the disclosing
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users to share content about other mental illnesses on Twitter such as around hospital visits,

both during the BD and the AD phases. This might demonstrate comorbidity in the user

group or expression of group identity related to stigmatized mental health conditions. For

example, the words pnd, pndhour, pndchat, stigma point to a support community of people

affected by postnatal depression. This theme shows a noticeable dip prior to the disclosure

event, and then shows a stable, but overall reduced activity in the AD period. The higher

values of this theme in the BD period might be due to the presence of the premorbid/active

phases of schizophrenia prior to the disclosure event.

Finally, “Stigma” appears as a theme in itself comprising terms related to fighting

the stigma of experiences of schizophrenia—fighters, hospital, bad, doctor, illness, also

demonstrated in tweets like: “my schizophrenia has gotten worse ever since I started living

alone”. We observe lowered stigma leading up to the disclosure event, although there is a

peak right after the disclosure, which likely conveys the difficulty in disclosing about one’s

stigmatized conditions like schizophrenia.
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Figure 4.4: Changes in topical coherence in the BD and AD phases. Higher intensity cells
in the heatmap indicate higher topical coherence. 0 indicates disclosure date.

To examine changes in topical coherence before and after disclosure, the average co-

herence value per user, per day is plotted as a heatmap in Figure 4.4. The figure reveals

a gradual increase in topical coherence for most users following their disclosure of the

schizophrenia diagnosis or experience. This result is also found in psychotherapy litera-
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ture [222, 225] and the expressive writing paradigm [76], where self disclosure is known

to help people organize and remember events in a coherent fashion while integrating their

thoughts and feelings. The therapeutic nature of self disclosure are noted by Joinson [79]

also identifies an increase in coherency and articulation after disclosing and confronting

difficult experiences.

Comparison with Matched Controls Figure 4.5(a) shows the mean relative differences

of psycholinguistic attributes for the genuine disclosure and control users, spanning the BD

and AD phases. Over all the categories, we observe a greater change in psycholinguistic

measures for the disclosed user group as compared to the control group. For example,

lexical density and awareness attributes (e.g., adverbs, auxiliary verbs, prepositions), af-

fective attributes, and attributes of interpersonal focus (e.g., first person singular) showed

the largest change in the AD phase compared to the BD phase for the genuine disclosure

group; however for the control group, the change across the time phases was minimal. In

fact, based on independent sample t-tests (that adopted Bonferroni correction), we observe

that the changes in the case of the genuine disclosure group were statistically significant

across the different attributes, compared to the control cohort (p < 10−15). Further, we no-

tice minimal changes in the linguistic structure measures for the control group. The mean

difference in readability (CLI measure) between AD and BD phases was 0.18 for the gen-

uine disclosure group; whereas, the control group had a difference of 0.018. This is shown

in Figure 4.5(b). Similarly, changes in word complexity, and word repeatability measures

for genuine disclosure group were 5%, 22% greater in magnitude when compared to the

control group.

Together, these observations show that the patterns of linguistic differences we observe

in the case of the individuals disclosing schizophrenia on Twitter, can be attributed to the

disclosure event itself, since such changes are absent in individuals who do not engage in a

similar disclosure.
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Figure 4.5: (a) Comparison of LIWC differences BD, AD of genuine disclosure users with
matched control users. (b) Distribution of mean differences in CLI index (readability) in
the AD phase, compared to the BD period (c) Temporal changes in the word complex-
ity measure in the AD phase, compared to the BD phase (d) Temporal changes in word
repeatability in BD and AD phases. 0 indicates disclosure date for the matched users.

4.1.4 Discussion

Based on this analytical methodology, our results indicate significant behavioral differences

before and after the disclosures, many of which align with known markers of reduction in

the negative syndromes of schizophrenia. As a way to establish causation, we observe these

differences to be minimal in a matched control group. Specifically, we find that following

disclosures on Twitter, individuals express lowered stereotypy such as word repetitiveness,

and demonstrate improved readability, linguistic complexity, and topical coherence in the

content shared on Twitter. They also show greater future orientation and an increasing

positive affect trend, as well as lowered attention to the self. Interestingly, following dis-

closures, the individuals tend to engage in reduced discussion of symptoms and stigma

perceptions on social media. Situating our analyses within the socio-cognitive model of

schizophrenia [213], the expressive writing paradigm [76], and feedback from clinician

experts, these observations characterize the prominent effects of “opening up” about a stig-

matized condition like schizophrenia. Summarily, this work signals therapeutic outcomes

following disclosures made on a public platform like Twitter.
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4.2 Audience engagement and its impact on online disclosures of mental illnesses

A variety of motivations and intents underlie people’s decisions to self-disclose stigmatiz-

ing experiences like in the case of mental health challenges. One established reason is that

people need ‘sympathetic others’, as Goffman (2009) posited: those who share the same

social stigma, have had similar experiences, and those who “share with him the feeling

that he is human and ‘essentially’ normal in spite of appearances and in spite of his own

self doubt”. The sympathetic others in an online social platform can, however, be var-

ied. On platforms like Reddit, where there are dedicated support communities for mental

health challenges, the others are often experts and peers with similar experiences. On so-

cial networking sites like Facebook, the others are likely social ties embedded in the offline

context. Yet, “broadcasting self-disclosures” refer to sharing personal, sensitive informa-

tion in a public social media context such as Twitter, to somewhat nebulous, less defined

others [209].

Unlike online support communities, even if the disclosing individual has a mental con-

ceptualization of their audience [226], they are likely to be ‘invisible’ and large, consisting

not necessarily of experts or of peers undergoing similar experiences, but perhaps a wide

variety of people with different backgrounds, interests, identity profiles, and purposes of

social media use. Unlike social networking sites, the audience might also largely comprise

weak ties [227]—those that the individual might not know or ever encounter offline.

Initially, disclosure of sensitive, stigmatized mental illnesses to such an invisible or

even imagined audience can seem puzzling. However, the prevalence of the phenomenon,

as shown in prior work [228, 185], suggests that the discloser might gain certain social

benefits from such an audience. How can we better understand these audience, the ways

they engage with stigmatized content, and the manner they impact the disclosure process

on an otherwise general purpose, social media platform? Addressing these questions will

help us understand the social benefits a discloser derives over time by continuing to disclose
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Table 4.4: Descriptive statistics of disclosers & audience data.

Number of disclosers 395
Total tweets of disclosers 1,491,623
Mean tweets per discloser 3776.26
Mean tweets per day per discloser 17.48
Median tweets per discloser 1338
Distinct number of retweets audience 124,630
Distinct number of favorites audience 169,041
Distinct number of mentions audience 80,090
Total number of audience 373,761
Mean distinct audience per discloser 1218.4

to this audience.

Building on this motivation, we present a quantitative methodology to understand au-

dience and their engagement to stigmatized self-disclosures on Twitter. We focus on the

following two research questions:

RQ1: What are the patterns in which social media audience are engaging with the self-

disclosing individuals?

RQ2: How does the audience engagement impact the future disclosure process? In other

words, is audience engagement predictive to future intimacy of disclosures?

4.2.1 Data

Twitter Data on Schizophrenia Disclosures

Employing the same data collection strategies from Section 4.1.1, we identified 579

Twitter users who engaged in self-disclosures of schizophrenia. To investigate the patterns

of audience engagement around the Twitter content of these users we focus on an year long

period of Twitter activity succeeding the users’ self-disclosures. Over the year-long period,

we found 395 users to have shared 1,491,623 tweets with an average of 3776.26 tweets per

user and 17.48 tweets per day per user. We report a summary of these descriptive statistics

in Table 4.4.

Definitions: Throughout this section, a ‘discloser’ is an individual who has self dis-
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closed (revealed) their diagnosis of schizophrenia by publicly posting on Twitter, on day d,

the day of disclosure. The ‘audience’ of these disclosures is the set of Twitter users who

have interacted with the discloser’s Twitter posts viz-a-viz the platform’s functionalities—

retweets, favorites or ‘likes’, mentions over the period of one year after day d. We opera-

tionalize ‘audience engagement’ as any instance of such an interaction between a member

of the audience and the discloser. Retweets, mentions, favorites or ‘likes’ constitute the

various markers of audience engagement.

Audience and Audience Engagement Data Our audience engagement data collection

proceeded by first collecting data on the various engagement markers surrounding the dis-

closers’ Twitter content—retweets, favorites or ‘likes’, and mentions, and then compiling

audience information from this data.

Retweets Data. We collected this data by identifying the Twitter users who have inter-

acted with the disclosers by retweeting their content during the one year after disclosure.

Across all 395 disclosers we obtain 124,630 distinct Twitter users (retweets audience) who

retweeted the disclosers’ content 2,895,118 times.

Favorites Data. We identified Twitter users who interacted with the disclosers’ data

through favorites (liking) during the one year after disclosure. Overall, we obtained a set of

169,041 Twitter users (favorites audience) who favorited the disclosers’ content 4,592,890

times.

Mentions Data. We also collected data on those Twitter users who have interacted with the

disclosers using the mentions (or @-replies) functionality. On Twitter, when an individual

replies to another (say with username B), the tweet is automatically appended with the

‘@B’ string. We used this stylistic convention of tweets to compile a list of search queries

by appending an ‘@’ symbol before the username of each of our disclosers. This provided

us with all tweets that were incoming mentions to the disclosers including Twitter users who

mentioned them and the textual content of the mention tweets. The final data consisted of

80,090 distinct users (mentions audience) who mentioned the disclosers in their 348,456
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Figure 4.6: (a) Distribution of #disclosers over #tweets. (b) Distribution of #disclosers over
#distinct audience.

mention tweets.

Audience Data. To compile the final set of audience, we collated the list of users in the

three datasets above— 124,630 retweets audience, 169,041 favorites audience and 80,090

mentions audience, and extracted overall 373,761 users. At a discloser level, on average,

the audience size was 1218.4. The distribution of audience (size) and its descriptive statis-

tics are provided in Figure 4.6 and Table 4.4.

4.2.2 Methods

RQ1: Characterizing Audience Engagement Per RQ1, we propose methods to charac-

terize audience engagement around disclosers’ Twitter data based on two attributes: the

content of engagement and its markers.

Thematic Representation of Disclosers’ Data. First, we develop a thematic representa-

tion of the data shared by the disclosers over the year-long period following their day of

disclosure d. This representation is used to examine the dynamic interaction between the

disclosers and their audience in terms of content sharing. We begin by employing topic

modeling on Twitter timelines of our 395 disclosers. After preprocessing the tweets to
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remove URLs and stopwords, we run Latent Dirichlet Allocation using MALLET: MA-

chine Learning for LanguagE Toolkit. We perform hyper-parameter optimization over the

sampling iterations to extract 30 topics. Using the topic model, we compute the topic dis-

tribution via posterior probabilities for each tweet.

Next, to identify semantically interpretable, broader themes from the 30 topics, we em-

ployed qualitative labeling. Two human raters who were social media and mental health

experts performed semi-open coding on the extracted topics and combined them into se-

mantically interpretable, broader themes. They also labeled whether or not each theme

was related to the diagnosis and experiences of schizophrenia. We used the theme anno-

tations and computed z-scores of the average probability of each theme per day across all

disclosers.

Characterizing Engagement Content. Using the same topic modeling and qualitative theme

annotation approach as above, we characterized the engagement content (i.e. dataset of the

mention tweets), corresponding to each discloser.

Characterizing Engagement Markers. To characterize the engagement markers, we use

the dataset of retweets, favorites and mentions received by each discloser per day during

the one year period following day of disclosure. For each day d, ranging from d = 0 to

d = 365, we find the average number of retweets, favorites and mentions received by all

the disclosers and transform the average values into z-scores. This transformation gives us

the variation in engagement markers received by the disclosers as a function of time and

allows relative comparison. We obtain three time series, one for retweets, favorites and

mentions from this step.

Discovering Patterns of Audience Engagement. To study the variations in engagement

indicators (markers and content) with respect to that in disclosers’ data, we make the fol-

lowing categorization. Based on the thematic annotations over disclosers’ data and their

corresponding engagement content, we categorize the theme labels into: themes related to

the diagnosis and experiences of schizophrenia, and those unrelated. For both theme cate-
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gories, we adopt time series comparison techniques (e.g., the cross correlation measure) to

understand how the z-score distributions of the engagement markers and the themes of the

engagement content vary with the disclosers’ theme distributions over time.

RQ2: How Audience Engagement Predicts Future Intimacy of Disclosures

To begin, we describe how we operationalize intimacy of disclosures, and then propose

and evaluate a time series forecasting model to predict these values accurately from the

engagement markers and content.

Operationalizing Intimacy of Disclosures. To operationalize the disclosure process, we

refer to the Social Penetration theory that models self-disclosure as a process of building

intimate interpersonal relationships [229]. We adopt one of the measures proposed by the

theory i.e. depth of disclosure or intimacy to operationalize disclosure in our work. The

depth of disclosure relates to the degree of intimacy i.e. “how open or close someone

can become with another person despite their anxiety over self-disclosure”. In the context

of mental health related self-disclosures on Twitter, depth of disclosure would denote the

extent to which the discloser continues to share information about their experiences specific

to their stigmatizing condition.

Given the lack of availability of ground truth data on disclosure intimacy and because

discrete human judgments from a specific post may not be applicable across all users, to

measure intimacy of disclosures from the textual content of disclosers’ tweets, we use the

following hybrid approach leveraging topic modeling and human annotations [5].

I. Manual annotation of disclosers’ topics: Adopting the results from topic models built

over disclosers’ data as a thematic representation of their content (RQ1), we employed three

human raters to analyze the top contributing keywords per topic and then label the level of

intimacy disclosed via the topic. We defined the levels of intimacy to span a three-point

Likert scale—low (1), medium (2) and high (3) motivated by prior work [230]. First, the

raters manually browsed a sample of tweets by the disclosers to familiarize themselves with
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the content. Then, corresponding to this rating scale, they created a set of rules to annotate

each topic with one of the three levels.

High intimacy of disclosure (score of 3). This included topics specific to the experiences

of schizophrenia, information that is rarely expressed on a public social media platform like

Twitter. For example, topics around symptomatic expressions, related to mental illnesses

were included in this category.

Medium intimacy of disclosure (score of 2). This category included behavioral expressions

related to functioning, social interactions, temporal planning that were not unusual to be

shared on Twitter.

Low intimacy of disclosure (score of 1). This included topics that were totally unrelated

to the disclosure of schizophrenia and consisted casual social media conversations such as

political issues, entertainment, etc.

Following the manual annotation task, the raters had a high inter-rater reliability of 0.78

given by the Fleiss κ measure. Out of the 30 topics belonging to disclosers’ data, this

annotation task yielded 8 topics with high (3) intimacy, 7 with medium (2), and 15 with

low (1) intimacy score.

II. Calculating tweet-level and time series measures of intimacy of disclosure. Given a

tweet posted by the discloser, its posterior topic distribution given by the topic model (in

RQ1), and the intimacy label (in RQ2) we calculate the intimacy of the tweet as a weighted

sum of all topic probabilities by their intimacy labels to obtain a single score of intimacy

of disclosure. We aggregate these tweet-level intimacy values per day and per discloser

throughout our analysis period; we use z-scores of these aggregated values to capture their

relative variation over time.

Predicting Future Intimacy of Disclosures from Audience Engagement. Given the

intimacy of disclosure expressed by the disclosers and the associated engagement mark-

ers and content of the audience over time, we describe the prediction task as a time series
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forecasting problem. Since historical values of intimacy can also assist in predicting future

intimacy values, we adopt an auto-regressive time series forecasting model. The depen-

dent (or response) variable that is being forecasted is the time series representing daily

measurements of intimacy of disclosure (obtained above). The exogenous variables (or

predictors) are the engagement markers received from the audience as characterized by the

following time series—number of retweets, favorites, mentions, and theme distribution of

engagement content. Note that all timeseries are expressed as z-scores of average daily

measurements of the variable.

Data Preparation. First, we process the data to verify stationarity assumptions of time

series forecasting methods. We execute the following steps: 1) We apply a moving average

transformation with a window size of 14 days to check for changes in the mean and vari-

ance over time. 2) We apply the Augmented Dickey Fuller (ADF) test, a standard test for

stationarity in a series [231]. For the series that do not pass the ADF test, we apply a first

order shift in the data and re-evaluate conditions for stationarity.

Model Fitting. We propose an Auto Regressive Integrated Moving Average with Ex-

ogenous Input (ARIMAX) model to predict the dependent variable (future intimacy) from

the exogenous variables (audience engagement data). Our model is meant to forecast on

day t, the intimacy of disclosure based on the exogenous variables spanning n days before

t. We perform grid search over a maximum lag of 20 days for the autoregressive (p) and

the moving average (q) parameters to find candidate models. Applying maximum likeli-

hood estimation, we use log-likelihood, Akaike & Bayesian information criterion (AIC,

BIC) measures to assess goodness of fit. We validate the final model by performing in-

sample rolling predictions and assessing model performance using metrics like the root

mean squared error.
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Table 4.5: Theme descriptions obtained via topic modeling and qualitative annotations on
disclosers’ and audience’s engagement data. n stands for number of topics per theme.

Disclosers’ Data Engagement Content (Audience)
Theme n Top Words n Top Words
MHSS 1 mental health depression illness pnd-

hour anxiety mentalhealth issues submitted
stigma today schizophrenia meds disorder
cancer hospital support pain

2 hcsmca social support public info issue im-
portant system kids personal care health ex-
perience pndhour mental health support de-
pression meds pain issues awareness illness
anxiety story loss

Appearance 2 hair wear shirt white red clothes dress blue
pants shoes fashion color back eyes head
hand face softly arms neck lips smile kiss
hair

2 hair wear red black dress nice clothes shirt
blue body pants shoes back head eyes hand
face neck smiles mouth softly cheek hugs
arms lips butt

Functioning 4 love lot make time care talk anymore
friends people dont life women social men
thing good human work change money
kids company job tax day sleep night week

3 good life hard work watch times thing love
lot live make money pay food free people lot
job low rich high business woman married
relationship single engaged miracle divorced

Emotions 2 happy good hope today great beautiful
amazing lovely year sweet make good feel
bad people time life lot lol thought pretty
today weird

4 care anymore worry hurt ill trust mad reason
treat fuck person good bad feel life makes
wrong find nice love wtf happy beautiful
hope love talk fake

Sexuality 2 girl man guy hes shes sex cute love
youre boy years baby dad friend mom gay
woman child

1 lol girl shit girls youre fuck man ass hes
funny fucking cool pretty shes guy weird
guys cute

Symptoms 4 r/paranormal ufo r/creepy shit ass fuck
bitch house back door night angels gods
soul hell saved world

0 –

Temporal
Refer-
ences,
Planning

1 time day sleep work night today tomorrow
back school home bed week hours days ill
morning tonight ago gonna

3 night sleep time tomorrow week work today
late hours home days morning year ago time
long past day sunshine fab weekend friday

Communi
cation

0 – 2 back text reply message lol tweet word
tweets didnt haha talking forgot answer
thought question funny doctor isnt meant en-
glish wrong swear correct

Others 14cats dogg standwithrand tedcruz video
football war government israel campaign
police

13law power gamergate superbowl stories club
bro party school parents
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4.2.3 Results

Comparing Disclosers’ Themes and Audience’s Themes. We present results from the

thematic annotations on audience’s engagement content and discuss them in the context of

the themes derived from disclosers’ data (Ref. Table 4.5). This juxtaposition of themes

helps us understand the audience response with respect to what the disclosers’ are sharing

on Twitter.

First, among the engagement content themes that relate to experiences of schizophrenia,

we begin by considering the theme “Mental Health Support/Stigma” (MHSS) that also sur-

faces in the disclosers’ data. For instance, we notice the usage of words such as ‘hcsmca’,

‘pndhour’, ‘awareness’, ‘issue’ referring to online communities dedicated to exchanges

around health care, mental illness and spreading awareness. also includes overlapping

words like ‘depression’, ‘anxiety’, ‘meds’, ‘mental health’, ‘pain’, relating to the stigma

and challenges around experiences of schizophrenia. This shows that the audience, in re-

sponse to the schizophrenia content of the disclosers share their experiences and resources

related to mental health care, providing solidarity.

Next, we consider another common schizophrenia related theme, ‘Functioning’. We

observe overlapping keywords, such as ‘people’, ‘life’, ‘good’, ‘work’, ‘money’, ‘job’,

‘love’, ‘sleep’. Relatedly, we also find the theme ‘Appearance’ (words: ‘hair’, ‘wear’, ‘red’,

‘clothes’, ‘arms’, ‘softly’) that surfaces in the tweets of both the disclosers and their audi-

ence. Taken together, these themes relate to the everyday experiences capturing behaviors

around the social, emotional, physical, and cognitive aspects of life. Their co-occurrence

as themes reflects the utility of engagement content as a mechanism to converse about

everyday aspects of life, communicate, plan, and exchange thoughts and ideas.

Lastly, we consider the theme ‘Emotions’ that appears in the engagement content with

words like ‘love’, ‘happy’, ‘good’, ‘hope’, ‘lovely’, ‘miss’, ‘sweet’, ‘beautiful’. While this

theme is also present in disclosers’ data, we note a higher prevalence of emotional content

in the engagement content than that of the disclosers based on the number of topics con-
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tributing towards the theme. This particular imbalanced overlap characterizes the emotional

support provisioning nature of the engagement that the disclosers gather from their audi-

ences; a form of support found in the literature to be key to improved mental health state

and in supporting therapeutic outcomes from disclosures of stigmatized conditions [232].

Nevertheless, despite the thematic reciprocity noted above, we note a sharp distinction

between the tweets of the disclosers and audience—shown by the theme ‘Symptoms’. In

the case of the disclosers, this theme (‘r/paranormal’, ‘r/creepy’, ‘ufo’) reveals a predom-

inant occurrence of words that have symptomatic relevance to schizophrenia. We do not

observe such patterns in the themes extracted from the audience’s engagement content.

This indicates that, although the disclosers are sharing their first person experiences of the

illness, the audiences do not respond with similar personal accounts. This brings to light

the distinction in broadcasting disclosures on platforms like Twitter, where, unlike sup-

port communities, the audience need not necessarily consist of peers undergoing similar

experiences.

By juxtaposing the thematic annotations from the disclosers and their audiences, we

find evidence of reciprocal conversations around shared themes related to experiences of

schizophrenia. We situate this discussion in the social penetration theory that gives a dis-

tinctive emphasis to self-disclosing behaviors being maintained by the “gradual overlap-

ping and exploration of their mutual selves by parties to a relationship” [233].

Patterns of Changes in the Engagement Content. Here, we are interested in the question—

how do the above (schizophrenia related and other) themes from the disclosers and the

audience co-vary over time?

Inspecting Figure 4.7(a-d), we observe that there is a close temporal alignment between

the disclosers’ and the audiences’ themes relating to schizophrenia experiences. Specifi-

cally, by analyzing the cross correlation between the two, we find that the highest correla-

tion of 0.125 between the two time series occurs at a negative lag of 4. This positive corre-
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Figure 4.7: Patterns in audience’s engagement content and engagement markers with re-
spect to Disclosers’ data. We show these patterns for 10 cases: (a) disclosers’ data &
audience engagement content both related to schizophrenia experiences; (b) disclosers’
data related to schizophrenia experiences & audience engagement content unrelated to
schizophrenia experiences; (c) disclosers’ data unrelated to schizophrenia experiences &
audience engagement content related to schizophrenia experiences; (d) disclosers’ data
& audience engagement content unrelated to schizophrenia experiences; (e) disclosers’
data related to schizophrenia experiences & retweets; (f) disclosers’ data unrelated to
schizophrenia experiences & retweets; (g) disclosers’ data related to schizophrenia experi-
ences & favorites; (h) disclosers’ data unrelated to schizophrenia experiences & favorites;
(i) disclosers’ data related to schizophrenia experiences & mentions; (j) disclosers’ data
unrelated to schizophrenia experiences & mentions. The discloser’ data is plotted with the
lag at maximum correlation.

lation at a negative lag provides indications of reciprocity in the disclosure process—as the

disclosers increasingly talk about their schizophrenia experiences at time t− 4 (in days), it

correlates with the audience talking about similar themes related to these experiences at t.

Reciprocity has been identified as a major norm in self-disclosure research [234]. In con-

trast, we find that as the disclosers increasingly talk about their experiences, the audience

begin limiting posts on other unrelated topics in the future (maximum correlation of -0.125

at a negative lag of 4).

Patterns of Changes in the Engagement Markers. We ask the question—how does the

audience, with the help of various platform functionalities, respond to disclosers, and how
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do different engagement markers co-vary with disclosers’ themes.

Figure 4.8a shows the z-score distribution of these markers over time. We observe two

findings. First, beginning at the day of disclosure, there is a peak in mentions indicating an

increase in incoming engagement from the audience. However, there is lowered audience

engagement during this early period through retweets and favorites. This could indicate

that the audience find the disclosers’ content out of place and take time to modulate their

engagement around it. Second, there is a very close alignment between the temporal vari-

ation in retweets and favorites received from the audience. This may be attributable to the

similar functionality between both actions i.e. they both indicate some form of acknowl-

edgement or endorsement, and have a lower barrier for content production (at the click of a

button), compared to mentions which have a higher barrier to content production, requiring

consciously drafted replies.

Next, in Figure 4.7(e-j), we present an analysis of the temporal variation in the three

engagement markers in relation to the disclosers’ themes—both the schizophrenia related

ones as well as the rest. Upon visual inspection, we notice that the alignment between

the daily measurements of engagement markers is higher with disclosers’ data related to

schizophrenia experiences as compared to other unrelated content. For the time series rep-

resenting thematic variation in schizophrenia related experiences, the maximum correlation

with retweets and favorites is -0.09, -0.08 observed at cross correlation lags of 5, 5 respec-

tively. The negative correlation at a positive lag denotes that as the disclosers increasingly

talk about their condition and experiences, it correlates to receiving fewer retweets and fa-

vorites in the days following. This is likely explained by the perception that the actions of

retweet or favorite signal information sharing intentions and do not convey an appropriate

response to stigmatized disclosures. On the other hand, we observe a stronger alignment

between the disclosure content related to experiences of schizophrenia and the mentions

received. The correlation of disclosure related content with mentions is the strongest with

a lag 0 with a positive value of 0.17. This shows that as the disclosers increasingly talk
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Figure 4.8: (a) Engagement markers over time. (b) Intimacy of disclosure, across all 395
disclosers’ data over time. (c) Predicted and original measures of intimacy over time.

about their experiences, it correlates to receiving more mentions (on the same day). How-

ever, in the case of unrelated themes, we observe a delayed response via mentions from the

audience (maximum correlation of 0.14 at lag -7). Summarily, our findings from RQ1 sug-

gest reciprocity, temporally in the number of engagement markers received and topically,

in the themes received viz-a-viz the audience engagement content.

RQ2. Impact of Audience Engagement Figure 4.8b shows the temporal variation in in-

timacy of disclosure, combined across all disclosers’ data. We observe a peak representing

heightened levels of intimacy of disclosure on the day of disclosure (d = 0) and the im-

mediately succeeding days. Since topics related to the experiences of schizophrenia were

rated with an intimacy score of 3, it appears that the short period immediately following

the day of disclosure continues to include high intimacy content.

With this time series of intimacy of disclosure as our response variable, we proceed to

results on the forecasting model.

We found the best lag order for the ARIMAX process i.e. the auto-regressive and mov-

ing average parameters to be p=8 and q=3. Including the differencing parameter d = 1

we fit an ARIMAX(8,1,3) model on the time series data (intimacy of disclosure, engage-

ment markers and content) for forecasting. The goodness of fit of this model in terms of
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log-likelihood, AIC and BIC were found to be -351.9, 751.9 and 845.0 respectively.

Table 4.6 summarizes the ARIMAX model in terms of point mass estimates of the

external variables, their 95% confidence intervals, and the corresponding p-values. We

refer to this information, to examine the variables that provide the most explanatory power

in the forecasting problem i.e. we ask what engagement markers and engagement content

shared by the audience have high predictive power in forecasting future intimacy levels of

the disclosers. We assess statistical significance here at the p=0.05 level.

First, we observe that the number of mentions received is a significant predictor of

future intimacy. This affirms our previous findings that mentions indicate a strong incoming

engagement in ways of conversing, sharing experiences and resources with the disclosers.

Next, we find two themes within the audience engagement content that are statistically

significant to future intimacy levels. The first such theme is ‘Emotions’ with keywords

such as ‘care’, ‘worry’, ‘trust’, ‘life’. Emotional support received in cases of stigmatized

conditions has been shown to help with coping and provide satisfaction in online support

communities by previous studies [235]. Prior work has also linked intimacy to satisfaction

with social support received during crisis [236]. This relates with our finding that emotional

content received through audience engagement can be linked to intimacy and predict future

disclosure behaviors. The second significant theme is ‘Sexuality’. Discussions on one’s

sexuality are often considered to be sensitive in nature. When they happen on a public social

media platform like Twitter, they indicate the audience’s intent to reciprocally converse

with the disclosers about topics that are otherwise personal. This reciprocity might also

motivate the disclosers to reveal more intimate aspects of their illness experiences to their

audience.

Finally, to validate the model, we compute in-sample rolling predictions for the model

on an out-of-sample data over the last 30 days in our year-long period of analysis. Note

that the ARIMAX model forecasts the differenced intimacy of disclosure and therefore,

the predicted values are compared to the original differenced values of intimacy (Ref. Fig-
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Table 4.6: Summary of point estimates of the exogenous variables in the intimacy forecast-
ing ARIMAX model. Note that the estimates of exogenous variables in the model need to
be interpreted conditional to the lags in response variable.

Exogenous variable estimate P>z 95% C.I.
mentions -0.0266 0.014 -0.048 -0.005
retweets -0.0197 0.748 -0.140 0.100
favorites 0.0278 0.666 -0.098 0.154

themes:appearance 0.0031 0.868 -0.033 0.039
themes:communication 0.0022 0.893 -0.030 0.035

themes:functioning -0.0182 0.411 -0.062 0.025
themes:emotions 0.0581 0.0006 0.025 0.091

themes:mhss 0.0156 0.408 -0.021 0.052
themes:sexuality 0.0356 0.0306 0.003 0.068
themes:temporal 0.0354 0.103 -0.007 0.078

themes:other 0.002 0.918 -0.036 0.039

ure 4.8c) We observe that our model is able to closely forecast the actual intimacy levels

of disclosure. Assessing model performance, we find the Root Mean Square Error, Mean

Absolute Error and Symmetric Mean Absolute Percentage Error measures as 0.66, 0.52

and 6.8 respectively. These values statistically establish the satisfactory performance of the

model. As a final validation step, we check the residuals of the model for absence of serial

correlation. We compute the Durbin-Watson statistic which tests for the null hypothesis

that there is no serial correlation [237]. We find the test statistic (Durbin-Watson’s d) as

1.8, which is close to the ideal value of 2 in case of no serial correlation.

4.2.4 Discussion

We began this study questioning the puzzling nature of stigmatized self-disclosures made

to an invisible audience on a public microblogging platform. By characterizing the audi-

ence engagement towards disclosures of schizophrenia on Twitter, we found evidence of

reciprocity, both topically and temporally, in the interactions between the audience and

disclosers. We also observed that using the functionalities of favorites, retweets, and men-

tions, the audience is able to engage with the disclosers in a variety of ways: providing

support, advice, and solidarity, sharing personal experiences and online help resources, and
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conversing about everyday aspects of life. While these attributes are key characteristics of

online support communities, their occurrence on Twitter is revealing as it lacks many crit-

ical components of an online community such as norms, moderation, roles etc. Similarly,

strong social ties are considered to be the hallmark of quality support and psychological

wellbeing [238]. However, despite lacking many aspects of a social network [227] Twitter

seems to be providing positive outcomes to individuals with a highly stigmatized condition,

schizophrenia.

Further, we examined how audience engagement impacts future disclosure behavior, to

understand if the disclosers gather interpersonal and social benefits through this public dis-

closure process. The results from our forecasting model demonstrate that key predictors,

such as number of mentions, emotional support, and discussions on personal, sensitive top-

ics can successfully forecast future intimacy of disclosures. This finding indicates that the

disclosure process supports not only bridging social capital, that is, finding new acquain-

tances who provide access to new information and help resources, but also over time, in

bonding social capital, in the form of reciprocity, support, and companionship [90]. Al-

though the nature of audience providing these social capital resources is nebulous, i.e. the

disclosers may not necessarily know who this audience is, even if they have an imagined

mental conception of who it might be [226], the reciprocal engagement that the audience

provides over time confirms observations about online social platforms facilitating forma-

tion and maintenance of social capital. Nevertheless, as argued in the literature [239],

one might expect that disclosing about stigmatized, sensitive issues like mental illnesses to

such an invisible and imagined audience might increase the likelihood of a context collapse

that can hinder future disclosures. However, we find that, despite the risk of context col-

lapse, the disclosers do not employ counteractive strategies, but rather continue to engage

in schizophrenia related intimate exchanges with their audience over time.
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CHAPTER 5

DIFFERENTIATING USES OF SOCIAL MEDIA FOR MENTAL HEALTH: A

TRIANGULATION STUDY

In previous chapters, I have discussed the clinical and social pathways to care for individ-

uals with schizophrenia through social media. For clinical pathways to care, advances in

machine learning approaches combined with social media data from patient populations is

shown to have the potential to predict adverse clinical outcomes like imminent relapse. For

social pathways to care, affordances of social media platforms showed evidence of thera-

peutic benefits from online self-disclosures and social support and reciprocity from a large

audience. So far, research examining social media and mental health has taken a mono-

lithic view towards the participants in their study; they either belong to patient populations

or are users of social media sites whose clinical status is unknown. Who are all the people

leveraging these pathways to care? Are they all clinically diagnosed with schizophrenia?

Are the individuals whose social media traces are leveraged to predict clinical outcomes

i.e. those who are clinically diagnosed patients, also using social media for disclosure and

support seeking behaviors? In this chapter, I present a triangulation study based on how

social media data is used for the prediction of mental health states. Findings from this work

call for a differentiating analysis of the uses of social media for mental health and highlight

methodological gaps in the area of research.

For prediction of mental health states from social media data, on the methodological

front, supervised machine learning techniques have gained prominence, providing promis-

ing predictive outcomes of mental health states [240]. The success of these techniques,

however, hinges on access to ample and high-quality gold standard labels for model train-

ing. In mental health, gold standard labels often comprise diagnostic signals of people’s

clinical mental health states, for instance, whether an individual might be suffering from a
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specific mental illness, or at the cusp of experiencing an adverse episode like a relapse or

suicidal thoughts.

Unlike conventional machine learning tasks in fields like computer vision and natu-

ral language processing, extensive, high quality gold standard data for predicting clinical

diagnoses of mental illnesses from social media is not readily available. Literature has ad-

vocated the use of clinically validated diagnostic information collected from patient pop-

ulations for building such predictive models [58, 240]. However, undertaking such efforts

presents many practical and logistical challenges. These range from the difficulties in re-

cruiting a sensitive and high risk population, to the myriad privacy and ethical concerns

that accompany engaging directly with vulnerable individuals. Because of the effort- and

time-consuming nature of such data acquisition approaches and the need for deep-seated

cross-disciplinary partnerships, particularly with clinicians, researchers have noted such

data acquisition efforts to not scale easily and quickly to large and diverse populations [43].

Consequently, researchers have operationalized a variety of online behaviors as diag-

nostic signals to build machine learning approaches that predict mental illness diagnoses.

These “proxies” are easily accessible and inexpensively gathered from social media, with-

out the need to directly engage with the individuals themselves. We define binary indicators

of the presence or absence of these social media behaviors that might correspond to their

clinical mental health state as “proxy diagnostic signals”. One notable example from ex-

isting literature consists of public self-reports of mental illnesses made by individuals in

their social media feeds [43, 8].

This study posits a significant challenge in using these proxy diagnostic signals revolv-

ing around their lack of clinical grounding, theoretical contextualization, and psychometric

validity—concerns noted by psychiatrists and computational researchers alike [6, 241]. In

other words, drawing on boyd and Crawford’s critique [67], despite gains in scale, gaps

exist in our understanding of how these signals are defined, where their theoretical under-

pinnings are, whether they objectively and accurately measure what they claim to measure
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(that is, the clinical mental illness diagnosis), and whether the patterns of behaviors they

exemplify are truly representative of the behaviors of patients. [69, 242]. for treatment and

patient-provider interventions.

5.1 Data

We use public and non-public data (gathered using appropriate protocols) from two promi-

nent social media sites, Twitter and Facebook, for the purposes of this study. We begin

by introducing four datasets used in the study, followed by a description of how they were

collected.

Gathering Proxy Diagnostic Signal Data The first three datasets correspond to the

three proxy diagnostic signals we adopt based on the topical focus and the existing litera-

ture, and which were introduced above. We consider them as proxies (or “proxy datasets”)

of schizophrenia diagnoses in individuals.

Affiliation Data. Our first dataset is motivated from prior literature that used behaviors

signaling affiliation (e.g. following, hashtag usage) to mental health resources, related to

schizophrenia, as diagnostic information. Adopting the approach of McManus et al. [20]

(N = 96), we used a Twitter account named @sardaa (Schizophrenia and Related Dis-

orders Alliance of America), a support organization for people with schizophrenia and

their caregivers, as our starting point to build this affiliation dataset. As operationalized by

McManus et al. [20] and following verification of the account’s trustworthiness with our

clinical coauthors, we considered all followers of the account @sardaa as individuals with

a schizophrenia diagnosis. We obtained the list of all followers of @sardaa (N = 1847)

and consistent with McManus et al. [20] collected their timeline data for the year 2014. We

also collected profile information of these individuals including number of posts, chosen

language on Twitter (filtering for English), number of followers and number of followees,

leading to a final sample of 861 Twitter users. Descriptive statistics of this data are reported

in [186].
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Self-report Data. For the second dataset, we adopt the proxy diagnostic signal of men-

tal illness self-reports utilized in many prior works (e.g., (most prominently [8]), intro-

duced in the previous section. Per Mitchell et al.’s approach [8] (N = 174), we used a list

of key phrases developed in Ernala et al. [243] (Refer Chapter 3) to identify self-reports

of schizophrenia on Twitter from 2014. Following manual filtering to remove noisy exam-

ples, without loss of generality, we collected the historic timeline data of all authors of these

self-reports. We also collected the same metadata information and descriptive statistics are

reported in the [186].

Clinically Appraised Self-report Data. Our third proxy dataset is inspired from the

third body of work that used external expert appraisals on social media data to obtain diag-

nostic signals of mental illnesses. Following Birnbaum et al.’s approach [58] (N = 146),

we combined machine learning with clinical appraisals to obtain data of 153 individuals

whose self-reports were labelled by experts to be genuine. As before, we collected all

metadata associated with their Twitter profiles, descriptive statistics of which are given in

the [186].

Matched Control Data The predictive task of identifying individuals with schizophre-

nia necessitates comparisons to matched control individuals who do not provide an equiv-

alent proxy diagnostic signal. Accordingly, we used the Twitter streaming API to obtain a

random sample of public posts and extracted their authors(N = 640). We filtered out any

individuals who had mentions of schizophrenia in their posts.

Then, we adopted a statistical matching approach [244] to ensure that the control users

and the individuals in each of our proxy datasets are comparable by trait attributes. Since

social media behaviors are a reliable indicator of people’s personality, psychological states,

and even demographic attributes [245], we included the following covariates for the pur-

pose of matching: total number of statuses, chosen language on Twitter, total number of

followers and total number of followees. Through an iterative k-nearest-neighbor matching

(k=1-15) based on the well validated Mahalanobis distance metric [246, 247], we com-
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Table 5.1: Descriptive statistics for the proxy diagnostic signal datasets and their corre-
sponding matched controls.

Affiliation Data Self-report Data Appraised Self-report Data Gold Standard Patient Data
Target Class Control Class Target Class Control Class Target Class Control Class Target Class Control Class

Total #users 861 539 412 345 153 107 88 55
Total #posts 1,417,688 2,145,319 1,724,237 1,083,790 663,428 233,253 9,821,938 4,958,793
Avg #posts 1646.56 3980.18 4185.04 3141.42 4336.13 2179.93 111,612.93 90159.87
Median #posts 320 1113.0 1682 830 1376 737 28554.5 21178.0

pared the covariates of each individual’s Twitter content in each proxy dataset (affiliation,

self-report, appraised self-report) with that of each of the control users obtained above,

and identified a set of most similar control users based on a heuristically chosen distance

threshold. For the affiliation dataset, we obtained a matched control sample of 539 users.

We obtained 345 and 107 matched controls for the self-report and the clinically appraised

self-report datasets respectively. The descriptive statistics of these matched controls are

given in Table 5.1.

Schizophrenia Patient Data and Healthy Controls As the fourth dataset, we include

social media data of patients clinically diagnosed with schizophrenia and that of clinically

verified healthy controls, based on a clinical examination or DSM-5 [202] criteria (Refer to

Section 3.2.1 for more details). The consented participants included 88 patients who had

been diagnosed with schizophrenia. Of these 88, 73 participants consented to provide their

Facebook data, whereas 15 provided their Twitter data. Additionally, 55 healthy controls

were recruited through the study, out of which 32 provided their Facebook data and 23

participants provided their Twitter data. We use all linguistic content from participants’

Facebook and Twitter archives i.e. status updates and comments made on Facebook, and

posts shared on Twitter. We conducted linguistic equivalence tests between the two data

sources, a known approach in the transfer learning literature [248], to quantify the linguistic

similarity and a high value indicated that the content in the two datasets (cosine similarity

of 0.98 for schizophrenia patient population and 0.84 for healthy control population) was

linguistically equivalent [249]. Thus, our final dataset comprised either Twitter or Facebook

archives of 88 schizophrenia patients and 55 healthy controls. The descriptive statistics for
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Figure 5.1: Schematic diagram of our proposed methodology.

the combined patient and healthy control dataset are reported in Table 5.1.

5.2 Methods

Rationale and Overview We adopt quantitative data triangulation as our methodological

framework. Triangulation is an evaluation approach that uses multiple or heterogeneous

methods, or data sources compiled via varied mechanisms, to develop a comprehensive

understanding of a phenomenon, or to elucidate its complementary aspects [250]. Specifi-

cally, this approach is used to confirm the results of a research, and provide external valida-

tion to existing findings [251]. In essence, triangulation is an attempt to map out, or explain

more fully, the richness and complexity of human behavior by studying it from more than

one standpoint. Using this approach, we assess the efficacy of the three proxy diagnostic

signals in identifying diagnoses of individuals with schizophrenia, both within their corre-

sponding proxy datasets, as well in the data of schizophrenia patients. This way, we seek

to establish their internal and external validity respectively. Figure 5.1 gives an overview

of our approach.

Classification Framework We set up a binary classification task to distinguish be-
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tween individuals with schizophrenia identified by each proxy dataset and its correspond-

ing matched controls. We built four models: three based on the proxy datasets denoted

as the Affiliation, Self-report and Appraised Self-report Models and one on the clinically

validated patient data known as the Patient Model.

Preparing Training and Validation Data: We use the proxy datasets and their corre-

sponding matched control data in their entirety for training and validating the above proxy

classifiers. For the Affiliation Model, the positive examples (Class 1) comprised the Twitter

data of the 861 users while the negative examples (Class 0) consisted of the 539 matched

control users. The positive examples for the Self-report and Appraised Self-report Models

spanned the data of 412 and 153 users respectively, while the corresponding negative ex-

amples included the Twitter data of 345 and 107 matched controls. For the Patient Model,

we selected a random sample of 80% of the patient dataset for model training and valida-

tion, resulting in 68 patients with schizophrenia in the positive class, and 46 healthy control

participants forming the negative class.

Preparing Unseen Test Data: We incorporated the held-out 20% patient data as an

unseen test dataset, that could be consistently used across all models (Affiliation, Self-

report, Appraised Self-report and Patient) for triangulation. This comprised 20 patients

with schizophrenia and 9 healthy controls.

Features: Linguistic features from text data have been widely adopted and are known

to be largely successful in predicting mental health states using social media data [194,

7]. We adopt two forms of linguistic content as features for classification. First, we build

a term-frequency, inverse document-frequency based language model using the most fre-

quent 500 n-grams (n=1-3) from the preprocessed data upon removal of stop words and

URLs. Second, we use three categories of psycholinguistic measures: (1) Affective at-

tributes, (2) Cognitive attributes and (3) Linguistic style attributes—from the well-validated

psycholinguistic lexicon Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) [194]. Combining the

two feature sets together, our overall feature space included 550 numeric features. Adopt-
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ing the ANOVA F -test we reduced the feature space from 550 features to k-best features

per classifier.

We experimented with non-linear and ensemble classification algorithms such as Sup-

port Vector Machines, Random Forest, and Logistic Regression [252]. For each classifier,

we test its performance in two steps: First, for parameter tuning and assessing internal

validity, we used stratified k-fold cross validation. We varied model parameters for all

classification approaches during the validation step to find the best performing model. Sec-

ond, choosing this best performing model from the validation step, we evaluated its perfor-

mance on the unseen test data for external validity. Across the four classifiers, for relative

comparison, we report model performance using a variety of metrics: Receiver Operating

Characteristic Area Under Curve (ROC AUC), accuracy and F1 scores.

Table 5.2: Average model performance on the validation and unseen test datasets.

Class 1 Class 0 Cross validation Testing
P R f1 Acc AUC P R f1 Acc AUC

Affiliation Model 861 539 0.89 0.94 0.91 0.89 0.95 0.28 0.1 0.15 0.21 0.20
Self-report Model 412 345 0.72 0.81 0.76 0.72 0.80 0.63 0.6 0.61 0.48 0.38
Appraised Self-report Model 153 107 0.81 0.88 0.84 0.80 0.85 0.65 0.75 0.70 0.55 0.51
Patient Model 68 46 0.76 0.80 0.77 0.72 0.76 0.93 0.7 0.8 0.76 0.82

5.3 Results

Internal Validity We present in Table 5.2 the cross validation performance of the four

classifiers in distinguishing individuals with schizophrenia from matched controls. Over-

all, the Affiliation Model outperforms the other classifiers with the highest accuracy (Best:

0.94, Mean: 0.88, std: 0.02) and F1 (Best: 0.95, Mean: 0.91, std: 0.02) and a 27% im-

provement in accuracy over a ZeroR baseline (Accuracy: 0.61). The reported accuracy of

this model is close to McManus et al. [20], demonstrating that the trained model can infer

distinct patterns between the two classes.

Although both Self-report and Appraised Self-report models improve over their ZeroR

baseline (accuracy: 0.54, 0.44 respectively), the Appraised Self-report Model performs bet-

ter (Best: 0.88, Mean: 0.80, std: 0.03) than the Self-report Model (Mean: 0.72, Best:0.79,
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Figure 5.2: ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic) curves per classifier (a) Affiliation
Model, (b) Self-report Model, (c) Appraised Self-report Model, (d) Patient Model.

std: 0.02) across all metrics.

Comparing the performance of the proxy classifiers on their respective validation sets,

we find that the Appraised Self-report Model has higher precision than the Self-report

Model. This was also observed by Birnbaum et al. [243]; the clinician annotation task

eliminated inauthentic noisy samples leading to a high precision sample of genuine self-

reports.

Finally, the Patient Model trained on patient data performs modestly, although better,

compared to the proxy classifiers, with average accuracy of 0.72 (best: 0.75) and average

F1 score of 0.77 (best:0.79) across 5-fold cross validation1.
1Given the relatively small sample sizes, to check for overfitting, we examined model stability through the

standard deviation of evaluation metrics across folds. A low standard deviation of 0.02 indicated that despite
low sample sizes, the model had stable performance.
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External Validity Next, to examine their external validity on unseen patient test data, we

present the performance of the proxy classifiers. Figure 5.2 (a-c) presents the ROC plots,

per proxy classifier, showing the trade-off between true positive rate (sensitivity) against

the false positive rate (1-specificity).

Among the three proxy classifiers, the Affiliation Model shows poor external validity

with the lowest accuracy (0.21), the lowest F1 (0.14), and the lowest AUC (0.2) on the 20%

sample of unseen patient data (refer Table 5.2). The next best performing model is the Self-

report Model outperforming the Affiliation Model with a 27% improvement in the overall

accuracy (0.48), 47% improvement in F1 score (0.61) and 18% improvement (0.38) in the

ROC AUC. Although this indicates that self-reports might be a better diagnostic signal than

affiliation, the performance of this classifier is still weak compared to its performance dur-

ing the validation step (test of internal validity). Lastly, among the three proxy classifiers,

we see the strongest external validity or best performance for the Appraised Self-report

Model. This classifier shows a 9% and 55% improvement in F1 (0.70), and 7% and 34%

improvement in accuracy (0.55) over the Self-report and Affiliation Model respectively.

Although the Appraised Self-report Model demonstrates the strongest external validity so

far, there is substantive decrease in its performance compared to the validation phase. Sum-

marily, testing the proxy classifiers on unseen patient data revealed poor external validity

and that relative performance between the validation and testing steps was not preserved

when tested in a clinical setting.

Comparison of Classifiers on Unseen Patient Data Triangulating the three proxy datasets

corresponding to their diagnostic signals, we compare their predictive performance with the

Patient Model, again trained on the 20% sample of unseen patient test data. Through this,

we establish an empirical estimate of the error incorporated by using the proxy classifiers,

when applied on patient populations.

First, we report the performance of the Patient Model. From Table 5.2, we see that this
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model outperforms the proxy classifiers, in distinguishing healthy controls from schizophre-

nia patients, giving lower false positives and false negatives. We also find that this is a

highly precise model (precision: 0.93), correctly predicting schizophrenia patients as the

positive class. The performance, however, is affected by low recall, and we find lower pre-

cision for the negative class due to the false negatives (=6) wherein schizophrenia patients

are wrongly predicted as healthy controls. We use the performance of the Patient Model as

gold standard and examine the error incorporated by each of the proxy classifiers. We use

F1 and ROC AUC to situate these differences.

We note the highest difference in performance exists between the Patient Model and the

Affiliation Model. The Patient Model outperforms the Affiliation Model by 65% in F1 and

62% in AUC. Comparing the Patient Model with the Self-report Model, we observe a 19%

and 44% gain in F1 and ROC AUC respectively. This indicates that the online behavior

of self-reporting a mental illness diagnoses might be a better diagnostic signal than the

affiliation behavior. Finally, the Appraised Self-report Model shows least difference in

performance when compared to the Patient Model with 10% and 31% difference in F1 and

AUC respectively. This indicates that when using self-reports as a diagnostic signal, clinical

appraisal leads to better predictions. In short, the triangulation step reveals variability in

predictive performances of the proxy diagnostic signals when tested on unseen patient data,

demonstrating trade-offs when proxy signals are used for predicting clinical mental health

states, versus when information is gathered directly from patients.

Deep Dive into Performance of Proxy Classifiers To evaluate beyond performance met-

rics and to reason about the poor external validity of the proxy classifiers, we present a

deeper analysis of the proxy classifiers’ performance.

Error Analysis. We begin by unpacking mismatches in predictions made by the proxy

classifiers on unseen patient data, in terms of example false positives and false negatives.

Unpacking false positive classifications: Consider an example X who is a healthy con-
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Figure 5.3: Confusion matrix per classifier (a) Affiliation Model, (b) Self-report Model, (c)
Appraised Self-report Model, (d) Patient Model. Here HC: Healthy controls (Class 0); P:
patients with schizophrenia (Class 1).

trol, per a clinically validated diagnostic assessment. But, the Affiliation Model wrongly

predicted them as having schizophrenia. Examining their social media timeline, we find

(paraphrased) posts including excerpts such as, “mental screenshot of notes”, “are you bad

for my mental health” and “use my phone in day mode because I am mentally ill”. We

note that terms like ‘mental’ (β = 2.17), ‘health’ (β = 1.44), ‘illness’ (β = 1.45) in these

excerpts are highly predictive of the positive class in the Affiliation Model, leading to a

misclassification of X as a schizophrenia patient. Moreover, because the Affiliation Model

simply measures engagement, association with, or interest in mental health content and

resources, it missed capturing the context in which these topics were discussed by X, lead-

ing to a misclassification of X as a schizophrenia patient. Now consider a healthy control

participant Y’s timeline. It includes prolific usage of terms such as ‘creepy’ (β = 0.241),

‘hell’ (β = 0.096), ‘jesus’ (β = 0.091), and ‘help’ (β = 0.401). These tokens are learned as

highly predictive of the positive class by the Appraised Self-report Model, thereby leading

to a misclassification of Y. Although these tokens reveal symptomatic expression, spiritu-

ality and support-seeking behaviors, notable in schizophrenia disclosures made on social

media [185], the current example demonstrates varied usage of these tokens by healthy

controls, in reference to pop-culture or in casual conversations.

We frame these observations as the following methodological gaps: that the outcomes

yielded by the proxy classifiers are not valid indicators of a clinical diagnosis of schizophre-
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nia (poor construct validity); and that the behaviors of individuals captured by the proxy

signals might not be representative of the behaviors of schizophrenia patients (sampling

bias).

Unpacking false negative classifications: Consider a different example A, a clinically

diagnosed patient with schizophrenia. Their social media timeline data shows extensive us-

age of swear terms such as ‘fuck’ (β = −0.94), ‘ass’ (β = −0.63), ‘bitch’ (β = −0.67) that

according to the Affiliation Model were highly predictive of the negative class, resulting in

a false negative classification. Consider example B, a schizophrenia patient whose timeline

largely consisted of travel and hobbies related posts with no evidence of schizophrenia ex-

periences. The Appraised Self-report Model predicted B as a healthy control, due to lack

of explicit disclosures of the illness, like symptomatic expressions and personal struggles

(feature importance for LIWC categories: anger (0; 0.03), body (0; 0.06), swear (0; 0.05)

anxiety (0; 0.03)). These differences reveal that the proxy signals are not measuring what

they intend to measure (poor construct validity). Further, that the social media language of

patients might not be very different from control users (population bias).

Issues of Dataset Shift & Bias The population and sampling biases revealed by our

error analysis goes on to show that the statistical data distributions might be drastically

different between the proxy datasets and the actual patient dataset—a phenomenon referred

to as “dataset shift” [253]. As a next step in our deep dive, we present the following analysis

to systematically examine this dataset shift and assess its effects. Specifically, to quantify

dataset shift, we adopt a measure of semantic distance computation between the linguistic

content of proxy and patient datasets [248]. Our results bolster the findings of the error

analysis, wherein we observe the farthest distance between the proxy and patient data in

case of the affiliation dataset (similarity: 0.907, distance:0.092). The self-report dataset is

at a closer semantic distance to the patient data distribution than the affiliation data, with

a distance of 0.019 and similarity of 0.980. Finally, confirming the observations thus far,

the appraised self-report dataset appears at the closest distance to the patient data with a
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distance of 0.017 and similarity of 0.982.

Table 5.3: Comparing the top features across the Affiliation, Appraised self-report and
Patient Model. β weights (significant at the p = 0.05 level) denote feature importance.
LIWC categories are presented in italics.

Affiliation β Appraised β Patient β

i’m -0.825 NegAffect 0.063 cog mech -0.003
stigma 0.665 negation 0.074 present -0.002
mhchat 0.696 present 0.40 body -0.002
body 0.729 help 0.401 verbs -0.002
bipolar 0.774 thought 0.41 social -0.002
work 0.919 i’m 0.44 aux verbs -0.002
self 0.961 die 0.45 help 0.0002
social 1.109 alone 0.45 feeling 0.001
care 1.111 hard 0.457 i’m 0.002
depression 1.116 cry 0.50 gonna 0.002
suicide 1.133 body 0.52 angel 0.002
thanks 1.445 feeling 0.523 burning 0.002
illness 1.447 verbs 0.58 pray 0.003
help 1.632 sorry 0.662 lifetime 0.005
mental health 1.866 gonna 0.63 attack 0.006

Issues of Construct Validity A second issue revealed by our error analysis was that

the behavioral patterns learned by the proxy classifiers were absent in the schizophrenia

patient population, raising concerns around construct validity. Therefore, next, we examine

the features learned by the proxy classifiers in comparison to the features learned by the

Patient Model. Table 5.3 shows the top features, and their feature weights for the worst and

best proxy classifiers, and the Patient Model.

Overlap of features: Comparing the top features of the Affiliation Model with the Pa-

tient Model, we see little overlap between the two feature spaces, prominently, in terms of

use of first person pronouns and LIWC category terms about ‘social’ and ‘body’. We find

that these features are predictive of one class in the Affiliation Model, whereas predictive of

the opposite class in the Patient Model. Further comparing the top features of the Appraised

Self-report Model with the Patient Model, we see a higher overlap than in the case of the

Affiliation Model. Some of these features such as ‘feeling’, ‘help’ and use of first person
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pronouns are predictive of the positive class in both models, which explains the higher

external validity of the Appraised Self-report Model. Although the Appraised Self-report

Model is accurately learning certain patterns specific to the patient population, it miscon-

strues explicit mental illness disclosure behaviors (symptomatic expressions, combating

stigma, and support seeking) as signals of a schizophrenia diagnosis.

Mismatch of features: Finally, we observe that the most predictive features (of the

positive class) in the Affiliation Model are explicit signals of mental health care and support

(‘mental health’, ‘illness’, ‘depression’, ‘stigma’, ‘mhchat’), that have few occurrences

in the patient data. Similarly, in the case of the Appraised Self-report Model, content

related to schizophrenia experiences (‘die’, ‘alone’, ‘sorry’, ‘creepy’, LIWC categories of

negative affect and negation) are either missing or not predictive of the positive class in the

Patient Model. Therefore, we argue that what these proxy classifiers actually learn is the

language use of individuals actively opening up about schizophrenia experiences, seeking

informational and emotional support on Twitter. In comparison, our patient population

does not exhibit such disclosure or support seeking behaviors on social media.

5.4 Discussion

In this study, we presented the first insights into some methodological gaps that exist in

using social media derived diagnostic signals for predicting clinical mental health states.

We found a lack of external validity when the prediction models developed using the proxy

signals were tested on actual patient data. Our triangulation approach further surfaced

issues of construct validity, limited theoretical underpinning, and population and sampling

biases that permeate in the prediction task, through these diagnostic signals.

Uncertainty in Construct Validity. Drawing on the definition of this construct, we ex-

plore two methodological implications: 1) Do these diagnostic signals measure what they

claim to measure? Our results show that the diagnostic signals are not measuring what they
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claim i.e. the clinical diagnosis of an individual’s mental health (schizophrenia) state. This

is revealed by the considerable mismatch we observed while comparing the top predictive

features of the proxy classifiers and those of the Patient Model. Unpacking the context of

these features in the actual social media posts, we found that they capture support seek-

ing behaviors, interest in others’ lived experiences of the illness, self-reported accounts of

stigma and inhibition—patterns absent from the features extracted by the Patient Model

from the clinical schizophrenia population.

2) Is what is being measured by a diagnostic signal itself valid? To the latter point

about construct validity, we found a lack of clinical grounding in the diagnostic informa-

tion (individual’s clinical mental health state) that these signals intend to measure. Instead,

what these signals presume as diagnostic information are essentially behavioral patterns as-

sociated with the appropriation of social media by a wide variety of stakeholders, not nec-

essarily patients, in relation to the illness. These forms of appropriation include individuals

posting resources for mental health awareness, individuals seeking therapeutics benefits, or

individuals breaking free inhibitions and mental health stigma by disclosing their illness.

Although these appropriation patterns can be a valuable resource to understand the expe-

riences of schizophrenia [254], they do not provide clinically grounded information about

an individual’s diagnosis of a mental illness—thereby making them less suitable for the

prediction tasks.

Theoretical Contextualization. Related to the above two issues lies another limitation,

which is a lack of theoretical underpinning in the ways the diagnostic signals were iden-

tified. All of the scales and questionnaires used for clinical diagnosis, including the ones

used in this study’s patient population, draw upon theoretical frameworks, such as neu-

robiology, dimensional personality assessment, behavioral science, psychodynamic, and

cognitive theories [255]. They undergo rigorous psychometric testing and are continu-

ally adjusted as the frameworks around mental illnesses evolve, or as the DSM [202], or
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more recently the National Institute of Mental Health introduced Research Domain Cri-

teria (RDoC) framework [256] offer newer guidelines for mental health diagnostic and

treatment. The proxy diagnostic signals are, however, not inspired by this theory. In-

stead they focus on online behaviors, which may or may not align with theoretical models,

frameworks, or guidelines of mental illnesses.

The other methodological gap we identify in the use of the proxy diagnostic signals for

predicting clinical diagnoses relates to dataset shift [253]. In the literature, datasets shifts

in supervised learning are attributed to population or data sampling biases inherent in the

data [70]. We therefore discuss the foundations of this phenomenon in two ways:

Population Biases. We observed that the datasets constructed using the proxy diagnos-

tic signals include social media data of a unique set of individuals, who may not be repre-

sentative of schizophrenia patients who are actually diagnosed with the illness and under

treatment. Consequently, this population bias may manifest in several different ways: 1)

The social media activities of an individual who follows online mental health resources,

may be different from someone who publicly discloses their illness and experiences—and

these, in turn, might be different from a clinically diagnosed patient’s social media usage

and behaviors [161]; 2) The diagnostic signals capture subpopulations who may not be

truthfully reporting their illnesses or may be reporting about their self-derived assessments

of a mental illness experience in an exaggerated fashion, that did not involve the feedback

of a clinician; and 3) The diagnostic signals consist of subpopulations who may not be

mental illness patients currently under treatment, and the social media activities of those

who are under formal care and those who are not, might be considerably different.

Identifying and quantifying the biases between the populations targeted by the diag-

nostic signals, alongside examining their theoretical and construct validities is, therefore,

crucial before the signals are deployed to make clinical predictions.

Clinical (Patient-Provider) Implications Alongside the methodological implications

of making predictions of mental illness diagnoses with the proxy diagnostic signals, it is
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equally important to consider their impact on the key stakeholders such as clinicians and

patients.

To the clinician community, whose primary source of diagnostic information comprises

clinically validated questionnaires, scales, interviews, and symptoms reported by the pa-

tient [26], these new forms of proxy diagnostic signals derived from social media, despite

the right intentions, add complexities to the conventional psychiatric assessment method.

We highlight some of these complexities in the questions below. For instance, in the ab-

sence of supplementary and accessible details of their inner workings and biases, how can

clinicians trust these new forms of diagnostic signals and their validity, and thereafter act

upon them? How do these new signals complement or even contradict clinicians’ mental

models of reasoning, or how clinicians pursue diagnosis and treatment of their patients?

Importantly, decision-making by the clinicians (for diagnosis, treatment, or patient-

provider interventions) involves both high stakes and high costs. Therefore, incorrect pre-

dictions made as a result of data with poor external, construct validity, or those suffering

from population and sampling biases can be dangerous and have serious consequences for

the patients’ well-being, and social and professional life. While personalized patient care

is touted as a strong motivation for adopting social media for clinical diagnosis and treat-

ment [240], validity and bias issues may additionally adversely impact patients trust and

attitudes towards mental healthcare. When outcomes of these proxy classifiers are incor-

porated into clinical decisions without the patients’ awareness, poor validity can even neg-

atively impact patients’ perceived agency in treatment, or the therapeutic relationship they

share with their clinicians. These issues may further conflict with patients’ preferences,

needs, and values in treatment [257]. Thus bridging these methodological gaps with inter-

actions with and involvement of the patient and clinician stakeholders is key to translating

the potential of social media to support clinical diagnosis and treatment.
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5.4.1 Remedial Guidelines: A Proposal

In the light of the above discussion, we suggest some guidelines for researchers to bol-

ster efforts in examining and establishing the efficacy of social media based signals for

prediction of mental health states in clinical populations.

Improving Methodological Rigor and Adopting Alternative Research Designs. A first

set of guidelines center around reducing or eliminating the issues noted above. We con-

jecture that combining multiple proxy diagnostic signals, especially those that are comple-

mentary to each other, could provide more rigor because of their potential to target more

diverse social media populations. However, this warrants empirical investigation. Alter-

natively, given the stigma around experiences of mental illness [258], some of the proxy

diagnostic signals can be leveraged in a respondent-driven sampling framework [259]. This

can be a viable mechanism to reach and recruit individuals for clinical studies that seek

to collect gold standard patient data. Implementing an online-offline framework [6], that

combines social media data with pre-existing offline longitudinal information of compara-

ble sub-populations, can also reduce the dataset shift challenges. Further, issues of dataset

shift can be overcome by adopting recent approaches from the machine learning field, such

as including importance weighting of training instances based on similarity to test set [260],

and employing online learning of prediction models to identify and recover from incorrect

predictions [261, 262]. Crowdsourcing based data analysis and replication efforts [263,

264] can also be used to make transparent the impact of proxy dataset biases on predictive

models.

Building and Utilizing Shared Infrastructures for Data Collection, and Data Donation

Efforts. Another set of guidelines center around building, contributing to, and leverag-

ing shared infrastructures and data repositories for conducting this research. Our findings

showed the value of using patient data in building predictive models of mental illness diag-

nosis. However, we recognize that researchers without access to patient populations within

large healthcare systems, or without involved collaborations in the clinical field may be
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at an unfortunate disadvantage. Further, patient data collection can be complex, including

technological and ethical dimensions, due to the need to engage with a vulnerable popula-

tion and gather sensitive (largely non-public) information, that might include HIPAA [265]

protected data. Open source, HIPAA compliant infrastructures with customizable data col-

lection functionalities can be helpful to overcome some of these technical challenges. Par-

ticipatory research efforts such as the Connected and Open Research Ethics (CORE) ini-

tiative [266] can be used to develop dynamic and relevant ethical practices to guide and

navigate the social and ethical complexities of patient data collection. Initiatives focusing

on voluntary data donation approaches, such as the notable OurDataHelps [267] program

for suicide prevention research, can be utilized to gather high quality data about people’s

clinical mental health states, alongside their social media data.

Harnessing Partnerships Between Computational and Clinical Researchers, and Pa-

tients. Finally, this research area can benefit extensively from cross-disciplinary partner-

ships. Collecting patient data for building the predictive models involves human costs,

and suffers from resource and logistical constraints. In working with sensitive popula-

tion such as patients with mental illnesses, it is important to have appropriate clinical risk

management protocols in place [268], especially when the source of data concerns social

media activities of patients monitored in a near real-time fashion [269]. Computational re-

searchers by themselves may not be best equipped to define or implement such protocols.

Moreover, clinical expertise is needed to identify and navigate the right way and the right

time to approach patients for informed consent regarding data sharing, and assess how it

would impact their perceptions of clinical care. Partnership of computational researchers

and clinicians throughout the research pipeline—e.g., right from establishing validity of

measured online behaviors, providing appraisal of the data via qualitative coding tasks, to

interpreting and situating large scale data analysis, can also improve rigor and eliminate

issues of construct validity and improve theoretical grounding of the approach. Moreover,

directly incorporating patients’ feedback in the construction and acquisition of the clinical
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diagnostic signals will not only help represent their voices in the functioning of the predic-

tive models and engage them as partners in treatment, but also support advancing the vision

of participatory mental healthcare [270].
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CHAPTER 6

INTERSECTION OF SOCIAL AND CLINICAL PATHWAYS TO CARE FOR

MENTAL HEALTH ON SOCIAL MEDIA

Chapters 3 and 4 illustrate how social media supports both social and clinical pathways to

care for people with schizophrenia. By disaggregating patients with schizophrenia (those

clinically diagnosed) and people with schizophrenia (those whose clinical diagnosis is un-

known), Chapter 5 provides a lens to understand the varying needs and differentiating uses

of social media for mental health care. However, in reality, being a patient and not being a

patient does not indicate two separate populations but different states that the same individ-

ual enters and leaves. While someone is admitted to the hospital, they enter an institutional

role as a patient and receive clinical treatment. After discharge from the hospital, the same

person is no longer under institutionalized care as a patient and has to manage their illness

by themselves and seek support. Similarly, pathways to social care and clinical care are not

dichotomous. Both social relationships and clinical care are required to improve the overall

well-being of those with mental illnesses. Although prior studies have established the link

between social relationships and health outcomes [271, 272], current delivery of mental

health care and our understanding of interventions is heavily focused either on treatment

of the illness or management of the illness and social support. In this chapter, I present two

studies focusing on the intersection of clinical and social pathways of care to examine the

role of social media in people’s lives along the course of a mental illness.

From a clinical perspective, paradigms such as person centered-care [273, 107, 108]

have advocated for the intersection of social and clinical aspects of health – putting the in-

dividual in center and emphasizing on social, mental, emotional and spiritual needs. Under

this paradigm, events like hospitalizations are considered as part of life-course experiences

with health [109]. Similarly, the recovery model looks at a person’s journey as a “deeply
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personal, unique process of changing one’s attitudes, values, feelings, goals, skills and/or

roles . . . a way of living a satisfying, hopeful and contributing life even with the limitations

caused by illness” [10, 105, 106, 274]. However, these frameworks that combine clinical

and social care have not been applied to research in social media and mental health to ad-

vance our understanding of how needs, behaviors and uses of social media change along

the course of illness.

From a Social Computing perspective, there is extensive research on technology use

during major life events [118, 121, 127], and how social media acts as a transitionary ma-

chinery [119]. Literature shows that social media plays a key role in helping individuals

establish a “new normal” in light of changing circumstances and life disruptions [118] and

for social support and information seeking [124]. With the associated stigma and loss of

access to technology, resources and social connections, events like psychiatric hospitaliza-

tions can also be considered major life events. If social media can support mental health

interventions, how can we extend our understanding of social media and liminality to apply

to events such as mental illness hospitalizations?

This chapter synthesizes these viewpoints from clinical and social computing literature

to study how major life transitions around mental illnesses are exhibited on social media

and how social and clinical care intersect around these transitionary periods? Anchoring on

hospitalizations as transitionary periods where social and clinical care intersect, this chapter

details two accompanying studies. The first study aims to understand health transitions as

exhibited on social media and the second study unpacks one particular consequence of

health transitions focusing on social re-integration.

6.1 A social media study on mental health status transitions surrounding psychiatric

hospitalizations

Emerging from the deinstitutionalization movement in the late 20th century, the recovery

model has been the guiding principle of mental health policy in many countries [105]. It
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views recovery as “a personal journey rather than a set outcome, and one that may involve

developing hope, a secure base and sense of self, supportive relationships, empowerment,

social inclusion, coping skills, and meaning” [275]. In essence, recovery from mental

illness not only involves removal of symptoms and restoration of functioning but also in-

volves recovery from the stigma and negative stereotypes, from the lack of opportunities

and finding a way of living a hopeful and contributing life despite the limitations caused by

the illness [276, 106, 274, 10, 277]. It provides a holistic perspective arguing that people

with mental illness face the complementary experiences of clinical recovery (i.e., reduction

of symptoms), and social reintegration (i.e., restoration of social lives and community in-

clusion) hand-in-hand [104, 278, 91]. Importantly, per this model, peoples’ mental health

states are temporally situated experiences that are part of their recovery and reintegration

journeys themselves.

For mental health, work in the HCI and CSCW areas identify social media as an im-

portant tool serving as a mechanism to study peoples’ mood, communication, social in-

teractions, and psychological states. However, despite the guidelines from the recovery

approach, this body of work has considered mutually disjoint, discrete conceptualizations

of the individual experiencing mental illness. One line of work emphasizes the role of the

individual as a patient, as someone with a validated diagnosis, receiving treatment, and on

the road to clinical recovery from a mental illness. Work in this area leverages individu-

als’ social media data to explore the efficacy of predictions in supporting early diagnosis,

evidence-based treatment, and deploying timely patient-provider interventions [5, 43, 186,

63]. Another line of work emphasizes the individual’s role as a support seeker who makes

sensitive self-disclosures and participates in online health communities to maintain their

mental health outside clinical care [2, 279, 1, 4, 185, 280].

However, as posited by the recovery approach, one’s role as a patient and as a sup-

port seeker are not dichotomous, and peoples’ experiences are often in transition along the

course of illness. When we project narrow, oversimplified conceptualizations of the indi-
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vidual as either a patient or support seeker, and fail to understand the relationship between

the two, we do not account for the contextualized, multiple, and heterogeneous experiences

of people in reality. With emerging evidence about the potential of social media to support

clinical diagnostic predictions and social support provisions [43, 5, 186, 2], it is timely to

examine the intersection of these two perspectives.

In this work, we ask, how can we study the different journeys of those with mental health

conditions combining their experiences of clinical recovery and social reintegration? An-

choring on psychiatric hospitalizations as a liminality [112], during which people enter

and leave the role as a patient to self-manage their condition, we focus on three research

questions:

RQ1: What self-presentation and behavioral signals on social media characterize in-

dividuals’ mental health statuses around psychiatric hospitalizations?

RQ2: What trajectories on social media showcase transitions between these statuses

surrounding the hospitalizations?

RQ3: What social media-based signals are indicative of social reintegration trajecto-

ries of individuals following hospitalizations?

To answer these questions, we combine data from medical records comprising clinical

information related to diagnosis codes and hospitalization dates, with social media data

from Facebook archives of 254 consented participants who have experienced at least one

hospitalization for psychosis (N=142), mood disorders (N=106), or other mental health

conditions (N=6). Across all participants, we compile over 980 thousand Facebook posts

around 372 hospitalization events. Then towards answering RQ1, we adopt the Possi-

ble Selves framework [281] as a theoretical lens to capture and interpret peoples’ con-

ceptions of self-knowledge and alternate versions of themselves in the future. With this

framework, we use Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) [282] to enumerate common behav-

ioral patterns or “possible selves statuses” (PSS) on Facebook seen around participants’

hospitalizations: self-regulation, self-awareness, sociality, withdrawal, re-adjustment, and
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incorporation-focused. We validate the GMM components with qualitative interviews with

clinical domain experts and define a taxonomy of six possible selves exhibited on Facebook

surrounding psychiatric hospitalizations. Next, to address RQ2, we present a linear tran-

sition model between the derived PSS during the periods before and after hospitalizations

to understand peoples’ clinical recovery and social reintegration trajectories, contributing

an empirical framework of mental health transitions. Finally, for RQ3, to demonstrate the

utility of the derived taxonomy and the framework of mental health status transitions, we

define a PSS-based operationalization of social reintegration. We conduct regression anal-

yses to assess signals on Facebook that are associated with successful social reintegration

post-hospitalization.

Through a theory-driven modeling approach based on the possible selves framework

and insights clinically-grounded in the recovery model, this work presents a first step to-

wards understanding personalized and heterogeneous behaviors and self-presentations of

people as they experience mental health status transitions around psychiatric hospitaliza-

tions. We discuss the theoretical implications of combining peoples’ clinical and social

experiences in mental health care and the opportunities this intersection presents to post-

discharge support, sensemaking in healthcare settings, and technology-based interventions

for mental health. Finally, we put forth what it means to design social media platforms for

online social reintegration after major life transitions.

6.1.1 Data

Participant Recruitment and Data Collection

For this study, we utilized Facebook data of consented participants with a medical his-

tory of at least one hospitalization due to a mental health condition. The data collection

strategy (described in Chapter 3 and Chapter 5) aimed at identifying technology-based

mental health information to provide early identification, intervention and treatment to pa-

tients with psychiatric disorders. The research protocol was approved by the Institutional
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Table 6.1: Descriptive statistics of participants.

Variable Statistics Distribution

Demographics
Age Mean = 24.0, Median = 22.4, Range = (15.1, 60.7)
Gender Male — Female (55% Female)
Race Native American/Indian, African American, White, Other
Ethnicity Hispanic/Latino — Non-Hispanic/Latino (85% Non-Hispanic/Latino)
Diagnosis Psychosis, Mood disorders, Other disorders
Facebook data
#Posts Mean = 2596.3, Median = 1471.0, Range = (0, 11018.0)
Duration (days) Mean = 1025.16, Median = 730.0, Range = (1, 3287)
Medical data
#Hospitalizations Mean = 2.3, Median = 2.0, Std = 2.14, Range = (1, 17)
Duration (days) Mean = 15.5, Median = 11, Std = 13.7, Range = (1, 104)
Gaps (days) Mean = 365.2, Median = 175.5, Std = 513.9, Range = (2, 4179)

Review Board (IRB) of the coordinating institution managing patient recruitment – a large

healthcare organization in the north-east of the United States, as well as the local IRBs at

collaborating sites.

Individuals over 15 years of age were recruited from various inpatient and outpatient

psychiatric departments at the coordinating and partner institutions. Participants were eli-

gible if they were diagnosed with a schizophrenia spectrum disorder, mood disorder with

and without psychotic features, borderline personality disorder or anxiety disorder based

on clinical assessment scales (e.g., the Psychiatric Diagnostic Screening Questionnaire or

PDSQ [283]) and formal clinical examination conducted by a licensed clinical psycholo-

gist, and facilitated by the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-5 (SCID) [284]. Par-

ticipants also experienced at least one hospitalization for the mental health condition. In-

formed consent was obtained from participants after describing to them the research study,

type of data to be collected, policies for storage and use, clinical risk mitigation protocols,

and clarifying that their relationship with the medical institution would remain unaltered

whether they chose to participate in the study or not. Consented participants included 142

psychiatric patients diagnosed with schizophrenia, 106 diagnosed with mood disorders,

and 6 with other mental health conditions (Table 6.1). To answer the RQs, in downstream

analyses, we combine participants with schizophrenia, mood disorders, and other mental
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health conditions into a single study population. While the objective outcomes of recovery,

such as time taken for remission of symptoms and probability of relapse, vary across these

conditions, clinical literature suggests commonalities in subjective recovery and reintegra-

tion experiences like a growing sense of agency and autonomy, quality of life, peer support,

greater participation in normative activities, etc. [285]. As a formative investigation into

transitions around hospitalizations, we focus on understanding the subjective experiences

of recovery and reintegration transitions, thus, we combined analysis across conditions. All

data collected from these participants were de-identified and stored in HIPAA compliant

secure databases and servers, which were located at the coordinating institution with access

privileges limited to only the core project personnel.

Facebook Data Upon informed consent, all participants were requested to extract and

share their Facebook data archives. This Facebook data comprised activity traces on the

platform, specifically data on friend requests, messaging, updates to profile fields, adding

new photos/cover photos, sharing feelings via status updates, shares, likes, co-tagging,

as well as the linguistic content of timeline posts (status updates) made by participants.

Descriptive statistics of this data are shown in Table 6.1.

Medical Records and Hospitalization Data We also collected medical history for

each participant (following consent and adoption of HIPAA compliant policies). This in-

cluded primary and secondary diagnosis codes, the total number of hospitalizations and

admission and discharge dates per each hospitalization event. Note that in this data a hos-

pitalization typically indicated that the participant had spent at least one day (more typi-

cally up to 30 days) in an inpatient facility within the target healthcare system, because a

licensed clinician had assessed a significant symptomatic exacerbation, or a risk of self-

harm/suicide/homicide, that needed 24×7 medical care, and that was not addressable via

adaptions to the patient’s existing treatment plan if any. Across all patients, the medical

records indicated 346 overall hospitalizations for schizophrenia patients, 230 hospitaliza-

tions for mood disorder patients and 9 hospitalizations for patients with other mental health
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conditions with 2.3 mean hospitalizations per participant (median = 2.0, std = 2.14).

Curating Facebook Data around Hospitalization Events

The goal of this study is to identify different journeys of people during life transitions

around a psychiatric hospitalization, as observed and expressed on Facebook. In doing

so, we note that not all hospitalization events will have similar experiences, even for the

same individual. If psychiatric hospitalizations are considered major life transitions, the

effects of each hospitalization as experienced by individuals might be different. Therefore,

in this work, we consider each hospitalization event per consented participant as a different

observation.

To gather Facebook data surrounding each hospitalization, we first collate the admis-

sion dates for all hospitalization events in each participant’s medical history. Using the

hospitalization admission dates as temporal markers, we center the participant’s Facebook

data such that the day of admission to the hospital is treated as day 0. Then we extend

the temporal window before and after the hospitalization (day 0 ) and stop only when we

reach another hospitalization admission for the same individual. Note that for a participant

with only one hospitalization, we include their entire Facebook archive from the earliest

to most recent date. We repeat this process for every hospitalization event recorded per

participant. Across all 254 participants, we have a total of 584 recorded hospitalization

events; however, only 372 hospitalizations had some digital traces from Facebook archives

during that time. Corresponding to each of the 372 hospitalizations, we gather and center

the participant’s Facebook data around their admission date. The distribution of the number

of posts surrounding each hospitalization is shown in Figure 6.1. The average number of

posts surrounding each hospitalization event is 3162.44 (median = 670.0, std = 8503.81).

Across all hospitalization events, the minimum and maximum number of Facebook posts

are 1 and 86,465 respectively.

Next, to analyze data across all hospitalization events (which ranged from 2009-2019),

we identify a fixed time period preceding and succeeding each hospitalization. We adopt
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Figure 6.1: (a) Distribution of number of Facebook posts over hospitalization events (b)
CDF of post distribution preceeding the hospitalization event (c) CDF of post distribution
suceeding the hospitalization event (d) Temporal phases identified around the hospitaliza-
tion using a moving average model of posting volume. The central vertical line indicates
the hospitalization admission date, while the vertical lines on its two sides indicate the
boundaries of the before and after hospitalization phases.

an empirical approach by generating cumulative density functions (CDFs) of the number

of posts1 before and after each hospitalization event. These CDFs are shown in Fig. Fig-

ure 6.1. Based on these figures, we observe that most users (around 70-80%) have posts for

at least 230 days before and 160 days after each hospitalization event. Therefore, we choose

Facebook timeline data spanning 230 days before and 160 days after each hospitalization

event as a fixed-length time period for downstream analyses.

6.1.2 Methods

Theoretical Framework: Possible Selves

Corresponding to RQ1, our goal is to identify and understand patterns on Facebook

that characterize peoples’ individualized mental health states around psychiatric hospital-

izations. To do so, we adopt the Possible Selves framework [281], as introduced earlier.

The possible selves concept is used in psychology to complement current conceptions of

self-knowledge and to capture cognitive representations of alternative versions of the self

in the future. In more detail, possible selves represent “individuals’ ideas of what they

might become, what they would like to become, and what they are afraid of becoming,

and thus provide a conceptual link between cognition and motivation” [281]. Possible
1Overall number of posts includes status updates and activities such as check-ins on the timeline.
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selves are largely based on past experiences, but their essence lies in clear references to

the future [281] – they are cognitive representations of hopes, fears, and fantasies regard-

ing oneself. Thus, per the Possible Selves framework “an individual’s collection of self-

conceptions and self-images can include the good selves (the ones we remember fondly),

the bad selves (the ones we would just as soon forget), the hoped-for selves, the feared

selves, the not-me selves, the ideal selves, the ought selves. They can vary dramatically in

their degree of affective, cognitive and behavioral elaboration” [281].

As described in Section 2, we consider psychiatric hospitalizations to be major life

transitions in an individual’s life. Psychotherapy research has argued that surrounding this

liminality, it is important to consider the patient’s “possibilities” (i.e., the possible future

states of the self) as an important instrument of effecting a change [286]. These possible

selves can be understood as a kind of positive resource that the patient draws on when

making desirable changes in their behavior or self-regulation to manage their underlying

mental illness, around the hospitalizations. Prior clinical literature has studied individuals’

possible selves in relationship to their diagnosed mental health condition itself [287, 288,

289]. For instance, Janis et al. found that participants with borderline personality disorder

were less likely than controls to endorse positive possible selves as current, but more likely

to endorse negative possible selves as “current, probable, desired, and important” [289].

In [287], Clarke found that being positive about achieving possible selves was positively

related to functional outcomes in first episode psychosis. We hypothesize that people’s

language, behaviors and self-presentation signals surrounding hospitalization, as expressed

on Facebook, may represent the various possible selves or “future-projected” aspects of

self-knowledge, that they perceive as potentially possible.

Our rationale is grounded in the fact that existing behavior change theories (such as

the Transtheoretical Model [136] or the Theory of Planned Behavior [290]), often used

to capture health transitions, have been criticized for their lack of adaptive capabilities as

well as their inability to take into account an individual’s unique psychological state, social
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context, activity, and behavior patterns [291]. Furthermore, these models rarely match

the reality of health transitions, due to differences between actual and perceived behaviors

and assumptions related to homogeneity within behavioral change [292]. In contrast, our

conceptualization of mental health statuses using the Possible Selves framework allows us

to consider that the same individual can exhibit multiple possible selves on Facebook during

a certain period before or after a hospitalization. Also, different individuals may express

different possible selves on Facebook at any given time preceding or succeeding psychiatric

hospitalizations because of their contrasting life situations. Finally, as one navigates the

transition caused by the psychiatric hospitalization, these possible selves may evolve and

change over time. In this study, we refer to an individual’s diverse mental health statuses

surrounding hospitalizations as a collection of their possible selves.

To operationalize and capture possible selves surrounding hospitalizations guided by

this framework, we adopt the following empirical approach described in the remainder of

this subsection.

Identifying Temporal Phases around Hospitalizations Studying life transitions sur-

rounding psychiatric hospitalizations necessitates identifying data spanning pre- and post-

hospitalization phases where the self-presentation and behavioral changes are most likely

to be manifested. Prior work in CSCW and HCI on behavioral changes during major life

transitions found abrupt declines in posting activity on social media and noted it as a sign

of social withdrawal [185]. For instance, in individuals challenged with postpartum de-

pression, changes in sociality, and behavior on social media manifested through patterns

of posting volume [28]. Other work has also noted a sudden increase in posting volume

referred to as a “rush” of excitement for the future in the case of life transitions like en-

gagement, starting a new job, or having a child [7]. Also, per clinical literature, we expect

people to show markers of social withdrawal, which is known to be a notable risk marker

around hospitalizations [293]. Therefore, we use measures of changes in posting volume

of an individual (normalized number of posts per day) to identify temporal phases around
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psychiatric hospitalizations. Our phase identification approach is adopted from Section

4.1 [185] and includes the following two steps:

1. First, we calculate the daily posting volumes on Facebook timeline around each of

the 372 hospitalization events spanning 230 days before and 160 days after the hos-

pitalization. We computed the rates of change throughout the before and after hos-

pitalization periods by employing a weekly moving average model on this posting

volume time series data. This would allow us to smooth out local fluctuations and

seasonality while allowing comparison between the posting volume at day t and that

during the seven days preceding it.

2. Next, we compute the medians of the weekly rates of changes during the periods be-

fore and after hospitalization and use a median split method to define phase bound-

aries. Specifically, the first time point (day) in the pre-hospitalization data when the

rate of change of posting volume becomes higher than the pre-hospitalization me-

dian rate of change is taken as a cutoff. Similarly, the first time point (day) in post-

hospitalization data when the rate of change of posting volume becomes lower than

the post-hospitalization median rate of change is taken to indicate another cutoff.

As shown in Figure 6.1, the median rate of change in posting volume pre-hospitalization

was 0.0007 and 165 days prior to hospitalization (day 0 ) is the first time the rate of

change surpassed this median. Similarly, the median rate of change in posting volume

post-hospitalization is 0.0005 and 23 days after the hospital admission is when this rate is

lower than the post-hospitalization median. Since the rates of changes in posting volume

are computed weekly, we adopt the following day demarcations to define four temporal

phases around hospitalization:

• Bf long or Long before hospitalization (N = 214): 223 to 165 days prior to hospi-

talization.
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• Bf hosp or Before hospitalization (N = 271): 165 days prior to the hospitalization

day.

• Af hosp or After hospitalization (N = 130): 23 days after the hospitalization admis-

sion.

• Af long or Long after hospitalization (N = 166): 23 to 160 days after the hospital-

ization.

Thus, segmenting each of the 372 hospitalization events into four phases, we obtain

781 phases.

Modeling Possible Selves Around Psychiatric Hospitalizations

Next, to define and identify people’s individualized mental health states, or their possi-

ble selves during the above identified four temporal phases surrounding psychiatric hospi-

talizations, we build a Gaussian Mixture Model [282]. This approach has been used in prior

HCI research to capture the heterogeneity in people’s social roles and their evolution [157].

Gaussian Mixture Modeling Approach Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) is a proba-

bilistic model that clusters heterogeneous, multimodal data into a fixed number of coherent

components [282]. Unlike traditional clustering algorithms like k-means that perform hard-

clustering where each data point is assigned a single cluster, GMMs perform soft-clustering

where each data point can belong to multiple clusters with different weights. Using the

model we assume that each temporal phase surrounding hospitalization can be represented

as a feature vector x having d behavioral features and there exists K components cKi=1, one

for each type of possible self status described by the features. Each of the K components

ci is modeled using a multi-variate Gaussian distribution with an associated vector µi of

average values for each feature x ∈ X . Each temporal phase is then generated from a

mixture of these K components and co-variance (
∑

i), which gives the likelihood of each

pair of possible selves. Mathematically, each temporal phase x is represented as a linear

combination of these K Gaussians, with the probability function as:
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p(x) =
∑K

i=1 πi ∗N(x|µi,
∑

i), where
∑K

i=1 πi = 1

Here, {πK
i=1} are called the mixing coefficients and denote the probability of each in-

dividual Gaussian. Learning a GMM involves learning the mean, co-variance and mixing

coefficient {µi,
∑

i, πi}Ki=1 of each Gaussian. We use a Gaussian Mixture Model to cluster

the 781 temporal phases around hospitalizations into K components such that each com-

ponent has its own single variance. Each component then describes a possible self status

(PSS) representing common behavioral patterns seen across all observed patients and their

Facebook data surrounding their hospitalization.

Operationalizing Linguistic and Behavioral Signals for the GMM Clusters

Next, we propose a set of linguistic and behavioral signals that characterize individuals’

mental health status transitions. We operationalize these signals from Facebook data during

each of the 718 temporal phases. Each temporal phase is represented by a d-dimensional

feature (d = 43) vector x, consisting of features described in the following section. All

feature values were converted to z-scores.

Psychological processes. Affective measures that reflect one’s emotional response are

expected to notably change around major life transitions [294]. We use affective words

based on the Linguistic Enquiry and Word Count lexicon [195] (LIWC). We extract the

normalized frequency of word occurrence in Facebook posts belonging to the following

categories: positive affect, negative affect, sadness, anxiety, and anger. Cognitive measures

also play an important role during transitions related to mental health by mediating the

affective and attitudinal responses [295]. We calculate the normalized word frequency

of the following LIWC categories in Facebook posts: insight, tentativeness, discrepancy,

causation, certainty, differentiation.

Linguistic style. The use of function words is known to provide a non-reactive way

to explore social and personality processes [194]. We use LIWC to define linguistic style:

personal pronouns (first-person singular and plural, second-person and third-person), im-
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personal pronouns, adverbs, auxiliary verbs, conjunctions, article, preposition, and nega-

tion.

Mental health related. Beyond everyday activities shared on Facebook, individu-

als experiencing major life transitions such as a hospitalization are likely to share content

specific to their experiences of symptoms of the condition. We adopt two sets of features

to identify signals specific to the mental health symptoms and experiences. First, we use

the LIWC measures related to health, sexual, body, and ingest categories to identify word

usage around the specific health experiences. Second, we adopt validated machine learn-

ing classifiers of social media language indicative of depression, anxiety, stress, suicidal

ideation, and psychosis from prior literature [296]. The classifiers have demonstrated lin-

guistic equivalence across platforms and accuracy ranging from 0.82 to 0.92 (recall ranges

0.82 to 0.91 and precision between 0.85 and 0.92) on unseen test data in prior work. We ran

these classifiers on Facebook timeline posts during each phase and calculated an aggregate

proportion of posts that were predicted as indicative of different mental health concerns.

Temporal orientation. Alongside affective, cognitive, and behavioral variations be-

tween an individual’s collection of self-conceptions, the theory of possible selves posits

that they also vary in “tense” or “temporal sign” of the self, that is individuals holding

notions of their past selves, present selves, and future selves [281, 297]. To capture the

temporal signs in self-presentation on Facebook, we calculate normalized counts of word

usage belonging to the following LIWC categories: focus on the past, focus on the present,

and focus on the future.

Social and personal concerns. The disruption caused by life transitions like mental

health hospitalizations is often accompanied by stress [298]. The stressors brought about

by mental health experiences are not only related to peoples’ psychological well-being but

also their personal and social concerns such as work or employment [299], housing [300],

social role changes and so on. To identify social and personal concerns during the phases

surrounding hospitalization, we use the LIWC lexicon to calculate the proportion of words
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belonging to each of the following categories: home, religion, money, death, leisure, friend,

and family.

Self-presentation on Facebook. Transitions such as experiencing a psychiatric hos-

pitalization involve people “redefining their sense of self and redevelop self-agency in

response to disruptive life events” [275]. Identity work [120] and signaling social role

changes [301] are important aspects of navigating such transitions. Drawing from litera-

ture of identity and major life transitions [302], we expect our participants to show changes

in self-presentational signals on Facebook during the transitional phases surrounding hospi-

talization. To capture these signals, we measure the following assessment and conventional

signals [303] derived from Facebook: updating profile fields, adding photos, adding cover

photos, sharing feelings with status updates, and broadcasting behaviors using shares and

likes on Facebook.

Social interactions. Technologies like social media are known to play an important role

during major life transitions by helping individuals establish a “new normal” [118], conduct

identity work [120] and reach out to similar others [122]. Also, social functioning is a key

marker for recovery in mental health conditions [304]. To capture aspects related to peo-

ples’ social interactions and functioning during the temporal phases surrounding hospital-

ization, we consider the following features from Facebook data: number of friend requests

sent or accepted on Facebook, one-one interactions measured via the number of distinct

people with whom the participant shared messages, number of messages exchanged, num-

ber of posts where the participant was co-tagged with others, and an overall measure of

posts and activities on Facebook.

GMM Parameter Tuning: Determining the Number of Components Training the

GMM involves selecting the parameter K to indicate the number of components. We ex-

perimented with K from [2, 10] to empirically determine the optimal number of com-

ponents/possible self statuses. To prevent over-tuning, we used the Akaike’s Information

Criterion (AIC) and Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) to determine the optimal fit.
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Figure 6.2: Frequency of the GMM-derived PSS

The lower the AIC and BIC values, the better the model is at predicting the underlying un-

known distribution. Based on the values and the gradient of the AIC and BIC scores curve,

we found that GMMs with K ∈ [4, 6] were a good fit on the phases data.

Clinical Validation and Grounding of the Possible Self Statuses: A Taxonomy

Validating the output of generative models like Gaussian Mixture Model components

or Latent Dirichlet Allocation based topic models is typically done by human coding

tasks [185], goodness of fit or predictive likelihood measures, performance on external

tasks or validation of coherence [305]. However, qualitatively interpreting the derived

components is challenging due to lack of contextual knowledge, difficulty in understand-

ing the operationalization of features and researcher bias. Recent work has reflected on

the convergence and divergence between statistical machine learning methods (especially

unsupervised approaches) and grounded theory method [306] and suggests hybrid, iterative

approaches that combine the two [306, 307] as possible alternatives. We take inspiration

from this literature and prior work interpreting GMM components [157] to finalize the final

setting of number of GMM components and their labels.

Using the approach described above, we fit Gaussian Mixture Models for values of K

that showed optimal fit based on the AIC, BIC scores. Then for each model’s extracted

components, we find the top behavioral features that are representative of the component.
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Figure 6.3: Proportion of each PSS in each temporal period surrounding the hospitalization
events.

To get the top features per component, we use two measures: 1) We take the feature means

per component, which in the form of z-scores, shows whether the behavior was performed

more or less than its average value. Based on the magnitude of z-scores, we filter the top

features and their mean values per component. 2) We build a linear regression model on the

probability of a phase belonging to the component and extract features that are statistically

significant and predictive of membership to the component.

We presented the top features per component for each of the GMM models to 4 an-

notators and gathered their input to help interpret and name the extracted components as

possible self statuses. To provide additional context for interpretation, we also provided

them with the temporal periods during which the component was most prominent (for in-

stance, whether most phases predicted to belong to a component were right before hospital-

ization). Using this information, we conducted individual semi-structured interviews and

follow-up sessions with annotators to iterate over the component labels and reach the most

theoretically grounded and clinically informed GMM setting that would capture the PSS

surrounding the hospitalizations. The four annotators included one psychiatrist and two

computer science researchers who were domain experts in mental health and social media
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studies and a graduate student familiar with the Facebook data. The first author conducted

the sessions to iteratively build a shared vocabulary combining the annotators’ expertise in

clinical care and behavioral analysis of social media data. Annotators compared different

GMM model outputs based on the discernability of the components and whether the ex-

tracted components were comprehensive. Based on feedback from these sessions, we chose

K = 6 as the final GMM configuration. Table 6.2 shows the names of the six PSS alongside

the top representative features per PSS as well as example paraphrased Facebook posts,

explaining the behaviors within the PSS. We used moderate levels of disguise [308] while

paraphrasing posts in Table 6.2, i.e. identifying details (such as places) were changed and

verbatim quotes were modified grammatically to safeguard privacy of participants. Fig-

ure 6.2 shows the frequency of occurrence of each PSS in our data.

1. Self-regulation focused PSS: involving lower engagement, reduced posting, and ac-

tivity signaling a detachment from the online social network with no indications of

disclosure about their mental health status (indicated by lower use of pronouns). This

PSS also suggests boundary regulation strategies [309] while only sharing positive

content on Facebook. This PSS is seen most frequently during Bf hosp and is pre-

sented with lower frequency during other periods.

2. Self-awareness focused PSS: involving high self-referential thinking and pre-occupation

indicated by the increased usage of pronouns [310] and posting of content related to

mental health symptoms and conditions. The higher use of words related to anger,

work, and money and showing a focus on the present and future in language demon-

strate an understanding of the transition and subsequent consequences. This PSS

also has reduced social interactions and posting about emotional content. This PSS

is most salient during Bf hosp but also persists during Bf long and Af long indi-

cating continued self-reflection surrounding psychiatric hospitalization events [311].

3. Sociality focused PSS: involving heightened sociality demonstrated by the greater
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Table 6.2: Derived possible self states (PSS) on Facebook surrounding psychiatric hospitalizations. The increasing behaviors indicate actions that are performed
more as part of the PSS compared to its average level, while those decreasing indicate actions that are performed less as part of the PSS compared to its average
level. Example increasing/decreasing behaviors for the same individual are indicated in blue. All Facebook posts are paraphrased to protect participants’ privacy.
*** indicate p-values for behaviors that are predictive of membership to the PSS component. *** p < 0.001, ** p < 0.01, * p < 0.05.

PSS Increase in behaviors Decrease in behaviors Example posts and behaviors
Self-regulation Use of words indicative of positive emotions***. “I just wanted to say

that everyone danced so well tonight. I really enjoyed the perfor-
mance.”

All other actions. E.g., use of function words, pronouns,first-
person singular pronouns, show focus on the present in lan-
guage, post content indicative of mental health symptoms
and experiences, use of impersonal pronouns, show focus
on the past in language*, third-person plural pronouns, words
related to anger, body, work, sadness, death, leisure*, words
indicative of negative emotions**, words about friends*. “My
roommate was watching OUAT, and I remember how quick
Ruby was to condemn Regina.”

“It is world humanitarian day. I’m doing
something good, somewhere for someone
else. Join me. #WHD2012 #IWASHERE”

Self-awareness Use of function words, personal pronouns, first-person singular pro-
nouns, words related to cognitive processes, first-person plural pro-
nouns, words related to anger**, words related to money*, show focus
on the present in language, show focus on the future in language*,
posting content indicative of mental health symptoms or experiences.
“I just can’t sleep, I watched American Horror Story for the whole day.
I promised myself I would wake up early and clean my room.”

Posts indicative of positive and negative emotions, sending
messages to friends on FB, posting photos on FB, words re-
lated to leisure, one-on-one interactions on FB, words indica-
tive of anxiety*, sharing feelings with status updates on FB**,
shares on FB*. Number of FB shares relatively dropped by
100%.

“It’s just a slap in the face when you are
your only sole motivation and advice giver...
you have no one saying ‘keep going’, ‘i’m
proud of you”’, “You work hard on your men-
tal health to the point your new psychiatrist
doesn’t want you on meds anymore.”, “Feel-
ing accomplished and great.”, “Hungry and
bored again. blah!”

Sociality Overall posts and activities on FB, uploading photos and cover photos
on FB, sharing feelings via posts on FB, likes on FB, one-on-one in-
teractions on FB, sending messages on FB, co-tagged with others on
FB, use of informal words. Number of FB posts relatively increased
by 341%.

Post content related to mental health symptoms and expe-
riences, use of second-person pronouns, first-person plural
pronouns, words indicative of negative emotions, showing fo-
cus on the past in language, use of words related to leisure,
adding new friends on FB. “These winds are blowing down
everything except the Trump tower.”

“I have a lot of best friends lol so happy...
national best friend day to everyone who are
my best friend.”

Withdrawal No action. Use of function words, pronouns, posting content indicative
of mental health symptoms and conditions, posting content
indicative of positive emotions**, use of person pronouns,
showing focus on the present in language, use of first-person
singular pronouns, anger, words related to body. “omg!
You’ve got great hair styling skills sister.”

“[The user] went to [a certain music festival]”,
“[The user] added education to his timeline”,
“[The user] added [a city] to his current city.”

Re-adjustment Use of words related to leisure, sexual words, words related to work,
ingestion***, pronouns, function words , informal words, co-tagging
with others on FB, words related to anger, death, adding new friends
on FB, use of words related to health***, showing focus on the past in
language***, sending messages to friends on FB***, shares on FB***.
“I’m on the verge of a manic episode. WHAT DO I DO?”

Only use of third-person singular pronouns. “Woot! com-
memorating my 7th good hair day in a row”

“Friends always: fight for you, include you,
respect you... stand by you. People be-
lieve your actions more than your words.”,
“I am not my hair. I am not this skin. I
am not your expectations. I am a soul
that lives within”, “#oldclassmates reunion”,
“#fuckedup”, “#amen”.

Incoporation Showing focus on the present in language*, words indicative of neg-
ative emotions***, posting content indicative of mental health symp-
toms and experiences, us of informal words**, function words, pro-
nouns, sending messages to friends on FB, use of personal pro-
nouns, first-person singular pronouns, words related to religion**,
body one-on-one interactions on FB, use of words about friends***,
health**, sharing feelings with status updates on FB***. “my girl..I
need your help pls get back to me as soon as possible”

Use of words indicating positive emotions, co-tagging with
others on FB, overall posting and activities on FB, use of
words related to anxiety*. “Aww! Thanks for the feel better
card!”

“Anyone with a TV watching the movie
Avengers I might be able to join?”, “Anyone
coming from [a location] that might be able to
give me a ride to [another location]?”, “Sorry
I missed your show last night. Make sure you
keep me posted with everything going on.”
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volumes in posting status updates and photos, sending messages, one-on-one inter-

actions, and other activities on Facebook. This PSS only appears during Bf hosp.

4. Withdrawal focused PSS: involving an overall reduction in posting and activities

on Facebook. As part of this PSS, people use significantly fewer function words and

personal pronouns and reduce posting content indicative of mental health symptoms

and experiences. The overall lack of activity and engagement shows that people are

possibly withdrawing from the active use of social media. This PSS is most salient

during Af hosp.

5. Re-adjustment focused PSS: involving increased sociality, such as adding new

friends, sending messages, and co-tagging others. But this PSS also reveals more

self-attentional focus and expressive behaviors, shown by usage of words about anger,

health, and death without inhibition. This PSS is most salient during Af hosp and is

less visible during other phases.

6. Incorporation focused PSS: involving the inclusion of experiences and narratives

related to mental health transition into peoples’ online social lives. The increased

use of emotional content and personal pronouns, showing a focus on the present and

sharing content about their mental health status indicates self-focus, awareness and

disclosure of experiences on Facebook. On the other hand, this PSS also shows signs

of increased sociality demonstrated by messages shared and one-on-one interactions

with others. This PSS is most salient during Af hosp and persists with lower fre-

quency before.

Figure 6.3 shows a heatmap of membership probabilities of each PSS around the four

periods surrounding the hospitalization. In essence, annotators found that the derived PSS

captured the heterogeneity in peoples’ experiences along two main themes: symptomatic

expression before hospitalization and social reintegration after hospitalization. Self-regulation,

self-awareness, and sociality focused PSS that are most salient before hospitalization reveal
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different manifestations of peoples’ social media use and disclosure levels regarding their

mental health condition online. While some people might choose to share their experiences

related to mental health on Facebook (as in the self-awareness focused PSS), others might

regulate and censor content regarding their mental health status transition (self-regulation

focused PSS). This variability in social media use is also noted in prior work in people

managing depression [312] and disclosures about schizophrenia diagnosis [186]. Our ex-

pert annotators also pointed out that the various PSS that are salient before hospitalization

show varying levels of awareness and insights that people might have while experienc-

ing mental health symptoms. For instance, during psychotic and manic episodes, that are

most commonly experienced by individuals diagnosed with schizophrenia and mood dis-

orders respectively (the majority of our study population), individuals are known to have

distinctive levels of awareness, pre-occupation, and emotion regulation[313]. Annotators

also identified the withdrawal, re-adjustment, and incorporation focused PSS that are most

salient after hospitalization periods as different trajectories into social reintegration. While

some people might withdraw themselves away from social technologies after discharge

from the hospital to cope with the stigma and repercussions [276], others might increase

activity on these platforms to get back to their online social lives and create a “new nor-

mal” [118].

Although five of the six PSS occur with sizable frequencies, the sociality PSS occurs

very infrequently. Examining the model, we found that the behaviors in this component

were outliers and always captured as a separate cluster is all GMM models. We omit

this PSS in subsequent analysis due to the infrequent occurrence and lack of discernable

behaviors grounded in literature.

6.1.3 Results

Per RQ2, we now study the different trajectories of transitions in PSS experienced by peo-

ple surrounding psychiatric hospitalizations; for this, we use the above derived taxonomy
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Figure 6.4: Temporal chains used to generate consecutive possible selves statuses for mod-
eling transitions.

of PSS. Prior work has noted that such transitions can be “complex, nonlinear, sometimes

cyclical and potentially recurring” [113]. As an initial step, we focus on individual hospi-

talization events in a person’s entire journey with mental illness. We propose a framework

that models linear transitions surrounding hospitalizations as a Markov process [314] with

temporal chains generated to connect consecutive PSS (Figure 6.4). Based on the tempo-

ral chains, we compute the transition probabilities, i.e., given a PSS is presented at time

period t, the probability that the person would present any of the six PSS at time period

t + 1. Here t indicates the four temporal periods surrounding hospitalization: long before

(Bf long), before (Bf hosp), after (Af hosp), and long after (Af long). Each temporal

phase is assigned a PSS if that PSS has the highest probability compared to others.

The top-10 likely PSS transitions across all four periods surrounding the hospitalization

are shown in Figure 6.5. First, we notice stability in the self-awareness (cond. probability

= 0.48), self-regulation (cond. probability = 0.26) and incorporation focused PSS (cond.

probability = 0.36), that are carried over from one temporal period to the next; those who

present these PSS are more likely to maintain it in the future. The constancy in these PSS

is also supported by the fact that self-awareness and incorporation focused PSS are the

most common ones that people transition into – 37.5% of re-adjustment, 23.3% of self-

awareness and 27% of self-regulation focused PSS transition into incorporation focused

PSS, and 27.9% of incorporation, 23.9% of withdrawal and 28.1% of re-adjustment focused

PSS transition into the self-awareness PSS.

Notably, those who exhibit the re-adjustment PSS have a conditional probability of

0.37, transition into the incorporation PSS. This transition shows individuals moving from

a focus on the past to focusing on the present which is consistent with literature on major
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Figure 6.5: Top 10 transitions between PSS that were likely to be seen around hospitaliza-
tion periods.

life transitions: reintegration is a process that first involves confronting life with the illness

and then reconstructing life with the illness [111]. This transition also reflects a shift in

boundary regulation practices [309]. While the re-adjustment focused PSS has heightened

posting and activities on Facebook overall (every behavior is performed more than the

average amount), people move past this PSS into the incorporation focused PSS which has

moderate activity and posting on Facebook. Similar boundary regulation is also seen in

people transitioning from the withdrawal focused PSS to self-regulation. Here, those who

have completely disengaged from the platform (evident from the overall lower activity and

posting), transition back into actively using the platform by posting positive content.

Next, we present a more in-depth analysis of transitions focusing on two important

junctures around the psychiatric hospitalization. 1) The first involves recovery trajectories

captured by the transitions from before to after the hospitalization (Bf hosp to Af hosp)

revealing experiences related to clinical inpatient care. 2) The second centers around rein-

tegration trajectories captured by those transitions that are from after to long after hospital-

ization (Af hosp to Af long) revealing experiences related to post-hospitalization social

care and getting back to “normal” life outside of their clinical status. As noted before, a

holistic understanding of clinical recovery and social reintegration is an essential aspect of

understanding the mental health experience.
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(a) Bf hosp→ Af hosp (b) Af hosp→ Af long

Figure 6.6: (a) Top 10 transitions between PSS likely to be seen around recovery i.e. tran-
sitions from Bf hosp to Af hosp. (b) Top 10 transitions between PSS likely to be seen
around reintegration i.e. transitions between Af hosp and Af long. Nodes indicate PSS
and width/thickness of the flow is proportionate to transition probability.

Using Possible Selves to Understand Recovery Trajectories Figure 6.6(a) shows the

10 most likely transitions seen around recovery trajectories i.e. the PSS exhibited before

a hospitalization to the PSS exhibited after the hospitalization. First, we see stability in

the presentation of withdrawal and incorporation-focused PSS; those who exhibit these

PSS Bf hosp are likely to maintain it Af hosp. The stability of this PSS is also con-

firmed by the fact that withdrawal and incorporation focused PSS are the most common

trajectories we see Af hosp – 48.3% of self-regulation, 31% of incoporation and 28% of

self-awareness focused PSS Bf hosp transition into withdrawal focused PSS, and 56%

of re-adjustment and 30% of self-awareness focused PSS transition into the incorporation

focused PSS Af hosp.

However, there is a difference between transitions that end in withdrawal focused PSS

and those that end in the incorporation focused PSS. This depends on the whether the event

was the first hospitalization experienced by the individual. Considering only those who

have portrayed the incorporation focused PSS Bf hosp, 66.6% of the transitions from

incorporation to withdrawal focused PSS are seen during the first hospitalization events ex-

perienced by people. On the other hand, the majority of the cases where individuals remain

in the incorporation focused PSS before and after the hospitalization (58.3%) are observed

during subsequent hospitalizations (like the 2nd, 4th, or 5th hospitalization recorded for
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the individual). This reveals that while those who have been re-hospitalized can main-

tain an incorporation focused PSS, the first hospitalization experience leaves most people

transitioning into the withdrawal focused PSS. This could be attributed to the stigma, isola-

tion, or “other”-ing experience related to first time psychiatric hospitalizations [315]. This

finding is also consistent with prior literature on mental health care that suggests that neg-

ative experiences associated with the first psychiatric hospitalisation remains significant

even after many years have passed [100]. In a focus group study with participants from 6

countries, [100] note that psychiatric rehospitalizations encompassed some amount of fa-

miliarity; however, participants described the first hospitalization as “something shocking,

intolerable, and terrible” [100]. For example, consider participant A whose recovery transi-

tion showed to shift from a self-awareness focused PSS to a withdrawal focused PSS after

their first hospitalization. Participant A posted 15 status updates on Facebook during the

two weeks prior to their hospitalization, such as the following paraphrased posts: “Live as if

you were to die tomorrow and learn as if were to live forever; The only competition you’ll

ever face is with your own ignorance.” However, since their hospitalization A made no

posts on Facebook, except accepting new friends requests. In contrast, consider participant

B. Around their fifth hospitalization B showed a recovery transition from re-adjustment fo-

cused PSS to reintegration focused PSS with paraphrased posts such as “Don’t lend people

money because that person might be a *** and not pay you back.” before hospitalization

to posts such as “my brother..the love we share is eternal. You live on in your loved ones

memories and hearts.” after hospitalization.

Using Possible Selves to Understand Reintegration Trajectories As a second deeper

dive into recovery trajectories, Figure 6.6(b) shows the top 10 transitions that begin after

the hospitalization and end long after the hospitalization. The post-discharge period af-

ter hospitalization involves a shift in focus from institutionalized treatment, to coping and

management of illness. This transition is accompanied by mechanisms to break inhibitions
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and stigma, open up about their experiences with intimate others, reach out for social sup-

port and improve overall well-being [91]. The two most common trajectories we observe

during the post-hospitalization period end in the self-awareness or incorporation focused

PSS. While both of these PSS involve self-referential thinking and self-reflection, only the

incorporation focused PSS shows signals of social functioning (such as messaging friends,

one-on-one interactions, co-tagging, etc.) that are considered positive signs of reintegra-

tion. Among people who transition into the incorporation focused PSS, 53.8% transition

from the self-awareness focused PSS, and 24% are those who have maintained the incor-

poration focused PSS. Studies from the psychiatry literature report that the stigma related

to hospitalization could be transitory in cases where people resume occupancy of normal

societal roles [316] . This suggests that the transition from self-awareness focused PSS

to incorporation PSS is a positive reintegration trajectory where people move past the un-

certainty post-hospitalization and re-establish their online social connections as part of the

incorporation-focused PSS.

Next, we find that every PSS exhibited immediately after the hospitalization (Af hosp)

has a transition ending in the “self-awareness” focused PSS long after the hospitalization

(Af long). While self-focus demonstrated by the awareness focused PSS is beneficial, ex-

cessive self-reflection is considered a central feature in mood and anxiety disorders [317],

and greater focus on self-concept is also related to internalized stigma in mental health [318,

319]. In contrast to the social stigma about mental illness that entails discrimination, neg-

ative stereotypes, loss of opportunities, etc., self-stigma relates to awareness, agreement,

and application [320] – a person with mental illness must first be aware of corresponding

stereotypes before agreeing with them and then apply self-stigma to one’s self. A be-

havioral consequence of self-stigma is social avoidance [320, 321], that is the person may

avoid situations where they might feel publicly disrespected because of self-stigma and low

self-esteem. Awareness, reflection and social avoidance that are related to self-stigma are

representative features of the self-awareness focused PSS, that most individuals are found
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to transition into long after hospitalization (Af long). Based on this literature, the major-

ity of reintegration trajectories we see ending in the self-awareness focused PSS might be

reflective of the long term self-stigma, that happens as a consequence of psychiatric hos-

pitalizations. For instance, participant C who transitioned into a self-awareness focused

PSS long after their hospitalization posted on Facebook about the stigma they have been

experiencing, saying (paraphrased): “I think the stigma about mental health really needs

to be broken. I’m tired of every single person treating me like the plague. For the last year,

I have been dealing with bi polar disorder. It was the scariest thing I ever dealt with but I

learned that I’m not alone. People automatically treat you like your a different person, but

don’t show me your sympathy. Treat me the same. I’m stronger than I’ve ever been.”

Predictive framework to access reintegration Given the importance of reintegration

from both clinical and social perspectives, in this section, per RQ3 we set up a predic-

tion framework to assess how individuals reintegrate after psychiatric hospitalizations. By

doing so, we demonstrate the utility of the taxonomy of PSS (RQ1) and the empirical

framework capturing their transition trajectories on Facebook (RQ2).

We consider the incorporation focused PSS, which involves narratives related to mental

health and people re-establishing social interactions after hospitalization, as a PSS-based

operationalization of social reintegration. To examine the relationship between PSS trajec-

tories and reintegration post-hospitalization, we consider models regressing on the proba-

bility of the phase long after hospitalization (Af long) being predicted as the incorporation

focused PSS by the GMM model. We choose Af long as the focus of prediction, as we

expect reintegration to be the final stage of mental health transitions experienced by the

person. As covariates, we include the behavioral signals from the preceding phases (ref.

Section 4.2.2), such that the model reveals how PSS-based behavioral signals in the past

(before and after the hospitalization2) predict the probability of reintegration in the future

2As information about the past PSS, we consider a weighted average of features before and after hospi-
talization.
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Table 6.3: Summary of regression models. Null is the intercept-only model, the first base-
line. M hosp is the second baseline deriving reintegration probabilities based on evidence
of a future re-hospitalization. All comparisons are made with the Null model. p-values
reported at p < 0.01.

Ridge Lasso D Trees M hosp Null

Pearson’s r 0.46 0.29 0.38 0.05 ¡ 0.01
MSE 0.08 0.12 0.09 0.16 0.12
R2 0.35 0.19 - 0.20 -
χ2 82.80*** 34.13 6.77 20.03 -

(long after hospitalization or Af long). We standardize all covariates and use the variance

inflation factor (VIF) to eliminate multicollinearity. The dependent variables i.e., probabil-

ity of belonging to the incorporation-focused PSS are log-transformed.

We consider several non-linear (decision tree regressor) and linear regression models

with regularization (Lasso, Ridge and Elastic Net) and use grid search for parameter tuning.

We use k-fold (k = 10) cross-validation approach to iteratively train the model and predict

on held-out data. We collate the predictions, and obtain the pooled model performance

measures – including Pearson’s correlation r and Mean Square Error (MSE) to evaluate

predictive accuracy and R2 value to evaluate the model fit. For model performance com-

parison, we consider two baselines: first, an intercept only model (Null), which assumes

a constant probability of reintegration irrespective of the covariates. As a second baseline

(M hosp), we consider the probability of reintegration based on the likelihood that a per-

son has exactly one hospitalization. This model assumes that a lack of re-hospitalization

indicates successful reintegration. We regress covariates on probability = 1, for those with

no re-hospitalizations based on medical records (and probability = 0 for those with re-

hospitalizations).

Table 6.3 shows summaries of the best performing models. We find that the Ridge

regression model has the best performance compared to other models. Compared to the

Null model, the Ridge model provides considerable predictive power (shown statistically

significant based on χ2 tests on model performance on held-out data). To reject the possi-
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Table 6.4: Summary of covariates of best performing Ridge regression model on reintegra-
tion. p-values use Bonferroni correction (* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001)

Covariate Estimate
LIWC Category: Negative affect 0.06*
LIWC Category: 1st P Sing Pronoun 0.23**
LIWC Category: 2nd Person Pronoun 0.18***
LIWC Category: 3rd Person Pronoun 0.16**
LIWC Category: Temporal Focus, Past 0.05*
Facebook: Photos Shared -0.06*
Facebook: Number of Shares 1.35**
LIWC Category: Certainty 0.12*
LIWC Category: Differ -0.1*

bility that the performance of the Ridge model is by chance, we run permutation tests [322]

to reject the null hypothesis that a randomly generated vector of reintegration probabili-

ties will perform better than the Ridge model. We run 10,000 permutations of randomly

generated dependent variables, and find that the probability (p-value) of improvement by a

randomly generated vector is 0.003. This rejects the null hypothesis and reveals statistical

significance in the observed improvement by the Ridge model.

Next, we present findings about the most predictive covariates from a Ridge regres-

sion model,3 Table 6.4. First, sharing content that is emotional (negative emotion, estimate

= 0.06**) and personal, including personal pronouns like ‘i’ (1st person singular, esti-

mate = 0.24**), ‘you’ (2nd person, estimate = 0.18***), and ‘they’ (3rd person, estimate

=0.16**) during the periods before and after hospitalization is predictive of reintegration

long after hospitalization (Af long). This finding is reflective of literature from the ex-

pressive writing paradigm that observed long term benefits of expressive writing in the

form of both health outcomes (less stress related visits to the doctor, improved mood,

lowered blood pressure, fewer post-traumatic intrusion and avoidance symptoms [323])

and social/behavioral outcomes [218]. Recent work has also revealed how social media is

increasingly appropriated for sensitive disclosures related to mental health to obtain sup-

port and therapeutic benefits [185]. Although the level of disclosure might vary in our

3Note that regression coefficients should be interpreted conditional on the penalty.
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Table 6.5: Differences in features between those who show high vs. low likelihood of
reintegration. Reported measures are mean feature values per group, Kruskal Wallis test
statistic H , Mann Whitney test statistic U , and effect size (Cohen’s d). p-values use Bon-
ferroni correction (* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001)

Feature Low High H U d

LIWC Category: Negative Affect -0.13 0.05 7.93*** 2226.5*** -0.32
LIWC Category: Home 0.14 -0.02 3.98* 2449* 0.10
LIWC Category: Religion -0.06 0.29 4.60* 2405.5* -0.38
Facebook: Updates to Profile Fields -0.05 0.02 6.67** 2337.5** -0.33
Facebook: Number of Messages Shared -0.16 0.05 3.94* 2452* -0.31
Facebook: Number of Likes Received -0.04 -0.02 2.55 2576.5* -0.05
Facebook: Number of Shares -0.06 -0.05 3.77* 2516* -0.31
LIWC Category: Negation -0.07 0.02 2.48 2568* -0.16

patient participants’ social media data compared to explicit, public disclosures of mental

illness [186], we find that expressive behaviors on the platform are associated with rein-

tegration. Next, we find that showing a focus on the past in posting language (estimate

= 0.05*) during the hospitalization, is predictive of reintegration long after hospitalization

(Af long). Drawing from the Possible Selves framework [281], an emphasis on the past-

selves could indicate a focus on getting back to what was “normal” in the past and creating

a “new normal” after the transition due to hospitalization. Finally, certainty word usage

(estimate = 0.12*) around the hospitalization, demonstrates heightened emotional stability

and is predictive of reintegration after hospitalization.

We finally ask the question: what are the differences between those who show high

reintegration signals on Facebook and those who do not? For this, we conduct post-hoc

Kruskal Wallis and Mann Whitney tests to examine feature means between the two groups.

We split observations into low and high reintegration based on the probability of belonging

to the incorporation focused PSS being greater than chance (probability by chance is one in

six PSS = 0.16. High reintegration = p > 0.16 and low reintegration = p < 0.16). Table 6.5

shows the statistically significant differences between the two groups. Those who have a

higher likelihood of reintegration display more negative emotion and share content related

to religion more than those who have a lower likelihood. Disclosure, emotional support,

and faith are known to act as buffers against negative effects of stressful life events, which
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likely help with coping and reintegration after the event [324]. We also find that those

who show reintegration signals stay in touch with friends on Facebook via messages. In

contrast, those who reduce interactions via messages are less likely to show reintegration

signals. The implications of these findings are discussed in Section 6.3.

6.2 The reintegration journey following a psychiatric hospitalization: Examining

the role of social technologies

“I joined a whole bunch of new groups [after psychiatric hospitalization] to

try to make sure that my Facebook feed was nourishing me, and not strangling

me.” [P1]

For mental health, both clinical recovery and social reintegration need to go hand in

hand for the overall well-being of individuals [91, 278, 104]. Particularly, for individu-

als who have experienced a psychiatric hospitalization, recovery is viewed as “a personal

journey rather than a set outcome” [275], and involves not only removal of symptoms and

restoration of functioning but also social reintegration, referring to “the degree to which an

individual’s social network reflects adequate size and multiple social roles (e.g., as friend,

family member, coworker) and the extent to which an individual engages in mutual ex-

change, or reciprocity, in social relationships” [325]. Reintegration is therefore viewed as

a journey, during which the focus shifts from institutionalized treatment and medication

to self-management of illness. It is accompanied by mechanisms to break inhibitions and

stigma around mental health, open up about an individual’s experiences with intimate oth-

ers, reach out for social support, re-enter educational or occupational roles, and improve

overall well-being. Successful reintegration across these dimensions is a crucial marker for

recovery and an important goal for mental health policy, more broadly [326, 327]. How-

ever, stigma, negative consequences, and lack of access to resources for support and care

present challenges to individuals who experience a psychiatric hospitalization to get back

to their social lives.
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Despite the central role of social reintegration, the topic has received relatively less at-

tention in mental health research and practice. From a clinical perspective, after discharge

from the hospital, clinicians often lose timely contact with their patients which present

challenges for continued care and support [328]. Even when patients adhere to clinical

follow-up appointments, the emphasis is on reduction of symptoms via continued therapy

or medication management, rather than on improvement of other aspects such as social re-

lationships, employment, education, and leisure [329]. This emphasis on clinical recovery

alone has received criticism from scholars, as it tends to objectify the person with men-

tal illness [330], disregards their sufferings and identity outside of the clinical definition

of the illness [331], reduces patients’ participation in recovery [332], and fails to consider

the challenges people need to overcome beyond symptom management to get back to life

following hospitalizations [110]. Furthermore, recovery journeys are known to have a high

likelihood of re-hospitalization if reintegrating back to social life and roles becomes chal-

lenging. Thus, the guiding principle of mental health policy in many countries – the recov-

ery model [105] and patient-centered model of healthcare [333] – posit keeping the patient

at the center of decision-making in recovery. Along these lines, we argue that adopting such

a “whole-person perspective” and developing a holistic understanding of clinical recovery

and social reintegration can provide a person more agency and control in the management

of their condition, following a psychiatric hospitalization.

A significant portion of people’s social lives is now technology-mediated through the

use of social networking sites, online communities, messaging applications, and so on.

Especially for young adults, a demographic most susceptible to onset of mental health con-

ditions [334], technology and online presence form an integral part of their identity and

social lives [161]. Furthermore, social technologies have emerged to play an important

role in mental health – as spaces for disclosure [2], social support [335], raising aware-

ness [336], fighting stigma [1], and enabling clinical interventions [7]. A growing body of

literature in human-computer interaction (HCI) and computer-supported cooperative work
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and social computing (CSCW) identifies the role of social technologies in recovery and

management of health conditions [155, 337, 338]. In parallel, HCI/CSCW researchers

have studied how social technology play an important role during major life transitions and

help individuals establish a “new normal” [118, 86, 339], conduct identity work [121, 120]

and reach out to similar others [122]. However, health transitions like psychiatric hospi-

talizations are less explored under this lens, and little work has been done to understand

how technology-mediated social interactions impact reintegration and recovery journeys in

mental health. As noted in P1’s quote above, like other major life transitions [340, 339,

341], people often turn to social technologies during reintegration after hospitalization to

navigate shifting mental health goals and social networks and to access support resources.

Understanding the role of social technology in this particular life transition, mental health

reintegration, can improve our understanding on how platforms support or hinder people’s

social lives and health management after events like psychiatric hospitalizations.

In this study, we examine the role of social technology as people get back to their social

lives and negotiate the transition they experience due to the psychiatric hospitalization.

Specifically, we ask:

RQ1. How do people get back to their social lives after experiencing a psychiatric hospi-

talization?

RQ2. What is the role of social technologies in people’s reintegration journeys after

experiencing a psychiatric hospitalization?

To answer these questions, we conducted semi-structured interviews, spanning over

nine months, with 19 adults who had experienced a psychiatric hospitalization for schizophre-

nia spectrum disorder, mood disorder, bipolar, borderline personality or anxiety disorder in

the recent past. Participants actively used at least one social technology platform like Face-

book, Twitter Reddit, Snapchat, Whatsapp, Tumblr, etc. We examined the data adopting a

hybrid inductive and deductive approach to thematic analysis. In doing so, we contribute
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an understanding of people’s offline and online social lives after psychiatric hospitalization

in the context of managing the illness.

We found that participant’s social lives after hospitalization were deeply intertwined

with factors linked to self-management of the mental health condition, such as stigma,

inhibitions, and over reliance on others after the psychiatric hospitalization [258]. We

identified different approaches participants adopted to re-establish social connections im-

mediately after discharge from the hospital, often driven by a sense of urgency, obligation

and stigma. Social technology platforms mediated people’s interactions after the hospital-

ization, providing spaces for disclosure, social support, and sources for positive behavioral

change. While participants drew several social benefits from social technology use, some

felt that their use of these platforms hindered their path to reintegration, due to feelings

of social comparison, negative interactions, and emotional triggers to their mental health

symptoms. We discuss the theoretical implications of social technology use/non-use for

reintegration in an individual’s recovery journey and highlight the clinical implications for

post-discharge care and design suggestions for social technology to support reintegration

following a major life transition like a psychiatric hospitalization.

Privacy and Ethics. This research was conducted with approval from the Institutional

Review Board. Further information on approaches taken to protect participant privacy,

safety, and accurately represent the lived experiences of participants without compromising

anonymity can be found in Section 6.2.1. Since the topic of this study concerns mental

health and psychiatric hospitalizations, some quotes and descriptions of participants’ lived

experiences may be triggering to readers. We suggest caution while reading, printing, or

disseminating these findings.

6.2.1 Methods

We designed an interview study to investigate how people who experienced a psychiatric

hospitalization got back to their social lives post-hospitalization (RQ1) and the role of so-
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Table 6.6: Participant demographics, including self-reported diagnosis of mental health
condition, duration and place of their last psychiatric hospitalization.

ID Gender Age Education Race Self-reported diagnosis Time Place

P1 W 46 some college White Bipolar Disorder 9 d SC
P2 M 30 bachelor’s Black or African American Anxiety Disorder 1 wk CA
P3 W 24 some college Middle Eastern or North African Anxiety Disorder 2 mo NY
P4 W 24 some college Black or African American Anxiety Disorder 1 wk NY
P5 M 27 bachelor’s Black or African American Borderline Personality Disorder 2 mo CA
P6 W 25 some college Black or African American Anxiety Disorder 3 wk GA
P7 W 25 bachelor’s Black or African American Anxiety Disorder 2 wk TX
P8 M 25 bachelor’s Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander Anxiety Disorder 3 mo TX
P9 W 37 Master’s Some other race, ethnicity or origin Depression and Anxiety Disorder 3 wk TX
P10 W 25 bachelor’s Black or African American Depression and Anxiety Disorder 4 mo CA
P11 M 25 bachelor’s Black or African American Mood Disorder 6 mo TX
P12 W 27 bachelor’s White Depression and Anxiety Disorder 4 wk NY
P13 M 30 bachelor’s Black or African American Borderline Personality Disorder 1 wk TX
P14 W 28 bachelor’s Black or African American Anxiety Disorder 1 d VA
P15 W 21 some college Black or African American Schizophrenia 1 mo NY
P16 W 22 bachelor’s White Schizophrenia 15 d NY
P17 M 38 bachelor’s Black or African American Depression and Anxiety Disorder 2 wk AL
P18 W 34 bachelor’s Black or African American Postpartum Psychosis 1 mo NC
P19 M 37 master’s Some other race, ethnicity or origin Schizophrenia 1 wk GA

cial technologies in this process of reintegration (RQ2). We conducted semi-structured

interviews with 19 adults (ages 21-46 years; M = 28.9 years, 63% women) who have expe-

rienced a psychiatric hospitalization between 2009 and 2020. In this section, we describe

our recruitment methodology and analysis process and discuss the ethics of our work.

Recruitment and Participants We used four channels to recruit participants for the in-

terview study: 1) clinician referrals within a large health care system, 2) local Craigslist

ads, 3) online social media platforms, 4) online mental health support communities. We

collaborated with clinician researchers and practitioners in a large healthcare organization

in the north-east of the United States who posted recruitment flyers around their centers

and contacted potential participants regarding the research study. We also posted recruit-

ment ads on Craigslist, shared the call for participation on Twitter and online mental health

support communities on Reddit with moderator approval. We recruited from all four chan-

nels in parallel until we had reached a point of theoretical saturation [342]. Participants

were eligible if they were adults between the ages 18 and 65 who experienced a psychiatric

hospitalization for a diagnosis of schizophrenia spectrum disorder, mood disorder, bipolar,

borderline personality or anxiety disorder and who had an active account on at least one
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social technology platform (e.g., Facebook, Twitter, Reddit, Snapchat, Tumblr.) We chose

these mental health conditions because of the significant importance of social functioning

and reintegration for clinical recovery, the lifelong management of the condition and the

high likelihood of relapse.

We sent out a brief screening survey with the recruitment call for eligible participants

to sign up for participation in the study. Participants self-reported their hospitalization,

diagnosis of mental health condition and social technology use via the screening survey.

Participants were also required to provide an email address so that they could be contacted

for scheduling and compensation. We offered participants a $25 Amazon gift card as a

token of appreciation.

The screening survey was active September to November 2020 and we received a total

of 138 responses. Among survey respondents, 42 were eligible for participation and they

were contacted via email with study information and an online consent form. I conducted

remote interviews with 19 consented adults within the U.S who experienced at least one

psychiatric hospitalization. The average age of participants was 28.9 and 63% identified

as women, 11 participants reported a diagnosis of anxiety disorders, 2 reported borderline

personality disorders, one participant reported a diagnosis of bipolar disorder and 4 par-

ticipants reported schizophrenia form disorders. Participants had experienced psychiatric

hospitalization (in-patient or emergency room facilities) for time periods ranging from 1

week to 6 months (average = 38 days, std = 46 days, median = 21 days) between 2014

to 2020 across the United States including Alabama (1), California (3), Georgia (2), New

York (5), North Carolina (1), South Carolina (1), Texas (5), and Virginia (1) (Refer Ta-

ble 6.6.) Participants’ reported reasons for the psychiatric hospitalization included escala-

tion of symptoms related to their mental health condition, management of medication, as

well as high risk adverse experiences related to self-harm, suicidal ideation, trauma and

postpartum psychosis. All participants reported using at least one social platform, with

Facebook, Instagram and Whatsapp being the most commonly used ones.
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Participant Safety and Risk Mitigation Measures The study was conducted following

Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval and informed consent from the participants.

To ensure participant safety, as a part of the consent process, participants were clearly

told that they are free to end the interview at any time, and to let the interviewer know if

there are parts of their disclosure that felt too sensitive or deanonymizing for publication.

Additionally, following Draucker et al. [343], after particularly overwhelming questions

(e.g., those on past suicidal ideation or self-harm), participants were briefly asked after

answering if they felt okay and wanted to continue the interview. Further, our consent form

included links to prominent mental health resources like 7 Cups of Tea4, Crisis Hotline4,

Crisis Text Line4, and National Suicide Prevention Lifeline4, which we encouraged our

participants to use if the interview left them emotionally overwhelmed. To protect privacy,

all personally identifiable information have been deidentified or obfuscated in our reporting

of the findings.

Data Collection Following our approved IRB protocol, we collected data for this study

from October-November 2020. We conducted semi-structured, remote interviews via video

or phone call based on the participant’s preference. We incorporated remote interviews to

extend the reach of the study and for safety concerns during the COVID-19 pandemic. We

developed guiding interview questions by drawing from literature on clinical recovery and

social reintegration and input from the mental health clinician collaborators. I conducted

the interviews using a video-conferencing software approved by the IRB and the author’s

academic institution, including for the local participants, due to the ongoing COVID-19

pandemic at the time. I began the session by informing participants the study goals, the

risks and benefits of participation and asking for their permission to record the session.

Then participants were asked to walk us through the day they were discharged from psy-

chiatric hospitalization and what followed next. In cases where participants experienced

more than one psychiatric hospitalization, we asked them to pick a hospitalization expe-

4www.7cupsoftea.com, www.imalive.com, www.crisistextline.org/, suicidepreventionlifeline.org
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rience that they considered prominent and to answer all subsequent questions around that

hospitalization. Follow up questions focused on getting back to social lives, disclosure

of experiences related to mental illness, social support, general social technology use and

changes in use surrounding hospitalization. When possible, we asked for specific examples

and probed participants to understand the role of social technologies during their reintegra-

tion journeys after hospitalization. Each interview lasted approximately 60 minutes. Only

audio was recorded and then transcribed for analysis using Otter.ai software for transcrip-

tion services.

Qualitative Data Analysis To analyze the interview data, we followed an integrated in-

ductive and deductive approach to thematic analysis to combine data-driven codes with

theory-driven ones [344]. The analysis began with the inductive part – open coding of the

transcripts independently by three researchers to identify patterns in data and establish a

thematic framework. The themes were then organized into an initial codebook. The team

met frequently to resolve disagreements, discuss emerging concepts, and refine the themes.

This coding process resulted in the formation of 10 themes such as “transitioning from hos-

pital to home,” and “online social support.” We consolidated and organized these themes to

highlight the social lives of people after psychiatric hospitalization and how management

of a mental illness and technology use intertwines with people’s social lives during the

reintegration process.

Limitations As with other qualitative work with similar research goals and methodolog-

ical orientation, our findings are limited in their generalizability. While, we sought for a

diverse pool of participants with four different recruitment channels and involving people

with different mental health conditions, our study sample is not representative of indi-

viduals in the U.S. who have experienced psychiatric hospitalization. Similarly, we only

included participants who have been diagnosed with schizophrenia form disorders, anxi-

ety, mood, bipolar, and borderline personality disorders, and did not identify experiential
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differences based on diagnostic type. Future work can evaluate and extend our findings

with other populations, including people with different mental health conditions, people

who have experienced very long hospitalization periods, and people in different countries

and cultures. All of our participants mentioned using at least one social technology plat-

form actively. Therefore, our results on the role of social technology in reintegration after

psychiatric hospitalization are not representative of how these technologies impact reinte-

gration journeys of people who do not use them actively or at all. Despite these limitations,

our work presents first insights into how social technologies support and hinder people’s

social lives after psychiatric hospitalization.

Positionality This research has been conducted by a team diverse in many ways. In terms

of academic, disciplinary, and professional backgrounds, our team includes social comput-

ing and human-computer interaction (HCI) researchers, as well as clinical psychologists

and psychiatrists. Our team is also demographically diverse, including people of color,

those holding LGBTQ+ identities, and immigrants. Notably, the team includes members

with lived experience of mental illness as well as those who interact with such individu-

als on an everyday basis as part of their (clinical) profession. Together, our team holds

a profound commitment to mental health research and practice, critically considering the

potential offered by technology and computational artifacts in mental health, whether from

the perspective of benefits or from that of harms. Therefore, we collectively recognize

the emotional labor it takes on the part of a researcher to conduct research that involves a

marginalized population, that centers around a highly sensitive topic, and whose social in-

terpretations are shaped by demographics and culture. These personal and professional ex-

periences have influenced both the questions we ask and the analytic lens we have adopted

in this work.
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6.2.2 Results

Social lives after psychiatric hospitalization

Transitioning from hospital to home. Psychiatric hospitalizations are considered life-

altering experiences, as the admission often implies that individuals are unequipped to

manage their psychiatric needs and require removal from their existing environment to

receive appropriate, urgent care [95]. While admitted in the hospital, an individual’s role

as a patient is often defined by the many rules and rituals set by the hospital that they

have to follow, including initially being in a locked ward that they cannot leave at will,

and following a schedule for their meals, treatments, and activities. Importantly, in many

cases, there is a lack of access to technology, social support, and offline connections [95,

98]. Participants’ transition from the restrictions of the hospital and their role as a patient

to their own home was often described as a significant social re-adjustment.

Some participants expressed feeling a sense of freedom as they transitioned from the

hospital back to their home. This was indicating everyday mundane activities like ‘sleeping

in my own bed’ (P1, P2, P16) or ‘having a cigarette,’ (P1) but also a shift in power and

control over other activities and interactions. For example, P1 notes that after leaving the

hospital, she was not being told what to do by others anymore and this was a sudden transi-

tion back to social relationships where she had equal power. Similarly, P2 shared feeling an

immediate ‘feeling of freedom’ and being ‘back in control’ as soon as he was discharged.

P2 said he felt this way because he disliked hospitals and the in-patient experience and was

waiting to get back home.

“The first thing that came through my mind even just before the tests and after

I was discharged. I don’t know, that feeling of freedom.” [P2]

This sense of freedom was reflected in not only how participants could act, but also

in their social interactions. P11 also echoed disliking the hospitalization experience and

feeling relieved to see family and having the freedom in choosing who they interacted
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with.

However, this sense of increased control and freedom was not shared by all participants.

The transition from the hospital to home was drastic for some participants. P12 shared how

factors at home contributed to her hospitalization. She expressed fear that interacting with

people at home would make it challenging for her to manage and cope with the mental

health condition. P12 said,

“The first thing that came to my mind was, how do I cope? How do I get back

to the reality that I left at home? Because there’s no escaping the reality that

was at home. There was no escaping the people. I was scared that I’d get

depressed, all over again. But somehow, somehow, sticking it out a minute at

a time, a day at a time, I was able to cope.” [P12]

P18 shared that she did not have anyone to pick her up after the discharge, so she reached

home in a hospital van. Upon reaching home, she learnt that her family kept her from living

in the same house and she found herself homeless for a bit after the hospitalization. She

said,

“And I was homeless for a little bit because my own husband has kicked me out.

And so, you know, it was just really frustrating. And, yes, it’s this frustrating

because it’s a lot going on, and happening, kind of fast. Things that I wasn’t

really prepared for.” [P18]

Some of our participants experienced the hospitalization during the COVID-19 pan-

demic [345], which made their transition to home and their reintegration journey further

challenging. P16 noted “I went from like having a very busy schedule of work, school,

volunteering, seeing friends, having a social life, going out all those things to having a

psychotic episode and then coming out of that going to a wedding the week after and then

being in quarantine [due to the COVID-19 pandemic.]”
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Assessing patients’ capacity for management of the illness and self care, their clinical

needs and their socioeconomic and cultural needs including where the patient would stay

after the discharge, the levels of support available and needed, the wishes and decisions of

the patient and the family, etc., are an integral part of discharge planning for patients hospi-

talized for a mental health condition [103, 346]. Our findings suggest the preparedness that

participants might feel at the time of discharge might change as they immediately transition

to home due to unforeseen conditions that happen while they were in the hospital.

Re-gaining access to social connections. We found two distinct approaches partic-

ipants took to re-establish their social connections immediately after discharge from the

hospital.

For some participants, after the hospitalization, we found that a sense of urgency and

prioritization determined how they interacted with others in their lives – either because

they were missing out on social interactions while they were in the hospital, or because

they felt obligated to get back to people who couldn’t reach them while they were hospi-

talized. One of the immediate social interactions participants had after discharge from the

hospital was letting people in their lives know that they were back home. This communi-

cation happened most often via technology-mediated channels and rarely in person. Some

participants shared feeling a sense of overwhelm and urgency in reaching out to people and

described how they prioritized whom to contact in their lives. For instance, P1 mentioned

creating a list to identify the order in which she should reach out to her family and friends to

let them know she was back home and doing well. We found that being able to re-establish

social connections and draw upon benefits from social circles was dependent on whether

people in participant’s lives knew about their psychiatric hospitalization. P1 highlighted

the importance of disclosing hospitalization experiences to people in her life, sharing that

important people in her life already knew about her condition and they were the first people

she reached out to after discharge from the hospital. In contrast, P16 did not have such a

social circle who knew about her hospitalization experiences to immediately draw upon
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their support after the hospitalization. She shared that she experienced restrictions on who

they can reach out to. P16 said that since she had not seen their friends in a while, one

of the first things on her mind was getting back to them. However, she said, “My parents

made sure not to tell people, not because they’re ashamed, but because they didn’t want

me to feel like I had to go and explain myself to other people.” P16 mentioned how it was

only after a period of time that she opened up to her close friends about her hospitalization

experiences.

Other participants shared that they did not immediately re-establish their social connec-

tions because they were worried or skeptical about how their family/friends might react to

the news about their psychiatric hospitalization or because they considered slowing down

the reintegration process as a coping mechanism to manage their condition. As P8 shared,

“ I don’t know what I’m expecting and [how] people may react to the news that

I’m back, and then, bearing in mind that it was difficult for them to understand

me.” [P8]

P13 echoed a similar slowed down approach to re-gaining access to their social network.

He said,

“ I mean, you know, just trying to stay away from many things, just like keeping

a low profile...I meant to just relax [...] It makes me have a good plan. Yeah,

just like no pressure at all.” [P13]

Prior work studying the social lives of people following traumatic brain injury also

found withdrawal from social interactions during recovery [142]. Clinical literature sug-

gests that social functioning, i.e. re-establishing social connections and interactions after

hospitalization is an essential marker for recovery in mental health [347]. Importantly,

problems with social functioning are known to lead to long-term social difficulties, such as

withdrawal, isolation, and lack of integration into the community [348]. In relation to our

finding, this body of work suggests that while people might not feel immediately ready for
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social interactions, waiting too long to re-establish social connections is not beneficial for

recovery and reintegration.

Re-gaining access to technology and re-establishing online presence A common ex-

perience during psychiatric hospitalization is loss of access to personal devices like mobile

phones and limited use of technology and the internet [95, 98]. Participants expressed a

wide range of emotions including feelings of anxiety, overwhelm and the fear of missing

out, when they re-gained access to their phones at the time of discharge. For instance, P17

shared that he felt anxious about missing work-related emails while he was in the hospital.

P13 mentioned how he missed his phone and online interactions while he was in the hos-

pital. He mentioned that the first thing he did after discharge was catching up with online

interactions and notifications.

“I wasn’t allowed to have my phone. So, I felt like I missed a lot of things

online. When I got back home, it was so hard to catch up with everything

on like like on Instagram, Facebook, the forums that I’m always in. I’m in

[different] groups, so I just felt left out. I mean, everything was behind me.

Yeah, so I had to catch up, to get to get updated.” [P13]

However, not all participants expressed positive feelings towards re-gaining access to their

devices. One of the major reason noted by participants was the overwhelming volume of

mobile push notifications they received when they turned on their phones after the dis-

charge. P1 shared that the volume of mobile notifications “ruined [her] experience of

returning home”, and she would strongly advise others to not immediately turn to their

phones and calls or read the notifications they have missed right after discharge from the

hospital.

“ The first thing you want to do is turn your phone on, because gosh you

missed your phone so much, and it won’t stop making noise at you because

you’ve missed, you know, a week’s worth of texts, and emails and any other
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notification. And, you know, so you’re trying really hard not to be overwhelmed

by anything. So eventually, you know, I just, I just turned it on and put it down,

because, I knew that there were people I wanted to let them know that I was

home and all that. But, that was too much all at once, so I try to just, you know,

put the phone down, enjoy the car ride with my mom.” [P1]

P2 also echoed this feeling of overwhelm, saying, “there’s a lot of notifications...people

are chatting chatting always. When you go offline and come back online or or leave your

phone. So many notifications.” In Social Computing and HCI literature, prior work has

studied various forms of technology non-use [349, 350, 351] in the context of people who

actively choose to stop their online presence and interactions or people who were never able

to access a technology [350]. In contrast, in the context of our participants who have ex-

perienced a psychiatric hospitalization, the institutional rules and guidelines do not permit

them to use technology while admitted in the hospital. Situating this finding in technology

non-use literature, we find that our participants feelings about their break with technology

extend beyond existing categories and conceptualizations of non-use [350].

Social lives intertwined with management of the illness after hospitalization

Self-reliance. The deinstitutionalization movement shifted the role of the psychiatric

hospital from a place of long-term stay and treatment to emphasizing reducing feelings of

dependence and supporting community integration [105]. This model encouraged rapid

discharge from the hospital once patients’ symptoms stabilized, so they may continue care

in outpatient settings. We found that not all participants felt like they were ready to get back

to their normal routine and social lives after discharge from the hospital. P16 mentioned

difficulty with focusing and paying attention and fine motor skills after the hospitalization.

She also spoke about how receiving accommodations at school was helpful to navigate life

after the hospitalization.

“I was still like frazzled coming out of it like you’re not like I was recovered
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enough to go home, but not enough to like be back to normal routine... [I] was

having a lot of my gross and fine motor skills were very like not, I’m not gonna

say depleted but I’m gonna say like, not as refined as what they typically were.

like I was having like I was getting dizzy from walking in the hospital so even

just like light exercise was difficult for me because I found myself getting dizzy

from walking.” [P16]

Participants shared how their recovery journey outside of the hospital affected their self-

perception and self-reliance. P19 experienced problems with his memory after discharge

from the hospital and needed people in his life to help him remember things. One of

the first social interactions after discharge that P19 mentioned involved friends and family

members showing photos and videos to recall past memories. P12 mentioned being heavily

dependent on her mother for coping skill and managing her symptoms because her mother

also experienced the same condition. The reliance on others for everyday activities was

particularly challenging for those who experienced their first psychiatric hospitalization.

P16 who was diagnosed and hospitalized for schizophrenia form disorder for the first time

noted, “Prior to that like I had been such like an able person. Like even coming out of

the hospital I wasn’t allowed to drive, because I was still gonna adjust to medication so I

wasn’t allowed to drive so I had to Uber everywhere.” This reliance on others during the

recovery period and a change in self-perception impacted how participants described their

social interactions immediately following the psychiatric hospitalization.

Stigma. Extensive research establishes the challenges associated with stigma around

mental health conditions globally [277, 276, 293, 352]. We found that the post-discharge

period is particularly challenging due to stigma as participants re-established their social

connections and opened up about their psychiatric hospitalization experiences with others.

Several participants shared feelings of stigma they experienced from their family members

and friends. On the one hand, the stigma manifested as a hindrance to self-disclosure,

obtaining social support and reintegrating back to social lives. As P16 notes, “I think
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there’s a huge disconnect. In between what people know about... what they think they know

about mental illness and what it actually looks like, and what leads people to have it.”

P2 also expressed the difficulty in feeling they could not tell friends they had been in the

hospital because they wouldn’t be accepting. P18 shared,

“It’s something that I guess from an outsider’s perspective, people don’t really

understand and they might say, you know, ’you’re just being lazy,’ you know,

when you’re, you know, really depressed, you know, and you legit can’t func-

tion, you know, and them not understanding that or empathizing with that.”

[P18]

On the other hand, participants also noted the societal level stigma associated with

mental illness that led them to unwillingly lie about their condition and hospitalization. P1

shared that she had to lie about the hospitalization to people at her workplace due to the

stigma and negative consequences she might face. She noted:

“if I’m not telling them that I’m going into the hospital that I tell them that, Oh,

my, my aunt is having surgery, and I’m going to stay with her for a week...and,

the cell..you know, reception is, you know, not always great out there. But yeah,

unfortunately, we’re still at a point in this country in the world that if you say

that you are in a behavioral health center, you know, to fancy it up.” [P1]

We found that one of the most significant negative effects of stigma was it obstructed

people’s path to social reintegration after psychiatric hospitalization. Participants noted

cutting family members and friends off their life because they were ‘scared’ (P11) or could

not handle what the person was going through with management of the mental illness. P11

says “Some people think maybe you are not okay. So they’ll be a bit scared of how you’re

going to react.” These obstacles that are presented as a result of stigma highlight a re-

assessment of pathways to social reintegration (due to loss of previous social connections)
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and self-management of the illness (due to lack of social support resources, perceived or

actual.)

Shift in goals. The period after discharge from psychiatric hospitalization is character-

ized by a shift from institutional, clinical treatment to self-management of the mental health

condition by individuals. We found that several participants identified this shift and created

new goals to manage their condition outside the hospital, often noting that the hospital was

only one step in their journey with mental illness.

“The hospital is a temporary thing, you know I’m saying, whatever problem

or situation is going on with you. That is still going on with you. You know,

none of that changes. You change, your environment changes, your perspec-

tive changes, but, they don’t change anything. So yeah, most of my managing

definitely came from when I was outside.” [P18]

Participants noted several strategies to cope with their symptoms and manage their condi-

tion after the hospitalization, most commonly identifying these mechanisms as part of self-

care. Some participants shared how their stopped adhering to their prescription medication

or choosing alternative forms of medication to manage their condition. For instance, P19

mentioned that he started taking natural medications such as activated charcoal to “clear

[his] gut of all those medications” [P19]. P18 also shared her negative perceptions towards

medication she received at the hospital and how she chose to stop it and focus on changes

to her lifestyle. She described her approach as, “taking care of myself is just being more

aware of what’s going on with me.”

“To this day, and even in the hospital they forced me to take pills, I wouldn’t, I

don’t take medication now. So, to me it was just a lot of self care and making

sure that I pay attention to me, make sure I eat and sleep, which again, some-

how [I] wasn’t getting because I just had a baby and making sure that I just

pay attention to, you know what’s going on with me...if I’m feeling, you know,

emotional or whatever, I just choose not to do certain activities that day.” [P18]
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Other participants revealed how they made changes to their lifestyle to maintain their health

outside the hospital and how this was a significant change to their lives post-hospitalization.

P19 spoke about how he started eating healthy, exercising, meditating, and noticed a sig-

nificant improvement in managing his symptoms: “Instead of just saying, you know, go

to your therapist and all that. . . no, we need to, people need to be teaching people about

healthy food...Suicidal thoughts, or like voices, or whatever, it’s so low now. It’s like it

almost doesn’t exist because when I started changing a diet.” Similarly, P2 spoke about

making major decisions in his life after the hospitalization such as quitting a stressful job

and ending bad friendships to maintain his health and well-being.

“I had to quit my job. I was under a lot of pressure. I don’t know...my eating

habits changed. Even friends, I stopped talking to some of my friends, putting

a little pressure and all that...so I had to drop my friends and the job.” [P2]

P16 mentioned consciously making the effort and allowing time for herself and checking

in with how she was feeling.

“And I’m making the effort to allow myself time for myself and, like, giving

myself time for self-care and making sure that I’m checking in with therapy

and, like, making sure that I’m not overwhelmed or like, my time is being cut

so short that I’m not like sleeping enough hours and stuff like that...I’d say,

there has to be a time period where I put [other things] away. Let me go take

a walk outside, listen to some music, relax a bit and just kind of be away from

my phone, or do something else that’s not related. To just kind of connect with

myself a little bit better.” [P16]

Lastly, P19 shared how he changed his self-presentation to symbolize the new beginning

he was marking after the hospitalization.

“You got to create, like a whole new person, you know, you can go back to the

old ways or you’ll probably, you’ll probably go back to to bad mental health
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issues, so basically try to create a new person...and even dressing different,

you know, people see me now and I’d have hoop earrings on, like, I never did

that. Just creating a whole new human being, that’s what I’m about.” [P19]

A common theme across these goals that people set for themselves was that they were

actively identifying and addressing daily stressors in their lives and making positive behav-

ioral changes to better manage their condition. P18 summarizes this accurately speaking

about how reintegration is more than just treating symptoms, particularly, focusing on the

everyday stressors with social relationship, finances, jobs, etc., that people face in their

lives outside the hospital.

“A lot of people just have a lot of issues that are not being addressed. They’re,

again, so focused on, you know, the pills and things. But like I say, maybe

there was something that was stressing them out, like, hey, I don’t have enough

money to feed myself, you know, I don’t have a license. which means I can’t

get services, you know, like food stamps or housing or whatever. I think that

[clinicians and hospital staff] don’t really help people in their everyday lives,

to kind of cope with that stress a little bit to help what’s inside. which I really

feel like puts people in a place where they’re just constantly in this fight or

flight response and survival mode.” [P18]

It takes a village. Beyond the individual’s role in managing their mental health con-

dition outside the hospital, we found that family members, friends and online social con-

nections together played an important role in supporting participants’ reintegration after

psychiatric hospitalization. We found that the role of others is important not only after

discharge but also during in-patient hospitalization experience. Particularly among par-

ticipants who were hospitalized for a longer duration ranging from weeks to months, we

found the importance of close friends visited them during the hospitalization or sending

cards thinking of them (P5, P19).
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After discharge, participants spoke about how their family made them ‘feel welcome’

(P5) to be back to their home. Others shared how feelings of acceptance after the hos-

pitalization experience and normalizing mental health challenges played a crucial role in

their recovery and reintegration journeys. P12 spoke about how her family treated her the

same after hospitalization due to lack of stigma. She shared her mother being especially

understanding, due to her own experiences with depression and anxiety, and helped her get

through the recovery and reintegration period.

“They didn’t change the way that they view me for having a mental illness.

That meant a lot to me.” [P16]

Participants’ friends and family also helped with managing their symptoms and cope

with their mental health condition after the hospitalization. P11 mentioned receiving a lot

of support from both family and friends. He mentioned how they would visit him frequently

after discharge and help him get back to a normal routine. P19, who faced challenges with

his memory after hospitalization, spoke about how his sister showed him pictures on his

phone to recollect past memories. Similarly, he spoke about watching videos with his

friends and this helped him to remember a lot of his friends he had lost memory of. P19

also mentioned how his family recorded moments during which he faced suicidal thoughts

and walked him through those videos as a way to give structure to his experience with

schizophrenia. This form of confronting inhibited thoughts and giving an experience struc-

ture and meaning is known to help self-management of mental health conditions and facil-

itate a sense of resolution [353]. P12 shared how her mother, who also experienced mental

health challenges, helped her with coping mechanisms during the reintegration period.

Another role that participants’ social connections played was as a source of informa-

tional support. P2 mentioned how his girlfriend shared links related to mental health sup-

port with him, even when he was not seeking for such informational support. He expressed

the important role this played in his recovery after the hospitalization.

“ Actually my girlfriend used to give me links. So, personally, I wasn’t like
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looking for such content, but my girlfriend sent me links to read about being in

the hospital.” [P2]

P2 shared how having at least one supportive person during the reintegration journey plays

a significant role.

“ I don’t have many friends. I think I spoke to one of my friends, and it is very

different. And so when we went to hospital because of my issues. They might

end up, I don’t know, may be they couldn’t take me for who I am. So, I would

just keep it myself apart from one friend or didn’t even tell them exactly where

I was...in the hospital. But for my girlfriend she knew everything. Because to

her it doesn’t matter. With my girlfriend on my side I think things were not

bad...she was really there for me.” [P2]

Apart from close friends and family members, participants spoke about the role other

social connections and support groups played in their lives during reintegration. For in-

stance, P12 spoke about how her boss at work was extremely supportive and understanding

of her hospitalization experiences and allowed her to take time off and slowly get back to a

normal work routine.

“my boss give me a break, and allowed me to work at home more because part

of the pressure at work was triggering my depression. but he cut work time for

me and eventually went back to working full time. but he helped me gradually,

gradually, ease into work. that helped a lot.” [P12]

The important role of family and friend was also emphasized by participants who felt

like they did not have such a community supporting their recovery and reintegration. P18

expressed feeling a lack of support from family and friends. She came back home after

discharge from the hospital by herself and had negative experiences of rejection from her

family. She shared that she made new friends while she was admitted in the hospital and
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how joining a support group, albeit unenthusiastically, helped with recovery after hospital-

ization.

“I don’t feel like I got a lot of support, I was kind of forced into a support

group, and actually really enjoyed that. Because of people that I felt like it kind

of surprised with what I was going through. And then I made some friends in

the hospital so I think that really kind of helped my overall recovery talking to

them and you know getting their perspective on what happened.” [P18]

Prior literature on mental health supports that the mechanisms we identified relating to

emotional and informational support, coping and management of symptoms are associated

with successful recovery and overall well-being [10]. We found that the social context of

the individual, either a single person or a community of people, involving family members,

friends, colleagues, ‘sympathetic others’, together shared the labor involved in navigating

reintegration after psychiatric hospitalization. Furthermore, we found that both pre-existing

social relationships as well as newly established connections have a role in supporting

reintegration journeys.

Online social lives intertwined with self-management of the mental illness

Online spaces for self-disclosure Confirming findings in prior literature, our partici-

pants also appropriated social technology platforms for mental health disclosures [185, 2].

We identified three different approaches to how participants considered disclosing about

their mental health challenges on social technologies like Facebook, Instagram, Youtube,

and others. Some participants noted being very private on online spaces and they mentioned

that they would never consider posting about their mental health experiences on online so-

cial platforms (P2, P6, P13). The stigma around mental health and the uncertainty in how

others might perceive them inhibited participants from disclosing to those outside their

close friends and family circles (P11). For example, P12 shared that she only disclosed to

people who needed to know about her condition, but that she would also tell others if they
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asked. The second approach to online disclosures (of psychiatric hospitalizations) involved

participants who felt comfortable to post about their mental health experiences on personal

social media platforms or online support groups. Among reasons that made participants

feel comfortable to post on their personal social media profiles about their mental health

condition, one frequently noted reason was other people’s prior knowledge of the partici-

pant’s condition (P1, P11.) P11 said, “Most of my friends knew about my situation. So, I

did not have any challenge posting it because they are aware I was in hospital.” In contrast

to face to face disclosures, P18 expressed that it was easier for her to disclose in online

support groups because she felt it was easier to say everything she wanted to say without

any interruptions. P18 also mentioned that with online support groups, there is no fear of

therapist mandatory reports. She said, on the benefit of disclosing in online support groups

compared to offline groups:

“I think online, you’re a little bit more receptive to open up and you are not

under like a time constraint, like in group in person, you may have a certain

amount of time. And because again there’s other people there, you can’t talk

over people or whatever. when you’re by yourself online, you can really say

everything you have to say and get it all out. Some people’s posts are very

very long I don’t know if everybody reads through the entire thing or not. But

you do feel like, again I’m being heard. I’m not being interrupted, I’m not

under constraint, I can really just say everything that I have to say. Whereas

in person, you may not necessarily get to do that and again because they can

put a face, you know with the name. we may be a little bit more hesitant to

say certain things, especially since it’s facilitated by, you know, therapists and

they’re mandatory reporters. So there are certain things, you’re probably not

going to say to them.” [P18]

The third approach participants adopted for online self-disclosures involved public

broadcasting disclosures to those outside their social circles. P19 used YouTube and Face-
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book live streaming to tell his story with mental illness to followers and discuss his recovery

process, especially following a hospitalization. P5 shared that he posted on Facebook and

Instagram about his experiences with mental illness and gained a significant number of fol-

lowers because of their stories. P15 also had a YouTube channel where she posted videos

on Christianity and music. On opening up about her hospitalization experiences, she said:

“I’ll probably open with my hospitalization experienced probably on YouTube

because I do gain a lot of views on YouTube. So I might put it on YouTube. I

might not really say it by posting on Instagram or posting on Tumblr.” [P15]

When asked about what she would share on YouTube, P15 said she wanted people to know

that, “life will get better. things can get better like right now you might be going through

something, but it takes time for, for you to get better.” P15 also noted she would feel more

comfortable opening up to her followers on YouTube than people in her life because she

did not like waiting for people’s response and the lack of reciprocation from her friends.

She said by posting on YouTube, she would be able to help a larger group of people:

“I think sharing it on YouTube is meaningful because of your experience, what

you’ve gone through and then, you can probably help someone. And that’s

how I feel, I feel like it’s more meaningful than talking to your friend about

it, because that’s just one person, and compare this with many other people.”

[P15]

While most participants experienced positive feedback and support when they opened

up about their condition online, one participant (P17), who had a public Facebook pro-

file for both his personal and business use, shared experiencing negative interactions and

harassment that made him skeptical to share more about their illness.

“People harassed me over the phone, I have like my business phone number up

on my website. But I have been harassed and I blocked people on Facebook,
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yes. I have been attacked emotionally by people on Facebook. They [people

who attacked] were people from high school, that, you know, people will add

you on Facebook based on connections from school or church or whatever.

And that doesn’t mean I was personally connected with them.” [P17]

Online spaces for support. Most commonly, we found that participants adopted social

technologies for reaching out and accessing social support. Majority of our participants

shared about finding and accessing support via technology only after their first psychiatric

hospitalization. Two mechanisms were predominant in the ways participants found social

support via social technology platforms after hospitalization.

First, majority of the participants mentioned belonging to an online support group,

most commonly on Facebook or on Whatsapp. On Facebook, participants mentioned large

groups formed by organizations like Mental Health America (MHA), National Alliance

on Mental Illness (NAMI), as well as smaller, local mental health awareness and support

groups. Some participants mentioned being part of WhatsApp groups, with several hun-

dred people, that facilitating sharing about mental health experiences, coping mechanisms

and supportive resources.

When we asked about how participants learned about these groups, we found several

points of entry through which participants entered online support groups. Most commonly,

participants shared that someone else in their lives introduced them to the groups (P2,

P7, P8) or pointed to them as a support resource. For instance, P2 spoke about how his

girlfriend shared a link with him through which we could join a local mental health support

group on WhatsApp. Other participants mentioned actively seeking out for support groups

after their hospitalization using features such as Facebook search. For instance, P12 spoke

about seeking out mental health groups on Facebook after hospitalization because she was

more aware of her problems and how these groups could benefit her. Once participants

joined a Facebook group, they revealed how they subsequently found more support groups

through the auto-generated suggested groups on Facebook (P1).
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We probed into the structure of these online support groups and how participants par-

ticipated and found meaningful support during their reintegration journeys. On Facebook,

most groups that participants belonged to were private Facebook groups that required mod-

erator approval to join. Participants shared how this enabled them to feel like these groups

were safe spaces and made them feel comfortable speaking about mental illness (P1, P18).

In contrast to the structure and moderation of Facebook groups, the WhatsApp groups that

participants belonged to were largely not moderated. P2 spoke about how the chatting

medium on Whatsapp and push notifications made it difficult for him to follow content on

the group.

“There’s a lot of notifications...people are chatting. Chatting always. When

you go offline and come back online or or leave your phone. So many notifica-

tions.” [P2]

One participant (P2) shared that he thought one member of his WhatsApp group might

be a licensed therapist because they frequently answered others’ questions. But, the lack

of affordances to archive roles and norms on WhatsApp groups made P2 unsure about rec-

ommendations on the group. Across Facebook and WhatsApp support groups, participants

described how members introduced themselves, shared stories about their mental health

condition and hospitalization experiences, as well as coping mechanisms. As also evi-

denced in prior work [1, 354, 355], reciprocity, informational support, reducing inhibitions

and stigma and normalizing mental health experiences contributed to the value our partici-

pants drew from these groups. P5 spoke about how there were so many people with many

different experiences on these groups that they were always able to relate to some content

or person on the group.

“I’m in there, talking about you know my experience being chronically in and

out. And recently, and for the extended period of time. And they all say the
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same thing you know it’s like it’s like coming into a new world, like being born

again.” [P19]

P10 shared about feeling inspired by others’ stories on the Facebook group she was

participated. She started sharing stories of people’s recovery and reintegration journeys

from the Facebook support group on her own timeline (with the individual’s consent), to

raise mental health awareness among her own social circle.

While not all participants actively participated in these online support groups by post-

ing or commenting, they noting benefiting from reading advice on coping with mental

illness and making positive life changes based on information shared in online groups (P2).

The second predominant mechanism through which participants drew benefits via social

technologies was by passively consuming supportive content on these platforms. Some-

times this included posts made by other individuals in an online support group. But, more

commonly participants mentioned following content on inspirational quotes, positive life

changes, positive behavioral changes, spirituality, etc. For instance, P4 spoke about follow-

ing a Twitter account that posted motivation quotes and how this content helped her.

“There’s a page on Twitter that usually shares motivational quotes. I go

through the articles they post. you know, get inspired and that really help

me to deal with my with my inner self. So I was able to be happy again.” [P4]

P8 also spoke about following Facebook pages that post inspirational quotes and spiritual

videos. He said, “[I get] the ups and the inspiration and that one would let me recover,

very quickly. Yes. And, yeah, most of them did they have the Facebook pages so just follow

the pages and get the posts and inspiration on a daily basis. And with that, it has helped

me to get the mental illness in control.” Lastly, some participants also mentioned finding

online meetings (P1, P3) and webinars (P6) related to mental health via social technologies.

Participants spoke about how these interactive meetings helped them during the COVID-19

pandemic when they could not access resources and care in-person.
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Negative aspects of social technology use that hinder management of mental illness.

So far, we discussed how participants found that social technologies supported their reinte-

gration journeys after the hospitalization. Alongside these benefits, participants also iden-

tified aspects of social technology use that they found harmful or not beneficial to their

recovery and reintegration.

Some participants found that spending too much time online on social technology plat-

forms was replacing the time they spent on social interactions in-person (P16).

“I felt as if I was spending too much time on my phone, to the point where I was

not physically present in the conversation or like I just needed time that I wasn’t

being bombarded by, you know, advertisements, friends from high school doing

this, friends and colleagues doing this, comparing yourself to other people.”

[P16]

The most commonly noted negative aspect of social technology use was related to feel-

ings of social comparison [356]. Participants described how seeing other people’s posts

about doing well in life made them fell less accomplished (P12) or bad about themselves

(P1). As P16 explained, “’Well, look, there’s a fitness Instagram model and like I just feel

like it creates so much of distress in a lot of ways that it’s kind of unnecessary. like as much

as it is entertaining it causes a lot of like, low key distress. to put it.” We found that feelings

of social comparison were particularly significant when they acted as triggers to people’s

mental health conditions. P12 also echoed feeling left behind, seeing other people’s posts

on Facebook. She said,

“I’ve been trying to avoid Facebook ever since because I will admit that some

of my triggers come from seeing how other people are doing so well and I feel

like I’m stuck.” [P12]

While P12 also participated in online support groups on Facebook as we described

above, she noted how these support groups have been helpful in managing her condition,
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but, she viewed them as short-term solutions. Specifically, P12 spoke about the content

on these support groups reminded her of her old experiences with mental illness that she

wished to move away from. From P12 (on negative aspect of support groups):“I wouldn’t

want to keep replaying my experience over and over and over again. I’d like to move on

from that.” Another participant spoke about the negative effects of consuming information

that was not helping their recovery and reintegration. P17, who was hospitalized in 2020,

shared that he deactivated his social media accounts after the hospitalization because he did

not wish to see posts about the California wildfires, and COVID-19 related deaths as that

affected his moods and mental state.

“That was kind of intense I didn’t want to say too much about that [mental

health], or the wildfires and COVID, which is kind of sad. I didn’t want to. I

didn’t want to see much about that. Yeah. Even though I wanted to be mindful

of people that are suffering I just did. It was kind of sad to hear about it.” [P17]

Prior experiences on the platform also affected P17’s decision to deactivate his Face-

book account after the hospitalization. He mentioned being cyberbullied, where someone

used profanity and hateful language on his posts. P17 also shared that a family member

posted hurtful comments about being hospitalized for mental health. Due to these past ex-

periences, P17 said he commonly deactivated his account when he decided to take a break

and focus on his mental well-being.

Transformation in digital habits and routines. Finally, we asked participants if their

use of social technologies changed after the hospitalization, compared to how they used

these platforms prior to the hospitalization. For many participants, we did not find any

active changes to time spent, digital habits and posting behaviors on social technologies.

They were already using these platforms in a specific, limited manner and their use did not

change due to the hospitalization (P2). For instance, P18 shared about always being private

and that she prefers to directly call or send messages to her friends as opposed to interac-

tions on social media. She mentioned that she did not like the idea of having information
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about her available to anyone other than people who already knew her background.

Other participants actively made changes to their online social lives, digital routines and

posting behaviors on social technologies after the psychiatric hospitalization. For example,

P16 shared about spending less time on Facebook and Instagram after the hospitalization

because she felt it was beneficial to limit screen time for her mental health. She mentioned

using a logging app on her phone to track her screen time. In contrast, some participants

increased their screen time and social technology use because they believed these platforms

mediated their offline social reintegration, i.e., they helped re-establish social connections

that they missed while they were hospitalized. P11, who had been in the hospital for

four months, shared that after discharge he got back on social media to re-establish his

online presence. He also felt comfortable posting again because that was the only way he

could share with friends his experiences and plan social interactions since his discharge.

Similarly, P5 spoke about always being active on WhatsApp and using it more frequently

after the hospitalization as he was not seeing his friends in person as much due to the

COVID-19 pandemic.

A few participants spoke about re-configuring their digital habits and social technology

use to better facilitate their reintegration journeys after the hospitalization. P1, who only

had a few high school friends on her Facebook friends list, spoke about actively joining five

Facebook groups for mental health support. She also mentioned restructuring her Facebook

feed by unfriending both toxic acquaintances and strangers, following health-related pages,

and joining mental health support groups: “I joined a whole bunch of new groups to try to

make sure that my Facebook feed was nourishing me and not, and not strangling me.” [P1]

“[I recommend] anybody struggling with any of these issues, to try to find

some groups on Facebook, especially if they use Facebook, that help increase

your support chances, the support system, your chances of staying mentally

healthy, because you’ve got all these extra people to interact with. Find online

meetings, or, you know, NAMI or any of the other mental health support places
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out there. Because, they’re out there! your people are out there, no matter who

you are, especially if you’re struggling with mental health. And you can be in

these groups, and you’re going to get affirmation statements, you’re going to

get really good quotes. You’re going to have people talking about their issues.

And you can be like, oh, wow, those are my issues here. So I helped with that.

I would definitely that would be the first thing I would encourage people to do.

Like, drop all of your friends from high school, pare your list down to people

you actually care about and are interested in, and definitely find a group or

two or five. I mean, you can make technology and social media, you can make

that work for you.” [P1]

P17 whose past experiences on Facebook included negative interactions and frequent

de-activation, spoke about how he blocked people who were hurtful, and started following

funny videos on Facebook Watch. He said he felt relaxed watching such videos and noted

that it was helpful for him after the hospitalization.

“Yeah, some of the videos that people post. I guess they are like bloopers or

just pranks, without hurting someone, but just kind of quirky, funny videos,

those help me...just seeing people make this video so I guess even like dance

videos and videos of people making different food from across the world. That

kind of helps.” [P17]

P17 also highlighted how social technology platforms differ from one another, and how

one might be better for him after the hospitalization experience. He mentioned that he

continued using Instagram (and not Facebook as much), because he does not have to see

other people’s status updates and interact with them: “You can just follow, post, and like

pictures, and you don’t have all these status updates all the time, and you can just scroll

down, keep scrolling.”
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P19 who did not share personal details on Facebook prior to the hospitalization shared

how he transformed his profile to a public-facing account. He continued using Facebook

and YouTube to stream a fitness series he had started before hospitalization. After the

hospitalization, he used these platforms to start a mental health series that benefited both

him and his subscribers. From P19 (on how getting back to making their Facebook series

helped them): “You know, regain your mental health, you know just doing stuff that helps

other people, versus focusing on yourself often.”

Interpretation of findings By investigating the social lives of individuals after psychi-

atric hospitalization, this study presents people’s shifting goals, priorities and challenges

during the process of reintegration and unpacks how social lives are intertwined with man-

agement of illness. Our findings on people’s reintegration journeys after psychiatric hos-

pitalization corroborate that both clinical recovery (i.e. reduction in symptoms) and social

reintegration (resuming social roles) need to go hand-in-hand for overall well-being of

those with mental illness [105, 329]. Further, we lay out details on the intersection be-

tween clinical and social factors affecting people’s lives after psychiatric hospitalization.

During the period after discharge, we identified participants’ goals and responsibilities such

as re-establishing social connections, resuming social roles, and management of the illness

outside the hospital. However, stigma related to mental illness, over-reliance on others, lack

of support and change in living circumstances presented challenges to achieving these post-

hospitalization goals. The interplay between people’s goals and challenges due to mental

health impacted both clinical recovery and social reintegration. On one hand, we identified

how social factors impacted management of illness. We found that perceptions of stigma,

at both an individual and societal level, affected how participants viewed themselves and

accessed pathways to care. For instance, participants most affected by stigma perceptions

mentioned cutting social ties with family members and friends, online and offline, because

they were unsure how they would react to mental health experiences, presenting obstacles
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to successful recovery [103]. On the other hand, clinical aspects like aberrations in men-

tal health symptoms during the recovery period also impacted people’s social lives. Some

participants distanced themselves from social interactions either because they were still re-

covering from mental health symptoms and did not feel comfortable being around others,

or because reducing interactions was perceived as beneficial for their recovery.

The intersection of clinical recovery and social reintegration especially impacted peo-

ple’s online social lives after the hospitalization. Participants mentioned that it was mostly

after the psychiatric hospitalization that they considered disclosure and support resources

on online social technology platforms. We found that social technologies supported par-

ticipants recovery and reintegration journeys by mediating social interactions, providing

spaces for disclosure and support and sources for positive health changes. However, nega-

tive feelings related to social comparison, emotional triggers from content seen online and

negative online interactions caused distress to some participants and presented hindrances

to their efforts towards recovery and reintegration journeys.

Examining these factors together calls attention to people’s shifting goals and priorities

and the transformations in their social lives during the periods after hospitalization. In the

following subsections, we reflect on how these findings inform researchers, clinicians and

designers of social technologies invested in improving mental health care.

6.3 Discussion

Theoretical Implications Anchoring on psychiatric hospitalizations as a liminality, in

the first study, we combined clinical perspectives – around symptomatic expression and

recovery, with social perspectives – around stigma and reintegration. Guided by the Pos-

sible Selves framework [281], we provided an empirically derived taxonomy to represent

and then understand individuals’ mental health status transitions. Our approach thus en-

abled incorporating people’s heterogeneous experiences around recovery and reintegration

in the computational modeling of mental health. By combining the two perspectives, we
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presented an exploration of the intersection and the significance of considering social and

clinical perspectives on mental health. This illuminates important theoretical implications.

As noted above, computational approaches to study mental health within HCI, digital

psychiatry, and machine learning frame the individual in two broad, distinct ways: as a

patient who is receiving clinical care and institutionalized treatment for a validated diag-

nosis [7, 357], or as a vulnerable individual who is seeking social care and support for

management of a mental health condition, such as from their networks of loved ones and

peers, offline and online [335, 1, 2]. The word patient comes from the Latin “patiens,”

from “patior,” meaning to suffer or bear. Scholars have expressed criticism of this con-

ceptualization. It tends to objectify the person with mental illness [330], disregards their

sufferings and identity outside of the clinical definition of the illness [331], and fails to con-

sider the challenges people need to overcome beyond symptom management to get back

to life following hospitalizations [110]. In contrast, when the clinical facet of one’s mental

illness trajectory is ignored only to consider their vulnerability and self- and peer-supported

management efforts, this latter conceptualization fails to account for the obstacles an indi-

vidual faces in navigating a formalized treatment plan in concert with their own attempts.

Research has shown that in some cases this lack of consideration of the relationship of

social and clinical care can interfere with evidence-based treatment, create tensions in the

patient-provider alliance, and even lead to detrimental mental health outcomes [101].

The repercussions of this disjoint consideration have been noted in recent social com-

puting literature [358]. Chancellor, Baumer, and De Choudhury highlighted that the rep-

resentation of people’s experiences and data in machine learning work on mental health

– as a patient, disorder, data point or a person – may inadvertently risk dehumanization,

poor and incomplete characterization of the mental health experience, and present serious

consequences to scientific rigor [359]. Relatedly, findings from Chapter 5 surfaced the

differentiating uses of social media for mental health, showing that representations of peo-

ple’s experiences who make disclosures on social media and seek social support for mental
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health, poorly generalize to those of patients receiving clinical care [186]. At the crux of

these observations is the fact that peoples’ mental health statuses and needs are not iso-

lated, discrete attributes, but are temporally situated experiences of the same person who is

in transition, given the dynamic nature of their illness.

Framed in terms of Van Gennep’s liminality [112], using our derived taxonomy of PSS,

we could examine the transitions of individuals as they enter and leave the role of a pa-

tient (Section 5). For example, an individual could move from the self-regulation focused

PSS they expressed as a non-patient before hospitalization, to the withdrawal-focused PSS

post-hospitalization, that is reminiscent of them being a patient at the hospital facility. Our

taxonomy could further reveal the transitions that are indicative of reintegration after psy-

chiatric hospitalizations (Section 6), such as those shifting from the self-awareness PSS im-

mediately after they were a patient, to the incorporatation-focused PSS in the longer-term,

as a way to embrace the non-patient identity again. This way, we showcased how a holis-

tic view of an individual’s mental health state, as indicated in their clinical recovery and

social reintegration can be derived by understanding their various possible selves surround-

ing hospitalizations. We did so by demonstrating a theoretically- and clinically-grounded

computational approach that amalgamates insights from people’s medical histories as well

as their social media data.

Drawing upon our work, future research leveraging digital traces for prediction of men-

tal health states can benefit from noting that people’s mental health statuses and their exhi-

bition on social media are heterogeneous, and contextualized within the individuals’ spe-

cific needs for clinical treatment and social support. Multimodal approaches, like Gaussian

Mixture Models [282], that we adopt in RQ1, when formulated with theory (such as the

Possible Selves framework [281]) and punctuated with clinical insights (Section 4), can

reveal differentiating patterns of behaviors and use of social media within the same popula-

tion. This way our work contrasts the theoretical models used to understand health transi-

tions in prior CSCW research [135], which consider that the experiences of all individuals
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across the illness journey are the same, and that these transitions are largely uni-directional

and permanent. Adopting a personalized approach, our taxonomy gives three distinct sets

of behaviors that are dominant before psychiatric hospitalization – self-regulation, self-

awareness, and sociality focused PSS. These characterizations of mental health statuses can

enrich personalized predictive models for early interventions that consider an individual’s

clinical as well as social pathways of care. Similarly, research primarily focusing on social

support mechanisms for mental health could leverage how clinical aspects to care such as

hospitalizations, medication adherence etc. impact support outcomes. For instance, in this

study our proposed empirical framework of transitions revealed that first hospitalization

experiences lead most people to transition into the withdrawal focused PSS, whereas those

re-hospitalized are able to maintain the incorporation focused PSS. The support seeking

goals and outcomes for the former group might be significantly distinct from the latter –

insights that could contextualize how different individuals use of social media to find help

and advice around their mental distress.

Digital breaks in the context of mental health experiences Research in CSCW and

HCI has focused on articulating and classifying different types of technology use and non-

use including framings such as digital divide [360], and dimensions like volitionality [351],

disenchantment or disinterest [350], resistance [351], among others. In the context of psy-

chiatric hospitalization and social technology use, the period of digital break is due to

institutionalized mandates that do not permit individuals to access their devices and online

sources during the period of hospitalization. As we discussed in section 6.2.2, participants’

feelings about their digital breaks extended beyond existing categories and conceptualiza-

tions of non-use. Initially, the relationship between technology and use in our participant

sample might relate to the “limiting use” category of non-use – people who systematically

limited their use of a platform due to social, professional or institutional pressures [349].

However, in contrast to institutional pressures at, say, a workplace, individuals hospitalized
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at a psychiatric facility do not have the power to negotiate technology access and use until

they are discharged. How can we understand participant’s feelings of anxiety, overwhelm

and the fear of missing out in relation to digital breaks and re-gaining access to technol-

ogy? What, then, are the nuances in digital breaks in the context of reintegration for mental

health – circumstances when digital breaks can both be nourishing as well as alienating?

Our findings help to triangulate and confirm results from prior work on people returning

to social media after a break. We find that un-friending practices and updating friends lists

is a common practice across both contexts [361, 362]. Consistent with prior work, we

also note concerns about boundary regulation and privacy as people get back online after

periods of digital breaks, observed in our findings about disclosure and the segregation of

public and private online profiles [361].

However, there are a few characteristics of mental health experiences and psychiatric

hospitalizations as periods of digital break that separate our results from other work. First,

participants had no agency or choice in taking digital breaks during hospitalization. Also,

the period of digital break in this context is unknown, because it is often unclear when one

is ready to be discharged from the hospital. The periods of hospitalization in our study

ranged from one week to several months. While our findings do not let us disentangle the

effects of hospitalization duration on how participants re-established online presence, we

anticipate this duration to be an important variable affecting getting back online after dig-

ital breaks. Second, more so than in other contexts [363, 349], social surveillance [364]

(i.e. by people gathering information about other people) and identity management dur-

ing re-entry periods online can play a bigger role in populations experiencing psychiatric

hospitalization due to the societal stigma around mental illness. Lastly, reversion to online

social platforms in the context of our participants can be perceived as a need or necessity

due to the post-hospitalization goals of reintegration and re-gaining social connections.

Future work on mental health and technology use can pay attention to such nuances, id-

iosyncrasies, and uniqueness in different people’s digital breaks in the context of mental
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illness hospitalization.

Social technology affordances and their role in mental health support Our study on

people’s reintegration journeys (Section 6.2) shows that social technology affordances such

as visibility [365], pseudo-/anonymity [366], broadcasting communication [367, 368], one-

on-one interactions [238, 369], etc., have enabled participants to use these platforms to-

wards their mental health recovery and reintegration, by participating in online support

groups [1], making disclosures about their experiences [355], seeking informational sup-

port, sources for positive behavioral changes and re-connecting with people in their lives.

Outside of “active” [370] interactions with people and content online, participants also

mentioned the benefits they drew from scrolling, viewing videos, and passive consumption

of online content. The benefits people draw from the latter practices are often invisible to

researchers when we focus on archived digital trace data or “active” use of social media.

Recent work has highlighted the importance of understanding and incorporating these

invisible practices such as passive browsing of social media postings, or non-clicking into

experiences on social media platforms [371]. Situating our findings in this body of work

draws attention to the concept of engaged lurking, a “strategic and idiosyncratic activ-

ity” that lets users meet their needs online while avoiding other concerns [371, 372, 373].

Scrolling and non-clicking practices are also viewed by this literature as privacy-protecting

activities [374, 375]. This is particularly important in the case of mental health experiences

in the aftermath of a socially stigmizing experience like a hospitalization, as users may

fear revealing their health status to online audience by leaving behind visible digital traces.

While we did not further investigate participants’ motivations for passively consuming on-

line content in this study, it is likely that they do so as for privacy reasons or to circumvent

online advertisements and algorithmic content curation.

Furthermore, these invisible practices might also differentiate the social benefits that

people draw from social technology use for reintegration. While our participants men-
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tioned drawing certain benefits from passively consuming content online, how to do the

social benefits and negative feelings of social comparison play out when people adopt these

invisible practices of viewing content? How does the role of social technology in reintegra-

tion for mental health vary among groups that “actively” engage with people and content

online vs. groups that adopt invisible engagement practices online. Future work can ex-

amine these differences and the differentiating role of social technology use for mental

health.

Clinical Implications Reintegration and self-management of mental health symptoms

outside the hospital and institutionalized clinical treatment strongly impact future clin-

ical outcomes and overall well-being of individuals [91, 329]. Clinical literature high-

lights the importance of social reintegration and community participation in avoiding re-

hospitalizations and supporting the clinical goals of recovery [103, 117] . However, rein-

tegration is a complicated phenomenon to identify and existing instruments and validated

measurements are limited; often they are specific to the domain are such as incarcera-

tion [376], refugee migration [377] etc.). Our empirical findings can inform clinical prac-

tices along the following directions.

Post-discharge care and support How one manages their illness outside of institution-

alized clinical treatment strongly impacts both future clinical outcomes and overall well-

being [329, 91]. But after discharge from the hospital, clinicians often lose timely contact

with their patients which present challenges for continued care and support [328]. Even

when patients adhere to clinical followup appointments, the emphasis is on treatment of

symptoms and managing medication use and adherence, rather than on improvement in so-

cial well-being of the individual [103]. Clinical studies have highlighted the importance

of social reintegration and community participation in avoiding re-hospitalizations and

supporting the clinical goals of recovery [103]. However, reintegration is a complicated

phenomenon to identify and existing instruments and validated measurements are lim-
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ited [378]. Importantly, reintegration in mental illness is poorly understood for the reasons

above. The predictive assessment of reintegration from Section 6.1 revealing likelihood of

reintegration after hospitalization can help clinicians better understand the outside-hospital,

post-discharge experiences of people. Especially for young adolescent populations, who

are one of the most affected demographic with mental disorders [379], social media is a

significant part of their identity and social lives [380]. How people re-establish their on-

line presence and social connections after stigmatizing hospitalization events can act as

collateral information [381] for follow-up during clinical sessions, discharge practices and

community care. Findings from the interview study further highlight the implication of

social technology use in people’s reintegration journeys.

Our findings from Section 6.2 showed that psychiatric hospitalization removes indi-

viduals from their social lives, both online and offline. On top of that, participants felt

overwhelmed by the sudden transition back into their normal lives, as well as triggered by

life circumstances that contributed to their initial hospitalization. Accordingly, we suggest

that prior to discharge, clinicians (including clinical psychologists, psychiatrists, and so-

cial workers) can discuss the process of social reintegration with patients. They can assist

patients in developing a plan that allows them to slowly return to their everyday routine.

As a patient reintegrates, they are leaving an environment centered around their mental

illness for one that generally stigmatizes it. Our participants said that they may also exit

the hospital with additional anxiety regarding the stigma that surrounds psychiatric hospi-

talization, as well as personal and professional complexities brought to the fore due to the

hospitalization, whether around getting back to an abusive partner or dealing with home-

lessness. Clinicians could alleviate some of this anxiety by periodically assessing patient’s

preparedness towards reintegration and getting back to their normal lives. Clinicians can

further help patients learn how to disclose their conditions to trusted others, whether online

or offline. However, patients must also feel prepared in deciding whether or not to disclose,

as social stigma may result in negative reactions from others. Many participants noted the
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crucial role that friends and family played in helping them readjust to their lifestyles. We

discussed how several participants ended unhealthy friendships following hospitalization,

both in their personal lives and on social media. It is important that clinicians ensure their

patients have some form of a support system to assist them in the reintegration process. In

doing so, they can also discuss the negative aspects of their patients’ social lives, as some

patients may have relationships or life circumstances that contribute to their struggles with

mental health.

Sensemaking in health care settings Making sense of health status transitions is of

critical importance for people who are dealing with life disruptions, such as health-related

challenges [382]. Clinical research suggests that individuals involve in a “laborious sense-

making activity” to “create a new link between past, present, and future” [383] in their

search for normality and self-regulation [383]. Godbold et al. [384, 385] found that people

with compromised health bridged information gaps by orienting themselves to repeated

themes and to notions of what is “normal” among a group of peers. Accordingly, the

taxonomy and findings from the first study demonstrate how people’s embodiment in a

combination of possible selves statuses surrounding psychiatric hospitalizations can act as

new information in discursive therapy sessions and help in sensemaking of hospitalization

experiences. Drawing from work in personal informatics and self-reflection [386, 18], the

extracted PSS can act as questions that people pursue about their data to maintain awareness

of their status relative to a goal (like social functioning or reintegration), or even for the

purpose of self-experimentation to examine the efficacy of current treatment strategies. The

Possible Selves framework [281] is also known to elicit behavioral change and has been

adopted in psychotherapy [387], because the very conceptualization process of possible

selves may lead the way toward more planned and intentional interventions. Supported by

our taxonomy of PSS transitions, clinicians and therapists can encourage patients to discuss

their recovery and reintegration trajectories. For instance, if a person was transitioning

into a withdrawal-focused PSS in the long term (indicating an overall reduction in activity
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and engagement with others) clinicians can encourage them to discuss and address any

challenges to social reintegration they might be facing after hospitalization. The derived

transitions between PSS from RQ2 in Section 6.1 can further act as a component through

which self-motivation and self-knowledge are influenced [286] in clinical care settings –

after all, the essence of sensemaking for an individual with mental distress is often to

embrace a positive change.

Holistic understanding of mental health resources available post-hospitalization Be-

yond mediating social interactions after the hospitalization, we found that social technolo-

gies played a significant role in participant’s self management of their condition. In this

work we found a plethora on social technology platforms such as Facebook, Whatsapp,

Instagram, Youtube, Reddit, including video-conferencing tools and webinars, that played

a role in care pathways after hospitalization. Our findings suggest that better understand-

ing of the sources available to people via social technologies for management of mental

illness can inform clinicians in their provision of post-discharge care. We found that after

first psychiatric hospitalization experiences, participants appropriated platforms like Face-

book, Twitter, Instagram, Youtube and Reddit to disclose about their illness, reach out and

provide social support to similar others and share coping mechanisms and challenges to

their reintegration online. Online disclosure and social support were particularly helpful

for participants who did not feel comfortable disclosing to many people in their life. Ma-

jority of our participants shared that they had no prior knowledge about the types of online

support groups available to them – most commonly they became aware of such groups’

existence after being informed by another person in their life. Patients might benefit from

having a compiled set of online resources available to them on different social platforms,

and considerations that go into the use of these platforms for overall well-being. While

clinicians themselves might not always be aware of all available resources, given that they

are aware of their patients’ needs and histories, they might be able to use such a resource to

recommend which specific ones to use, and which ones patients might want to avoid. Fur-
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thermore, the ways participants appropriated social technologies presented positive benefits

as well as challenges to their mental health journeys. In collaboration with their clinicians,

patients could consider the aspects of their social technology use that may be damaging

to their mental health and come up with a plan collaboratively to develop a more positive

practices. Such a plan could even be adapted over time and persistently, as an individual

pursues their recovery and reintegration journey. Lastly, we note a caveat that the inclu-

sion of social technology platforms as resources for post-discharge care should not exclude

opportunities for care for those who do not use such platforms.

Design implications Designing for online social reintegration In our work, we found

evidence suggesting that Facebook can act as space for online social reintegration for in-

dividuals transitioning around psychiatric hospitalizations. Findings from the first study

showed that emotional and personal sharing around hospitalization is predictive of rein-

tegration in the future. Those who show a high likelihood of reintegration stay in touch

with friends via messages more so than those who do not show these signals. So how

can we design social media to support peoples’ reintegration journeys? Extensive liter-

ature shows that social media use is associated with social capital gains – both bonding

capital in the form of emotional support received from strong ties [90], and bridging cap-

ital in the form of new information received from weak ties [88]. Social capital benefits

are immensely helpful to individuals during post-hospitalization periods. Strong ties can

provide relationship maintenance benefits [388] and emotional support [389] after the psy-

chiatric hospitalization. Weak ties can similarly be helpful. Regaining employment, access

to new information and resources, support for health-related stigma and community sup-

port are all important factors that support reintegration journeys that weak ties are known

to provide [125, 390]. Consistent with prior work on identity transitions [119], we found

that social media enables people to embody multiple, heterogeneous possible selves sur-

rounding hospitalization. Prior work suggests that individuals attempt to manage the link
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between their previous and current identity by editing self-presentational data, and the con-

figuration of the network itself [339]. In the case of transitions surrounding hospitalization,

individuals may wish to draw on social capital benefits discussed above from a selective set

of Facebook friends, while not disclosing to others on their network. They might embody

multiple PSS, say both incorporation-focused and withdrawal-focused PSS after hospital-

ization. How can we design social media to support selective presentation of the PSS to

different audiences? To support this multiplicity, it will be helpful if platforms provided

better controls for audience segmentation and selection [391], so that the multiple possible

selves can be presented to appropriate audiences without inhibition and negative repercus-

sions like context collapse or compromised privacy.

Personalized technology-based interventions for mental health Technology-based be-

havioral and psychological intervention strategies are increasingly applied to mental health

for self-assessment and self-monitoring, psychoeducation, goal setting, and skill building

[392]. To obtain desired outcomes, sustained client engagement and participation are cru-

cial; however, technology-based interventions are known to have challenges with limited

participation and high attrition rates [393]. Moreover, existing interventions consider dif-

ferent symptoms as distinct entities without taking into account the person’s social and

ecological context. However, the clinical literature says that the boundaries between the

presentation of different disorders are often not so strict [394]. One way to improve en-

gagement and create room for representing individualized heterogeneity of mental health

states and experiences could be factoring in the specific individual’s experiences into the in-

tervention design and tailor support and care according to their context. The Possible Selves

framework [281] and methodology we adopt in study 1 can be applied to engagement data

from intervention tools to uncover patterns of behaviors that can inform personalized deliv-

ery of support and care [395]. From RQ2 in Section 6.1, we found that after hospitalization

two distinct prominent trajectories emerge: those who incorporate the illness and get back

to social lives, and those who withdraw from active use of platforms. The support needs
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of these two groups might vary drastically and the intervention tools can account for these

differences to maintain engagement from clients with varied experiences. In essence, we

posit that such an approach to describe a person’s clinical and social care needs, as well

as their mental health state aligns with the vision of NIMH’s Research Domain Criteria

(RDoC) [394], that defines five ‘domains’ each reflecting a psychophysiological system in

which a person’s functioning is impaired, to different degrees. The PSS-based recovery

and reintegration trajectories can also inform out-patient programs or community integra-

tion programs that are traditionally referred to patients by social workers or staff during the

time of discharge from the hospital. Specifically, this information might help contextualize

how clinical treatment (as provided by the hospital), and social care (outside the hospital),

including technology-mediated support, might contribute to a collaborative recovery and

reintegration plan.

Designing for digital breaks Drawing on the nuances of digital breaks in the context of

psychiatric hospitalization and mental health experiences, we identify design opportunities

for social technology platforms to support people getting back online. Platform designers

can pay attention to facilitating taking breaks from social technology. In the context of rein-

tegration after psychiatric hospitalization, facilitating breaks would involve a set of closely

connected, trusted considerations. First, platforms can begin to consider the design of push

notifications after digital breaks or periods of inactivity to reduce feelings of overwhelm

and anxiety due to information overload. Second, designs and affordances that provide

safe spaces and support self-disclosure and selective sharing, i.e. supporting users to share

personal, sensitive content in a way they feel comfortable about the privacy of their posts,

could better facilitate mechanisms for reintegration. Importantly, as has been noted in

recent HCI research, platforms need to be sensitive and respectful to people’s life circum-

stances around major events and transitions [341], including psychiatric hospitalization.

For instance, special consideration could be given to algorithmic ranking of information

feeds, personalized features such as Facebook’s “Year in Review” and advertisement rec-
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ommendations for users who return after long breaks from the platform, including thinking

through when and for who are these features appropriate at all.

Controls to manage information feeds While several participants in the second study

highlighted the benefits of consuming inspirational content about positive life changes on

social technology platforms, others mentioned how the information they consume online

was stress-inducing, triggering their mental health symptoms or eliciting feelings of social

comparison. However, only a few participants adopted practices like blocking, unfriending,

re-configuring Facebook’s News Feed settings or deactivating their accounts to counteract

the negative effects. Platform designers can better account for these effects by providing

users more agency and control in configuring their information feeds and recommenda-

tions. This could include features for controlling how much they see a specific type of

content on their feeds. For instance, platforms can design “algorithmic marketplaces” pro-

viding a suite of content ranking and recommendation algorithms to users, who can select

the desired ones based on their life circumstances. A feature like this would support sev-

eral participants in our study, including who wished to only see funny videos to relax their

moods, those who wished to stop seeing content triggering social comparison or mental

health symptoms, and those who wished to only see positive, inspirational, or reaffirm-

ing quotes. Similarly, existing features for blocking, taking a break from other people’s

content, un-following, etc., can be made more apparent and easily accessible to users by

providing “feature guides”, for instance, to recommend their use.

We note an important caveat in these design suggestions. For psychiatric hospitalization,

relapse is exceptionally common and people undergo multiple transitions and periods of

lack of access to resources and technology non-use throughout their illness trajectory. Sev-

eral participants in our study noted how one hospitalization was more prominent in their ex-

perience than others. People’s reintegration journeys with and without social technologies

may vary from one hospitalization experience to another. These design suggestions, there-

fore, cannot be uncritically followed without additional context about the specific person’s
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needs, demands, or the broader life situation. Further research is needed to understand

digital breaks in the context of psychiatric hospitalizations under the lens of technology

non-use.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSION

The central hypothesis in this thesis is: social media, and algorithmic approaches informed

by clinical and patient stakeholder perspectives, can support clinical and social pathways to

care for mental health in the form of patient-provider interventions and social support provi-

sions. My approach to developing a comprehensive understanding of the efficacy of social

media for mental health care in this thesis has been primarily computational and empirical:

I presented how mental health attributes can be characterized based on social media data,

I developed computational models and evaluation techniques to examine whether social

media data can assist in predicting clinical outcomes, and I discussed both qualitative and

quantitative observational studies to improve understanding of mental health experiences

and social media use. This approach necessitated close collaborations with domain stake-

holders like clinical researchers and practitioners (psychiatrists and clinical psychologists)

and people with lived experiences. Similarly, in characterizing and understanding mental

health attributes from digital traces, this work heavily draws from social psychology, health

sciences and psycholinguistics literature. In this chapter, I summarize the contributions of

this thesis to theory and practice and discuss broader challenges, limitations and future

directions that are possible due to this work.

7.1 Contributions

7.1.1 Theoretical contributions

Differential uses of social technologies for mental health This thesis presents a first

empirical study to assess the quality of different social media-derived signals in predicting

clinical diagnoses of mental illness, for treatment and patient-provider interventions. In
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doing so, this work unpacks the differentiating ways in which people appropriate social

technologies for mental health and the efficacy of characterizing these behaviors as clinical

outcomes. Through a series of works, we demonstrate that working with data volunteered

and contributed by clinically diagnosed patient populations is imperative to realize the true

potential of social media data in assisting clinical decision making. Furthermore, these

findings surface methodological gaps in prior work employing social media data for pre-

dicting mental health states ranging from the uncertainties in the construct validity of the

proxy signals, and poor theoretical grounding, to a variety of population and data sampling

biases. As a remedial proposal, this thesis presents guidelines and research practices for

participatory algorithmic development to address these methodological challenges.

Therapeutic outcomes of online broadcasting disclosures By analyzing the linguistic

content shared around schizophrenia disclosures on Twitter, this work found that therapeu-

tic benefits, are apparent even in broadcasting disclosures shared via a public social media

platform like Twitter. For instance, long term trends indicative of reduction in the negative

syndromes of the condition, such as decreasing negative affect, increasing positive affect,

greater future orientation and reduced self preoccupation are observed. Consistent with

prior work, these findings support the “venting out” phenomenon on social media; by dis-

closing one’s deepest thoughts and feelings on social media, one can suppress and inhibit

dysfunctional negative thoughts.

Impact of reciprocity and social support from online social networks on mental health

disclosures This work also sheds light on the role of an “invisible audience” on online

social platforms and the disclosure benefits people draw in connecting and opening up to

such an audience. As such the online disclosure of mental health concerns and experiences

may be framed as an interpersonal process, in which people regulate their disclosures based

on what the invisible audience chooses to disclose about them – this supported by the ob-

servation that after the disclosure events, individuals tend to discuss more frequently about
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stigma related issues and consistently about mental illness topics, both of which are known

indicators of reduced inhibition or self-restraint. Chapter 4 further provides evidence of

reciprocity, both topically and temporally, in the interactions between the audience and

disclosers. Although the nature of audience providing these social capital resources is

nebulous, i.e. the disclosers may not necessarily know who this audience is, even if they

have an imagined mental conception of who it might be, the reciprocal engagement that

the audience provides over time confirms prior observations about online social platforms

facilitating formation and maintenance of social capital and social support.

An empirically-derived taxonomy of heterogeneous behavioral patterns characteriz-

ing people’s health transitions around psychiatric hospitalizations People’s mental

health statuses and their exhibition on social media are heterogeneous, and contextualized

within the individuals’ specific needs for clinical treatment and social support. In contrast

to theoretical models used to understand health transitions in prior CSCW research that

assume homogeneity, the taxonomy presented in Chapter 6 identifies heterogeneous be-

havioral patterns exhibited online around psychiatric hospitalization. The insights derived

from the taxonomy, combining medical records and social media data, such as distinct

behaviors exhibited prior and post hospitalization, can inform and enrich personalized pre-

dictive models for early interventions as well as tailored social support provisions along the

course of the illness.

Recovery and Reintegration trajectories in mental health Insights from this thesis

add to understanding of recovery and reintegration journeys in mental health. Based on

the taxonomy of status exhibited by people with mental illness surrounding psychiatric

hospitalization, this work identified common recovery and reintegration trajectories. These

trajectories further unpacked the differences in mental health experiences across study pop-

ulation – while 66.6% of the transitions from incorporation to withdrawal focused status

are seen during the first hospitalization events experienced by people, the majority of the
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cases where individuals remain in the incorporation focused status before and after the hos-

pitalization (58.3%) were observed during subsequent hospitalizations (like the 2nd, 4th,

or 5th hospitalization recorded for the individual). Consistent with literature from psychi-

atry, nursing and social work, these findings provide contextualized details about people’s

mental health status along the course of the illness, informing the design and development

of technology-based interventions for mental health.

Role of social technologies in reintegration after psychiatric hospitalizations Find-

ings from this thesis reveal the different approaches people adopted to re-establish social

connections immediately after discharge from the hospital, demonstrating the role of on-

line social platforms as spaces supporting reintegration in mental health. In relation to their

reintegration journeys, social technology use supported as well as hindered participants’

illness trajectories. While participants drew several social benefits from disclosure and so-

cial support via technology, some felt that their use of these platforms hindered their path

to reintegration, due to feelings of social comparison, negative interactions, and emotional

triggers to their mental health symptoms.

7.1.2 Practical contributions

Demonstration of efficacy of social media data in predicting clinical outcomes This

thesis provides evidence that social media activity captures objective linguistic and behav-

ioral markers of psychotic relapse in young individuals with recent onset psychosis. The

machine learning models described in Chapter 3 demonstrate that it is possible to make

personalized predictions of imminent relapse hospitalizations at the patient-specific level.

These models alongside the participatory research approach involving clinician and patient

perspectives serve as critical building blocks for the development of social-media based

algorithmic systems for clinical decision making. The specific details on features that are

predictive of schizophrenia disclosures or relapse hospitalizations, such as increased use
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of swear and anger related words, first person pronoun use, co-tagging behaviors and late

night social media use, also inform clinicians new risk markers indicative of exacerbated

mental health conditions.

Model of online social reintegration Reintegration is a complicated phenomenon to

identify and existing instruments and validated measurements are limited; often they are

specific to the domain being investigated (such as incarceration, refugee migration etc.).

The predictive assessment of reintegration from Chapter 6 revealing likelihood of reinte-

gration after hospitalization helps clinicians better understand the outside-hospital, post-

discharge experiences of people. Especially for young adolescent populations, who are one

of the most affected demographic with mental disorders, social media is a significant part

of their identity and social lives. How people re-establish their online presence and social

connections after stigmatizing hospitalization events can act as collateral information for

follow-up during clinical sessions, discharge practices and community care.

Details on social media features that support disclosure and experiences related to

mental health This thesis presents evidence on social media features that support people

in making sensitive disclosures, reaching out and providing social support and managing

self-presentation and connections during major life transitions like psychiatric hospitaliza-

tion. The presence of the observed therapeutic benefits on Twitter, despite the stark affor-

dances and norms of use of the platform, extends existing discussions in recent research:

that the dichotomy between online and online expression, and its role in enabling candid

self-disclosures, whether in the dyadic (private) or the broadcasting (public) form, might

be blurring after all. Or that, the disclosers’ are creating new opportunities to derive ther-

apeutic benefits from short-form, spontaneous blurbs shared on public social media plat-

forms, going beyond the structure of online dyadic therapist-client settings. Features such

as Twitter mentions and the ability to reciprocate with personal, sensitive stories is found

to impact disclosers’ sharing of mental health experiences. Chapter 4 details how online
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platforms can be designed to support safe spaces for sharing mental health experiences.

Similarly, findings from Chapter 7 highlight that while consumption and participation in

online communities supported people’s reintegration journeys after psychiatric hospitaliza-

tion, emotional triggers to feelings of social comparison and negative interactions on these

platforms presented hindrances to successful recovery. Understanding these features and

their impact on people’s well-being and mental health outcomes is critical in designing

safe, healthy, supportive spaces on social media.

Informing the design of technology-assisted therapy tools and online mental health

communities A crucial aspect of these technology-assisted therapy tools is providing the

volunteers or the AI agents adequate resources, so they can successfully engage in conver-

sations with help seekers. To do so, there is a need to capture timely feedback, in terms of

the nature and quality of engagement (of the volunteer or AI agent), and their impact on

future disclosure behavior of the help seekers. With the forecasting methodology described

in Chapter 4, interactive systems can be built to enable the volunteers/agents/algorithms

act on the help seekers/disclosers feedback on engagement in a timely manner. Similarly,

the framework for studying patterns in audience engagement with respect to what the dis-

closers reveal about themselves can be adopted to identify specific engagement patterns

signaling reciprocity. Upon identification, the usage of these markers can by promoted —

either manually as guidelines to volunteers and support providers or algorithmically in the

case of conversational agents. Finally, moderation efforts in online support communities

and social media platforms can adopt our methodologies to similarly motivate audiences

engage meaningfully with vulnerable self-disclosing individuals and to thereby create pos-

itively beneficial online therapeutic spaces.
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7.2 Ethics

Participant Safety The introduction of insights from social media data into clinical set-

tings, as discussed above, requires careful consideration of ethical implications concerning

privacy, ethics, consent and clinical responsibility. First, consent procedures would not

only need to include privacy and confidentiality with respect to data collection and data

use, but also the clinical settings (in-patient, out-patient, therapy sessions) in which social

media data might be incorporated. To elucidate this information, more research is needed

from interdisciplinary teams of clinicians, researchers and patients to understand the effi-

cacy and potential outcomes of introducing social media data into clinical contexts. When

to seek consent from participants managing mental illness is also important. In the studies

descried in this thesis, clinicians assessed potential participants’ symptomatic conditions

before reaching out regarding study participation. Participants should also be given an op-

tion to opt-out of research programs without any consequences to their ongoing treatment

and care at the facility. Lastly, the data used in this study were obtained from consenting

participants who were fully informed of the risks and benefits of participation. For future

work, the potential for this information to reveal sensitive clinical insights may motivate

other parties to collect and analyze it without consent. Thus, it is important for clinicians

and researchers to develop standards to protect the confidentiality and the rights of this

sensitive population to avoid misuse of personal information and to maintain individual

autonomy.

Social Media Data Collection and Use The data used for studies described in Chapter

4 are publicly available and we do not interact with the users; therefore it did not qualify

for approval from our respective Institutional Review Boards. However, without the users’

consent, knowledge, or awareness, we are cognizant of the ethical limitations that occur in

the absence of consent and feedback from the study population. To reduce risk of users’

identity and data being revealed inadvertently, we paraphrased quotes in the paper, obfus-
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cated any personally identifiable information, a method that has been used in other similar

social computing work [147]. We acknowledge that these sensitive predictions of people’s

mental health state require ethical guidance beyond the purview of traditional ethics board.

To that end, collaboratively developing dynamic and relevant ethical practices like partic-

ipatory research efforts by the Connected and Open Research Ethics Initiative (CORE), to

guide and navigate the social and ethical complexities of this research is incredibly impor-

tant.

Negative Implications Recent literature 1 calls for researchers to pro-actively consider

the negative implications and harms that might be caused by research practices and arti-

facts. In light of these discussion, I would like to note some unintended consequences in

using data-driven, machine learning approaches for predicting mental health states and be-

haviors. The products of this research such as the relapse prediction model, are designed

in a participatory manner with two stakeholders in mind, clinicians and their patients. One

risk of this work is the misuse of such models by nefarious actors who do not have a role

in supporting people’s pathways to care. Identifying these actors and their intentions is

complex and challenging. As the field of machine learning and health moves forward,

it becomes imperative to develop standards, approvals and protections (similar to HIPAA

compliance) for the use of computational, predictive models in clinical settings.

Caveats Regarding Design Implications Disclosing about stigmatized concerns like

schizophrenia might call upon negative impacts such as social discrimination and rejection,

which are detrimental to well-being. Therefore, the support recommendations discussed

under design implications (in Chapters 3 and 6) need to be cognizant of the boundary reg-

ulation choices of the disclosing individuals, e.g., restricting recommendations to a chosen

audience of the discloser, to prevent unintended negative consequences. Ideally, they also

need to adapt to the responses that disclosures may elicit from an individual’s social net-

1https://acm-fca.org/2018/03/29/negativeimpacts/
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work, so that the amount of disclosure information revealed is adequate to gather support,

however does not divulge excessive details about the user. Similarly, we indicated the pos-

sibility of sharing of social media archives with a therapist. These design approaches need

to factor in boundary regulation issues in the patient-therapist interpersonal relationship,

and need to develop adequate data and informational abstractions and curation methods.

This would allow balancing the disclosers’ clinical needs and their privacy expectations,

attending to their privacy concerns at the forefront.

Another important caveat in these design suggestions is related to health transitions,

reintegration and social media use (Chapter 6). Unlike other life transitions such as parent-

hood [124] or gender identity transitions [86], transitions of mental health statuses could be

cyclical or non-linear, rarely unidirectional, or permanent. Relapse and re-hospitalizations

are exceptionally common for the conditions we study in this work, like schizophrenia and

mood disorders [176]. Therefore people undergo multiple transitions and possibly return

to past selves several times along the course of the illness; this is unlikely the case with

other life transitions explored in prior literature [119]. People may also choose to not use

social media (or use it differently) during these major life transitions. Therefore, the above

design suggestions cannot be uncritically followed without accounting for the complexities

of the context. Further research is needed to uncover the specific ways and points in time

that social media could support reintegration.

7.3 Limitations

This body of work has some notable limitations that I acknowledge in this section.

First, our examination of social media for mental health is limited in terms of the demo-

graphics and characteristics of the study population and platform of study.

Study population. This thesis focuses on one mental health condition, schizophrenia, to

understand the pathways to care via social media for mental health. While social media has

the potential to support interventions for other mental health conditions, as evidenced by
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prior work, the findings from this thesis (specifically, from chapters 3-5) may not generalize

directly to other mental illnesses such as depression, mood disorder, bipolar and borderline

personality disorders, etc. The studies on the intersection of clinical and social pathways

to care included study populations with other diagnosis such as mood, anxiety and bor-

derline personality disorders. While symptomatic experiences and objective outcomes of

recovery, such as time taken for remission of symptoms, or probability of relapse might

vary across conditions, clinical literature suggests commonalities in reintegration and re-

covery experiences across mental illnesses [396]. The commonalities and differences in

mental health experiences and transitions experienced by people with different illnesses

and co-morbid conditions needs to be further investigated. Future work can evaluate and

extend our findings with other populations, including people with different mental health

conditions, people who have experienced very long hospitalization periods, and people in

different countries and cultures.

Demographics. The participants who consented and shared their medical records and

social media data for the research described in Chapter 3 and Chapter 6 sought treatment

within a single healthcare system in a specific geography, albeit one of the largest in the

United States, comprising English-speaking, Western populations. The eligibility criteria

for patient participant recruitment ranged from 15 to 35 years to reflect the inclusion crite-

ria of the Early Treatment Program at the hospital, however, adolescents may engage with

social media in a distinct manner compared to young adults. Similarly, participants in the

interview study (Section 6.2) experienced psychiatric hospitalization only in the United

States. The demographics therefore, are skewed and we caution against sweeping gen-

eralizations. Clinical literature suggests that schizophrenia manifests uniformly across

demographic groups (gender, ethnicity, race) and geography [397] so we conjecture the

demographic biases to be minimal. More research is needed across different demographic

groups and different healthcare systems to extend the insights in this work.

Platform of study. Overall, this thesis includes the study of multiple social media plat-
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forms like Facebook, Twitter, Reddit, Instagram, etc., to understand the role of these plat-

forms for mental health care interventions. The individual research studies, however, have

been largely limited to a single platform of choice. For instance, the feasibility of social

media data in predicting clinical outcomes like relapse is demonstrated based on Facebook

data. The nature of self disclosures examined in Chapter 4 focuses on a micro-blogging

platform like Twitter, which is likely to be very different from disclosures made on online

communities platforms like Reddit, social networks like Facebook and so on. In Chapter 5,

we have considered only three proxy diagnostic signals, although they are amongst the most

widely used in the community. Additional investigations are required on alternative proxy

signals and the potential of employing the use of multiple proxy signals in a concerted fash-

ion. In chapter 6, we are unable to delineate the benefits/harms and the role of individual

social platforms in reintegration for mental health. Prior work highlights that while research

studies on social media focus on a single platform, people’s lived experiences suggest that

they incorporate multiple social media platforms into their communication practices and

social needs [398] (consistent with our findings in Chapter 6.2.) Therefore, future work

can seek to unravel the nuances of pathways of care for mental health across the social

media ecology.

Second, the methodological choices, operationalization of constructs and decisions made

during the research process have an impact on the findings in this work.

Social pathways to care. To operationalize self-disclosure on Twitter, we relied on a

set of hand curated key phrases to assist in data collection. Although these phrases are

clinician validated, they do not include all possible ways in which Twitter users disclose

their diagnosis of schizophrenia. Relatedly, in our operationalization of intimacy of disclo-

sures, we limit our focus to studying the impact of active, incoming audience engagement.

Stemming from our interest in the invisible audience, we focused our attention on find-

ing evidence for a general form of social benefits received by disclosure. These choices
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limit us from making claims about specific motivations, goals, and social benefits of on-

line disclosures of mental health. For instance, disclosers might pursue goals other than

social benefits, such as trust, impression management, and social validation that we do not

disentangle in our analysis. We have also not probed into the nature of the audience and

questions surrounding their own social media. Studying the alignment between discovered

patterns of audience engagement and specific disclosure goals, and how non-responsive or

non-supportive audience impacts future disclosure behaviors constitutes an interesting di-

rection for future research. Further, the social benefits that we identify in our study (such

as therapeutic outcomes, reciprocity) need further causal evidence and validation using

self-reported data. Causal inference studies and qualitative data such as interviews can be

powerful in complementing this line of work.

Clinical pathways to care. The performance of our relapse prediction algorithm in

Chapter 3 was likely impacted by our definition of relapse, which was defined as a hospi-

talization due to psychotic symptoms. Relapse, however is a complicated phenomenon, and

has other definitions, including symptomatic exacerbations that do not result in hospital-

ization. Furthermore, the decision to hospitalize is often multifactorial and may not always

be a reliable indicator of psychotic symptoms. Our error analysis, described in Chapter 3

suggested that several periods believed to be incorrectly identified as periods of relapse did

in fact have documented evidence for the presence of psychotic symptoms, although they

did not necessarily result in a hospitalization.

Additionally, our approach was limited by our characterization of monthly periods of

relative health and relative illness. First, illness trajectory for many individuals with psy-

chotic disorders does not neatly fall into distinct segments of “health” and “illness”, rather

symptoms fluctuate over time. Furthermore, the recording of inpatient hospitalization dates

were obtained via medical records, and it is possible that some hospitalizations were miss-

ing from the record and, therefore, not included in our analyses. In order to address these

limitations and to improve our ability to find associations between social media activity
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and psychotic symptom exacerbations, future studies need to monitor participants prospec-

tively and utilize frequent symptom rating scales to more accurately assess symptom sever-

ity. Second, while all participants included in our analyses experienced at least one relapse

hospitalization, the specific symptoms that define an exacerbation for each individual with

psychotic disorders are often unique, and although symptom heterogeneity was addressed

in our analyses, generalizability may be limited. Third, some participants were more ac-

tive on Facebook than others, providing varying degrees of extractable data. An important

question for future research will be how much social media data is necessary in order to

make a reliable clinical predictions. Lastly, the Facebook archives used for our analyses

were collected retrospectively. While retrospective collection eliminates the possibility of

altering behavior as a result of being monitored [399], to achieve the goal of early relapse

identification, prospective monitoring will be necessary in future work.

Intersection of clinical and social care Along the third theme of this thesis, we were

motivated by the recovery model to combine medical records with social media data, as

they provide complementary insights into mental health transition experiences. Medical

records indicate the clinical aspect of hospitalizations and provide temporal markers of

health and illness – a person is hospitalized when their symptoms exacerbate and they are

discharged from the hospital only after receiving appropriate treatment and medication.

Social media data provide insights into people’s social interactions with others (through

messaging, check-ins, etc.), their emotions, and self-presentation aspects related to mental

health status. However, we acknowledge that these data do not comprise an exhaustive

set of representative signals for clinical and social care. Among the clinical attributes, we

are looking at summary attributes: diagnosis code and hospitalization dates that provide

valid clinical information, often condensed from richer medical records capturing patient’s

status, such as symptomatic expression, self-reports and collateral information gathered by

the clinician from during appointments, responses on any clinical instruments/assessments

employed, or medication adherence and history of therapy. Similarly, not all aspects of so-
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cial care might be visible on social media. For instance, caregivers and offline connections,

community integration programs and support groups both offline and online also contribute

to social aspects of care in mental health. Future work can explore these offline facets and

other frameworks to investigate the intersection of clinical and social aspects of mental

health care.

Another factor that needs further investigation in these works is the role of device non-

use during the period of psychiatric hospitalization. People are not allowed to use their

phone/computer during in-patient hospitalization. They might occasionally be permitted

to access a computer within the hospital but they do not have access to social media sites

during this time. As people are not allowed access to technology during in-patient hospital-

ization digital traces on their Facebook data during this time are mostly empty. This aspect

is uniform across all participants, therefore, we do not expect changes in the empirical re-

sults from 6.1. However, the role of device non-use and digital breaks on social media

posting behavior and its association with withdrawal-focused status after hospitalization

needs further delineation. Finally, contextualizing the PSS-based trajectories in people’s

experiences and the use of this information in clinical contexts requires additional rigorous

validation in future work.

Across these works, we are unable to present causal evidence between social media based

online behaviors and mental health attributes (both clinical outcomes such as relapse and

social outcomes like social support). Where it is possible, ethically and logistically, we

employed methods such as comparison with a matched control group to establish weak

causation. However, further work is needed to examine to what extent social media based

behavioral data, causally relate to mental health attributes and individuals’ well-being.
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7.4 Future Work

Health Equity. The application of data-driven algorithmic techniques to problems in

mental health, for instance, clinical decision making, raises critical questions about who

are the individuals who benefit from the ML-driven clinical interventions? And, who are

the individuals who might be harmed or left out by these technologies? In my work, I’ve

studied multiple groups of individuals to understand mental health and social media use;

people who publicly disclose about their illness online, people who participate in awareness

campaigns online, people who follow online support forums for mental health, clinically

diagnosed patients, and people who experienced a psychiatric hospitalization. However,

this excludes all those who do not use social media platforms, those who are not formally

diagnosed, those who do not reach out to care and support due to the stigma surrounding

mental health, and those who do not have access to resources for care. Findings from this

thesis show that the envisioned ML/AI approaches on social media data for mental health

do not generalize well across these groups of individuals who are included or excluded

by research practices. How can we develop AI/ML systems for mental health to be more

equitable and support people’s differential health needs? In operationalizing health out-

comes for computational approaches, how can we adopt a human-centered perspective that

considers the complete individual and their context? Having AI systems for mental health

work fairly across subgroups while avoiding harm, and being accountable is a challenge.

A fruitful direction for future work is to systematically investigate how we can develop

standards to document the individuals and their context in machine learning/artificial in-

telligence systems for mental health and innovate machine learning approaches that might

successfully scale across subgroups.

Human AI Interaction. The effectiveness of social media based interventions in con-

junction with machine learning approaches depends on whether processes exist for domain

experts to trust, understand and interact with ML models and incorporate it into their de-
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cision making. What consequences do these predictions have on the therapeutic alliance

between clinicians and patients? What recourse processes can we design when the ML/AI

algorithm makes prediction errors? One approach to this challenge is developing less so-

phisticated models that can be easily communicated to clinicians collaborators by inno-

vating around post-hoc explanations for model’s predictions. Another perspective is un-

derstanding from stakeholders’ perspectives the gaps in knowledge or vocabulary about

computational techniques applied to predict health outcomes. Particularly, building shared

vocabularies for computational concepts and practices and bridging knowledge gaps can

be an impactful future direction sustain inter-disciplinary collaborations between computer

scientists clinician and health care experts. Thus, what comes next in realizing the potential

of social media in supporting interventions for mental health is understanding how domain

experts interact with data-driven, machine learning model predictions of clinical outcomes

and, how these new decision support systems transform existing clinical practices, care

pathways and trust between patients and providers.

Harm reduction. While the focus of this dissertation is on the potential of social media

in supporting mental health care, literature also points to harmful health content online

that can have dangerous contagion effects [400]. And not all the ways people appropriate

social media is supportive for mental health outcomes. Thus, pro-active identification and

mitigation of harmful behaviors and effects of harmful content related to mental health is

a critical next step. More importantly, developing techniques to identify such behaviors

(that might work in clandestine ways) at scale and designing fair, appropriate moderation

mechanisms to manage the content spread is crucial.
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